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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
The computer systems of the eighties are expected to be 
designed using powerful low-cost distributed parts to 
achieve increases in computing power and concurrency. 
Rapidly decreasing production costs of LSI and VLSI 
components facilitate this approach to the design process. 
The potential for high degrees of concurrency (and therefore 
reduced "real time" requirements for the execution of 
computer programs) have led many researchers to develop 
strategies for the efficient utilization of these 
distributed components. One such class of architectures, 
based on the concept of data flow, is designed to exploit 
the inherent parallelism within a program. 
Conventional computer systems (those based on the von 
Neumann concept of computing) are characterized primarily by 
a centralized control and are driven by one or more 
instruction streams. Any parallel activity is explicitly 
denoted by the programmer. In contrast, data flow systems 
are designed to be driven by the availability of data. The 
traditional sequencing constraints are removed and an 
operation is enabled for execution as soon as its operands 
are available [Arvind and Gostelow 1977, Chamberlin 1971, 
Davis 1978, Dennis and Misunas 1975, Plas, et al. 1976]. 
There have been several architectures proposed for 
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data-driven machines and at least two prototypes under 
construction [Arvind and Gostelow 1977, Davis 1978, Dennis 
1974, Dennis and Misunas 1975, Johnson, et al. 1980, Mago 
1980, Plas, et al. 1976, Rumbaugh 1977, Watson and Gurd 
1979]. These vary as to the level of intended exploitation 
of parallelism as well as the techniques to insure safe 
run-time environments for the transferral of data values. 
The complexity resulting from the interaction and 
communication between numerous parts of distributed computer 
systems requires new methods for their analysis. Data flow 
systems containing many processing elements (functional 
units) fall into this category. The execution time behavior 
of programs run on these systems is especially relevant to 
the overall evaluation of proposed systems as well as 
determining the appropriateness of a given system for 
certain problem classes. Furthermore, the evaluation of an 
algorithm and its program representation is highly important 
in achieving high degrees of concurrency and resource 
utilization. Graph models of computations prove to be very 
amenable to the analysis of data flow programs, but either 
previous research has been limited to conventional high 
level constructs or proposed methodologies have proven to 
require excessive quantities of time to perform the analysis 
[Martin and Estrin 1967, Martin and Estrin 1969, Oldehoeft, 
et al. 1979, Ramchandani 1974, Retnadhas 1978, Retnadhas 
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1979]. Other researchers have used simulation for the 
performance evaluation of programs to be executed on 
parallel architectures [Gostelow and Thomas 1980, Lee 1980]. 
This research presents a method for approximating the 
time required to execute a data flow program (assuming 
adequate computing resources). This method is applied to 
the static program graph at compile time and yields a 
parameterized equation for the execution time performance of 
the program. Parameters include expected number of loop 
iterations, expected lengths of data streams, and expected 
probabilities of the outcome of conditional evaluations. 
One important aspect of this research is the reduction of 
nodes found in the program graph. Without these reductions, 
the time required to perform the analysis would be greatly 
increased. Reductions are made upon abstract operations 
found in the high level program. By making a few simpli­
fying assumptions, the method is recursively applied to 
these abstract operations in the program graph using a 
top-down approach. Petri net representations of the 
abstract operations are analyzed to yield values that are 
combined with more traditional approaches in the reduction 
of the program graph. While this approach may introduce 
approximations at each stage, the major benefit is a 
significant reduction over other techniques in the time 
required for the analysis. 
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A high level language is introduced with many charac­
teristics suitable for programs to be executed on data flow 
computers. Special emphasis is placed upon stream-oriented 
computations. 
Of the many proposals for data flow architectures, two 
are treated in this research: the feedback model similar to 
the Dennis-Misunas architecture [Dennis and Misunas 1975] 
and the stream-oriented model similar to the Dennis-Weng 
architecture [Dennis and Weng 1979]. In the feedback model, 
an operation contains space for each operation. This 
operand space is reused should the operation be re-enabled. 
Therefore, to prevent overwrite of data values, feedback 
signals from successive operations are required for an 
operation to be enabled. In the stream-oriented model, 
language restrictions prevent the re-enabling of the same 
static copy of an operation and hence the analysis is 
greatly simplified. Iterative computations are performed 
recursively and data streams are implemented as linearized 
structures. 
Two architectural models are used in this dissertation, 
but neither is promoted as an ideal architecture. The first 
is used since software simulation was available to validate 
the model [Oldehoeft, et al. 1978]. It has many features . 
which would perhaps preclude it as a viable real machine 
architecture. The second, due to Dennis-Weng, is modeled 
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since it provides powerful stream facilities and has a 
reasonable chance for implementation as a real machine. 
Rather than promote architectures, the technique of analysis 
by use of Petri nets is promoted and is the subject of this 
dissertation. 
Outline of Dissertation 
Chapter II introduces a high level language for the 
presentation of this research. Chapter III describes Petri 
nets in general and a subclass, state machine decomposible 
Petri nets, in particular. The recursive reduction of the 
nodes found in a high level program is the subject of 
Chapter IV. Chapter V presents the analysis of five 
programs along with their simulated results. The extension 
to other architectures is discussed in Chapter VI which is 
followed by the concluding remarks of Chapter VII. Three 
appendices contain the templates for high level stream 
operations, the simulation programs discussed in Chapter V, 
and a description of the notation used in this work. 
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CHAPTER II. HIGH LEVEL LANGUAGE 
This chapter describes the features of the high level 
programming language used in the presentation of this 
research. This language contains constructs considered 
representative of current languages designed for parallel 
machine environments and is devoid of several features 
incompatible with a functionally descriptive language; e.g., 
GOTO's, global references, and artificial sequencing of 
statements. Data flow systems are value-oriented and hence 
an appropriate language supports this orientation. The 
syntax of the language is loosely defined since it is.less 
important in this work than the compatibility of the 
underlying semantics with the supporting architecture. The 
procedure orientation and some of the traditional constructs 
of the language to be described may be expressed syntacti­
cally in a different manner in future high level languages. 
The high level language described here is not considered to 
be a proposal for a new language but is only presented to 
facilitate this research. 
The basic data types of integer, real, and boolean are 
supported along with a representative set of base level 
operations including arithmetic, logical, and relational 
operations. Furthermore, integer and real arrays are 
present with the operations "select" and "append." Any 
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identifiers declared of the above types are referred to as 
"scalars," including array identifiers, since their value 
(the array structure in the case of array identifiers) may 
be transmitted along a path in the program graph as a single 
token (or by a single reference). A sequence of scalers of 
a homogenous data type constitutes a stream data type. 
Identifiers may be declared as a specific stream type. The 
sequence of values forming a stream is terminated by a 
special final value, end-of-stream (eos), where an empty 
stream contains only the eos token. The full set of 
operations defined on scalars is extended to operate on 
elements of streams as appropriate. For example, the 
expression A + B, where A and B are of integer stream type, 
produces as a result an integer stream where the elements of 
A and B have been pairwise added. Expressions involving 
streams are valid only if the length of the streams involved 
in a given operation are equal. Any operation with eos 
tokens as operands produces an eos result. 
All high level operations produce a multi-expression as 
a result where the arity of the expression is the same as 
the expected number of values used in the invoking statement 
[Ackerman and Dennis 1978], This language supports the 
naming of expressions through the use of an assignment 
statement. Assignment is viewed as a definition, since in 
general the language is single assignment [Chamberlin 1971]. 
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The language also includes blocks, conditionals, 
while-do constructs, procedure definitions and invocations, 
and streamed computations. Blocks are constructed with 
BEGIN-END pairs and may contain local declarations. 
Following the END statement, in parentheses, is the 
definition of the "out set" of the block; those values 
produced as the result of the evaluation of the block. For 
example, the block in Figure 2.1 produces a binary multi-
expression. 
BEGIN 
REAL x,y,r,s; 
x,y = a+b, a-b; 
r,s = x*y, x/y; 
END (r,s) 
Figure 2.1. Sample block 
The conditional takes the form: 
IF <BOOLEAN EXPRESSION> THEN <BLOCK 1> 
ELSE <BLOCK 2> 
Depending upon the value of <BOOLEAN EXPRESSION>, either 
<BLOCK 1> or <BLOCK 2> is evaluated to produce the results 
of the IF statement. Needless to say, arity(<BLOCK 1>) = 
arity(<BLOCK 2» = arity(IF). The <BOOLEAN EXPRESSION> 
produces a scalar result. The situation where the 
programmer would like to produce a boolean stream result is 
handled syntactically by the high level "SELECT" stream 
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operation (described later in this chapter). 
Iteration is supported by the while-do construct which 
takes the form: 
WHILE <BOOLEAN EXPRESSION> 
INITIAL <ASSIGNMENTS> DO 
<LOCAL DECLARATIONS> 
<BODY> 
END (<OUTSET>) 
The assignments in the initial clause specify initial values 
for the identifiers in the input set of the while-do. As an 
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example, the while-do in Figure 2.2 computes Z i. 
1=1 
WHILE i <= 10 
INITIAL i = 1, n = 0 DO 
INTEGER i,n; 
NEW n = n + i; 
NEW i = i + 1 
END (n) 
Figure 2.2. Sample while-do 
Procedure definitions take the form; 
PROCEDURE <NAME> (<DECLARATION OF INPUT ARGUMENTS>) 
RETURNS (<DECLARATION OF OUTPUT PARAMETERS>) 
<LOCAL DECLARATIONS> 
<BODY> 
END 
Procedures may be declared within any other procedure and 
may be recursively invoked. Only the normal entry and exit 
are allowed to a procedure, A procedure is invoked by 
supplying arguments of the procedure name and a procedure 
produces a multi-expression as a result. Side effects are 
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not possible. Only (and all of) the output parameters are 
associated with a unique value upon termination of a 
procedure. Procedures might just as well be called 
functions. Figure 2.3 contains an example of a procedure to 
calculate the factorial of its argument. 
PROCEDURE fact (INTEGER n) 
RETURNS (INTEGER f) 
f = IF n > 1 THEN BEGIN 
INTEGER X; 
X = n * fact(n - 1) 
E N D  ( X )  
ELSE BEGIN 
INTEGER y; 
y = 1 
END (y) 
END 
Figure 2.3. Sample procedure 
A streamed computation is declared by the following 
syntax : 
STREAMED 
<LOCAL DECLARATIONS> 
<BODY> 
END (<OUTSET>) 
Streamed identifiers may only be declared within streamed 
procedures. The declaration of streamed computations may 
prove to be syntactically unnecessary, but it appears in 
this work to facilitate the reduction of a streamed 
computation node. When it is desirable to perform a high 
level scalar operation (other than one of the base level 
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operations) upon each token of a stream, it is necessary to 
make the association between the appropriate scalars of the 
high level operation and the scalar tokens of the stream. 
For this reason, associations may be made within a streamed 
computation between "scalar" identifiers and stream identi­
fiers. This association is made via an ASSOC entry in the 
local declarations of the streamed computations. After this 
association is declared, the interpretation is made that the 
scalar, when used in right hand context (referenced) in a 
construct, will take on successive values thereby reinvoking 
the construct once for each data token of the stream. 
Likewise, when the scalar is used in left hand context 
(assigned) , the interpretation is made that the sequence of 
values assigned to the scalar constitutes the stream with 
which the association is made. The compiler must generate 
code for the appropriate handling of the eos tokens. For 
example. Figure 2.4 contains portions of a streamed computa­
tion in which the association between several scalars and 
several streams is made. Though it is possible for a 
procedure to have stream arguments, the procedure P in this 
example is defined to take a scalar as an input argument; 
hence, the procedure is reinvoked once for each token of the 
stream A. 
Built-in routines are available for use by the 
programmer. Trigonometric functions, SQRT, and ABS are 
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STREAMED 
INTEGER a,b,c,d; 
INTEGER STREAM A,B,C,D; 
ASSOC a IN A; 
ASSOC b IN B, c IN C, d IN D; 
PROCEDURE P (INTEGER x) RETURNS (INTEGER y) 
END 
A = <stream creation> 
b = WHILE i < a 
INITIAL i = 1, n = 0 DO 
INTEGER i,n; 
n = n + i ; 
i = i + 1; 
END (n); 
c = P ( a ) ; 
d = STREAMED 
(a used in right hand context) 
END 
END 
Figure 2.4. Associations in a streamed computation 
defined for integers, reals, integer streams, and real 
streams in addition to a wide range of high level stream 
operations. The stream operators will be described in more 
detail in a subsequent chapter but consist of the following: 
a) FIRST (stream) 
b) REST (stream) 
c) CONS (scalar, stream) 
d) EMPTY (stream) 
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e) SUM (stream) 
f) PROD (stream) 
g) MIN (stream) 
h) MAX (stream) 
i) SIZE (stream) 
j) BUF (stream) 
k) UNBUF (array) 
1) REPL (scalar, stream) 
m) SCREATE (scalarl, scalar2, scalarS) 
n) SELECT (streaml, stream2, streamB) 
o) SUBSTM (stream, scalarl, scalar2) 
The FIRST operation yields the first token of its 
argument stream as its result. The REST operation yields 
its stream argument without its first token as its result 
and hence is undefined on the empty stream. The CONS 
operation places its scalar argument in front of its stream 
argument to yield its stream result. EMPTY produces a 
boolean result depending on whether its argument is the 
empty stream or not. SUM, PROD, MIN, MAX, and SIZE produce 
appropriate scalar results based on their argument streams. 
The BUF and UNBUF operations are used to buffêr and unbuffer 
streams to and from, respectively, an array. The REPL 
operation produces a stream the same length as its stream 
argument consisting of the same scalar value for each data 
token. SCREATE produces an integer stream of values from 
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scalarl through scalar2 by scalarS. SELECT creates a stream 
where the ith token is either the ith token of streaml or 
the ith token of stream2 depending on the boolean value of 
the ith token of streamS. SUBSTM is used to remove tokens 
from the "front" or "rear" of its argument stream. Scalarl 
tokens are removed from the front of the stream and scalar2 
tokens are allowed to pass. The remainder, with the 
exception of the eos token, are destroyed. 
! 
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CHAPTER III. PETRI NETS 
The Petri net model of concurrent asynchronous activity 
has gained wide acceptance in the modeling of parallel 
computing systems [Agerwala 1975, Agerwala 1979, Peterson 
1977, Ramamoorthy and Ho 1980, Ramchandani 1974]. This 
chapter presents a definition of Petri nets along with some 
relevant developments by other researchers, particularly 
C. Ramchandani [Ramchandani 1974] in the analysis and 
characterization of the behavior of a certain subclass of 
Petri nets. 
A Petri net is defined as a bipartite directed graph N 
= <T,P,A>. This graph contains a set of transitions T, a 
set of places P, and a set of directed arcs A from places to 
transitions and transitions to places. A simple example is 
found in Figure 3.1. Places are denoted by circles and 
transitions by bars. 
The state of a Petri net is determined by its token 
marking or configuration of tokens in its places. Tokens 
are denoted as dots within places. When modeling concurrent 
systems, transitions correspond to abstract operations and 
tokens represent the availability of certain resources. 
When modeling programs, these tokens represent data values 
or control signals. Marked Petri nets may be executed by 
following certain firing rules. A transition is enabled 
when all of its input places contain at least one token. 
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Figure 3.1. Example of a Petri net 
The marked Petri net of Figure 3.2(a) has a marking such 
that transition t3 is enabled. The firing of a transition 
removes one token from each input place and adds one token 
to each output place. When transition tg in Figure 3.2(a) 
fires, it produces the token marking found in Figure 3.2(b) 
where transition t^ is/low enabled. Other important aspects 
of concurrent systems may be modeled with Petri nets such as 
decisions (more than one output arc for a given place) and 
resource creation from multiple sources (more than one input 
arc for a given place). For example, the Petri net of 
Figure 3.3 shows a net with a marking such that transitions 
t2 and 13 are both enabled. When either 12 or 13 fires, a 
token is produced for place pg, thereby enabling transition 
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Marking before 
firing transition 13 
(b) Marking after firing 
transition tg 
Figure 3.2. Marked Petri net 
before and after firing transition 
Figure 3.3. Petri net with a decision 
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Well-structured programs may be modeled by a subclass 
of Petri nets known as state machine decomposible (SMD) 
Petri nets. The analysis of this subclass may be totally 
automated [Ramchandani 1974]. A few formal definitions 
describe an SMD petri net; 
A Petri net is a state machine iff every 
transition has only one input and one output 
place. 
A closed subnet Pj|^,A^> of a Petri net 
<T,P,A> is a strongly connected Petri net where 
Ti, P^, and A^ are subsets of T, P, and A, 
respectively, and is the set of all input and 
output transitions of the places of P^. 
A minimal closed subnet is a closed subnet in 
which no closed subnet may be obtained by deleting 
any portion of it. 
A set of closed subnets {Q^} covers a Petri net N 
iff N = <UT^,UP^,UA^>. 
A Petri net is SMD iff every minimal closed subnet 
is a state machine and there exists a set of state 
machines which covers the net. 
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Figure 3.4. State machine decomposition 
of Petri net of Figure 3.2(a) 
The Petri net of Figure 3.2(a) is SMD and is covered by the 
three state machines found in Figure 3.4. 
The relative number of firings of a transition to other 
transitions in a Petri net is captured in its current 
assignment [Ramchandani 1974]. The current assignment for a 
Petri net is made such that every arc carries the current 
value associated with the transition to which it is connected 
and the sum of the currents of the input arcs of any place is 
equal to the sum of the currents of the output arcs of that 
place. For example, should transition tg fire twice as 
often as transition tg then the current assignments could be 
made for the Petri net of Figure 3.3 of 4^ti) = d^t^) = 3, 
*(t2) = 2, *(t3) = 1 or ^(ti) = (j)(ti+) = 1, 4(t2) = 2/3, 
*(t3) = 1/3. 
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SMD Petri nets have many interesting properties such as 
a) the number of tokens on any state machine is invariant 
under transition firings and b) the number of tokens on an 
SMD Petri net is bounded under transition firings. By 
assigning a firing time to each transition, a very important 
characteristic of an SMD Petri net may be computed; its 
period or average time between firings of its transitions. 
The period of an SMD Petri net N is computed as the maximum 
period of all its component state machines: 
T ( N ) = max^[ T ( N ^ ) ]  ( 3 . 1 )  
The period of a state machine is described by the 
equation 
wher e t(tj) is the firing time of transition t^ in and 
M(p^) is the number of tokens in place p^ in N^. Since 
there exist an infinite set of current assignments for a 
given Petri net (infinitely many ways of specifying a 
relative frequency), the current assignment will be chosen 
such that the transition(s) t^ with the largest relative 
current will have a current assignment of one: *(ty) = 1. 
That is, all current assignments are less than or equal to 
one. As an example, consider the Petri net of Figure 3,2(a) 
and its state machine decomposition of Figure 3.4. All 
current assignments are one since there are no decisions 
(places with multiple output arcs) in the Petri net. 
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Assuming unit execution time for all transitions, the period 
of the original Petri net is computed as 
t(N) = max [ t(Ni), t(N2), t(N3)] 
= max [2/1, 3/1, 2/1] = 3 
The expected time between firings of a transition t. in the 
2 
SMD Petri net N is computed as t (N)/<|)(t^ ) . Therefore, all 
the transitions of the Petri net of Figure 3.2(a) fire on 
the average every three time steps. The Petri net N of 
Figure 3.3 is a state machine and assuming unit execution 
time for all transitions and 
*(ti) = ^(t^) = 1, (J)(t2) = .3, and ^(tg) = .7 
t(N) = [(I'l) + (1'.3) + (1'.7) + (I'l)] /I 
= 3 
Therefore, transitions ti and tt* fire on the average once 
every three time steps, transition tg fires on the average 
one time every ten time steps (3/.3 time steps between 
firings) , and transition 13 fires on the average seven times 
every thirty time steps (3/.7 time steps between firings). 
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CHAPTER IV. RECURSIVE REDUCTION OF NODES 
Through various approximations, a well-structured 
program may be modeled by SMD Petri nets by representing 
operations as transitions and data values as tokens. This 
modeling of the execution of a program in a data flow 
environment involves the characteristics of the underlying 
architecture and the features of an appropriate language. 
The Petri net representation of the static program graph 
along with its token marking reflects both of these 
considerations. 
The technique for timing analysis of a data flow 
program which is introduced in this work consists of 
recognizing "nodes" (or subnets) in the program graph and 
reducing each node to a single transition (with associated 
attributes) representing the abstract operation. Nodes 
correspond to some of the abstract operations defined at the 
high level; 
1) base level machine operations, 
2) streamed computations, 
3) pre-analyzed high level stream operations (e.g., 
FIRST and REST), 
4) while-do constructs, 
5) blocks, 
6) conditionals, and 
7) procedure invocations. 
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The base level machine operations (e.g., +, append, SQRT, 
identity) require no reduction and appear as transitions 
with firing times equal to the execution time of the 
operations. (In the examples in this presentation, all base 
level machine operations are assumed to have unit execution 
time.) 
The reduction process associates with each node a set 
of attributes which characterizes its stand-alone timing 
behavior and its potential effect on the timing behavior of 
any enclosing node. These attributes are derived from the 
analysis of SMD Petri nets obtained from the node. Some of 
the attributes are required only if the node is embedded in 
a stream computation and are dependent on the manner the 
architecture implements streams. High level stream opera­
tors are regarded as pre-analyzed nodes with attributes 
known a priori and are described in more detail in a 
subsequent chapter. A node is reduced to a transition if it 
contains no internal nodes which have not been reduced. 
Since the high level program may have an arbitrary nesting 
of constructs, any node of the graph may be nested within 
another node. 
The Petri net representation and analysis of a program 
is approximate due to two constraints; 
Constraint 1; The graph represents one of possibly 
many implementations of the high level program. 
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Constraint 2; Nodes, as they are reduced to single 
transitions, are assumed to begin execution only 
when all operands of all entry transitions (initial 
operations) are available and all outputs are 
simultaneously released. 
The first constraint represents an area which is outside the 
scope of this research and, as a consequence, the term 
program is taken to mean the original graph itself. 
Imposing the second constraint results in an approximation 
of the computation time of the enclosing nodes. However, as 
pointed out later, this constraint may significantly reduce 
the time for the analysis. 
Performance Analysis of Program Execution 
This section presents the technique of nodal reductions 
of high level program constructs in the approximation of a 
lower bound on the execution time. This technique is 
applied to the feedback model, similar to a form of the 
Dennis-Misunas architecture [Dennis and Misunas 1975], 
Other architectures are dealt with in Chapter VI. In the 
feedback model, an operation contains space for each 
operand. This space is reusable should the operation be 
reinvoked (as is the case in the body of an iterative 
construct by values of successive iterations or in the case 
of the processing of successive values of a stream within a 
streamed computation). The feedback model therefore insures 
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that the output arcs (operand space of successive opera­
tions) are clear before an operation may fire. This is 
accomplished by the use of feedback signals for the purpose 
of preventing overwrite of data values. For simplicity, 
feedback arcs will generally be omitted except where needed 
for analysis. Other architectural proposals allow multiple 
tokens on each arc by tagging each token through a naming 
scheme. The notation used in this work is described as it 
is developed. The reader is referred to Appendix C for an 
overall summary. 
Blocks (scalar) 
As has been mentioned earlier, base level operations 
are modeled by single transitions in a Petri net. The block 
found in Figure 2.1 (repeated in Figure 4.1(a)) is modeled 
by the Petri net of Figure 4.1(b). The graphical represen­
tation of this construct shows clearly the independence of 
the + and - operations, and the * and / operations. Given 
the availability of the values of the identifiers A and B, 
the + and - operations may be performed simultaneously at 
time step one producing values for X and Y. The operations 
* and / at time step two produce the output results of the 
block: values for R and S. This block therefore requires 
two time steps to compute its output values given its input 
values. In general, the maximum path length from any entry 
(initial) transition to any exit (terminal) transition of 
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A B A B 
BEGIN 
REAL X,Y,R,S; 
x,y = a + b, a - b; 
R , S = X * Y ,  X / Y ;  
END (R,S) 
(a) Sample Block 
(b) Petri net representation 
Figure 4.1. Sample block and its representation 
the path—weighted by the execution (firing) time of each 
transition—specifies the nodal firing time of the construct. 
This maximal path length may be computed equivalently 
as the period of an SMD Petri net Ns^ constructed from the 
Petri net N. Ns% is the Petri net N with the addition of an 
acknowledge place initialized with one token from each exit 
transition to each entry transition. The Petri net Nsi 
constructed from the Petri net N of Figure 4.1(b) is shown 
in Figure 4,2 along with its state machine decomposition. 
The period of Nsi and the nodal firing time of N is 
therefore computed using Equations (3.1) and (3.2) (where 
S R 
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all currents are one) as 
T(NSI) = t:(N) 
= max[ 2/1, 2/1, 2/1, 2/1 ]= 2 
Therefore, the block of Figure 4,1 is reduced to a single 
transition with a nodal firing time ti(N) = 2. This general 
procedure follows for subsequent constructs with appropriate 
adj ustments. 
© 0 9 9 
(a) Petri net Nsi 
+ 
* , Y 
9 9  9 9  9 9  9  9  
" * 
(b) State machine decomposition 
Figure 4.2. Petri net Nsi and its SMD 
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Conditionals (scalar) 
The feedback model defines two base level operations 
that are used in the routing of data values to one of two 
destinations and accepting a data value from one of two 
sources based upon the logical value of a control signal. 
The switch operation, Figure 4.3, is modeled directly using 
an exclusive-or output of an extended Petri net model 
[Agerwala 1975] in Figure 4.3(a). This operation takes a 
control signal and a data value and routes the data value to 
one of two destinations. This operation could be modeled 
using the ordinary Petri net model as found in Figure 4.3(b) 
by splitting the switch operation. It is sufficient, 
however, to model it as found in Figure 4.3(c) for the 
purposes of this research (except where noted). The merge 
control data control data 
switch switch^ 1 
control data 
switch. switch 
(a) Exclusive-or 
output 
(b) Splitting 
operation 
(c) Ordinary 
model 
Figure 4.3. Switch operation 
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operation accepts a data value from one of two sources 
depending on the logical value of its control signal. This 
operation, likewise, has several representations, as found 
in Figure 4.4. The model of Figure 4.4(c) is used in this 
research (except where noted). 
control data^ data 
merge merge 
;a. control data^ control da.ta^idata^ 
i  merge, 
(a) Exclusive-or 
input 
(b) Splitting 
operation 
merge 
(c) Ordinary 
model 
Figure 4.4. Merge operation 
The conditional construct is generally represented as 
found in Figure 4.5 where the details of the condition have 
been abstracted out and the then and else bodies have been 
previously reduced. Due to Constraint 2, it may be assumed 
that all switches fire simultaneously and all merges fire 
simultaneously and the representation may be reduced by 
using generic switch and merge operations to that as found 
in Figure 4.6(a). This representation may be further 
reduced by the elimination of unnecessary arcs as found in 
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CONDITION 
switch*' 
switch switch 
else then 
merge merge 
Figure 4.5. Representation of conditional 
Figure 4.6(b). This is justified by assuming that the 
control signal generated by the evaluation of the condition 
contains the data values of the in-set of the body of the 
condition, and that this control signal is passed through 
the then or else body to the merge operation. Realisti­
cally, this argument is justified by noting that 
1) by Constraint 2, the evaluation of the condition is 
not held up by the availability of in^ , and 
body 
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2) for every state machine involving the condition and 
merge there exists a state machine additionally 
involving the switch, then, and else bodies that has 
a larger period. 
Therefore, the period of any Ns-type Petri net constructed 
from the Petri net of Figure 4.6(b) would not differ from 
the period of any Ns-type Petri net constructed from the 
Petri net of Figure 4.6(a). The Ns-type Petri net 
constructed from the Petri net of Figure 4.6(b) appears in 
Figure 4.7. Depending upon the number of entry transitions 
of the conditional, there might be more than one acknowledge 
arc from the exit (merge) transition. Due to the occurrence 
of a decision, not all current assignments are one. The 
current assignment of the then body is denoted as a and 
consequently the current assignment of the else body is 
1 - ot (all other transitions have a current assignment of 
one). As an example, the conditional construct of Figure 
4.8 is reduced via the construction of the Ns-type net of 
Figure 4.9. Since ti(then) = 1 and ti(else) = 2, the period 
of the SMD Petri net of Figure 4.9(a) is computed as; 
ti (N) = T (Nsi ) 
= max {[4 + a.ti(then) + (1 - a).ti(else)] / 1, 
[5 + a . ti (then) + (1 - a ) • ti (else) ] / 1} 
= 5 + a.ti(then) + (1 - a).ti(else) 
= 5 + a + 2(1 - a) = 7 - a 
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a is a parameter to the analysis representing the expected 
probability of choosing the then side and, hence, ti(N) 
represents the expected execution time of the conditional. 
in 
condition 
CONDITION 
in. body 
switch 
else then 
•merge 
out 
CONDITION 
switch 
-  else 
merge 
out 
(a) Generic switch and (b) Elimination of 
merge operations unnecessary arcs 
Figure 4.6. Reduced conditional representation 
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CONDITION 
switch 
then 
merge 
Figure 4.7. Ns-type Petri net of a conditional 
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IF (a + b) > (c - d) * 2 
THEN BEGIN 
INTEGER X 
X = a + b 
END (X) 
ELSE BEGIN 
INTEGER y 
y = (c - d) * 2 
END (y) 
(a) High level code 
then 
switch 
else 
Figure 4.8. 
(b) Petri net representation N 
Example conditional construct 
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*2 
switch 
else then 
merge 
(a) Ns-type Petri net 
Figure 4.9. Ns-type Petri net of Figure 4.8(b) 
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*2 
switch 
else 
merge 
switch 
then 
— f—- merge 
(b) State machine decomposition 
Figure 4.9. Continued 
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While-do 
The while-do is assumed to be implemented as an itera­
tive computation, reusing the program graph in each itera­
tion. This constraint of reusing nodes in the graph is 
relaxed for the architecture of Chapter VI. The analysis of 
a recursive implementation is handled in a subsequent 
section on recursive procedures. In the feedback model, 
feedback signals prevent the simultaneous activity of more 
than one iteration. Therefore, the total execution time of 
a while-do node N is computed as 
ti(N) = m . T(W) + T(F) (4.1) 
where the parameter m is an externally supplied value for 
the number of loop iterations. W is the Petri net con­
structed from N to model the first m iterations and F is the 
Petri net constructed to model the final test. 
The general template of a while-do node is represented 
by the Petri net N of Figure 4.10(a) with additional seman­
tics (involving the boolean values) implied to properly 
describe the overall firing patterns. This representation 
splits the switch and merge operations as previously 
described and illustrated in Figures 4.3(b) and 4.4(b), 
respectively. The details of the condition and body have 
been abstracted out. These implied semantics are not 
necessary in the representation of W and F, appearing in 
Figures 4.10(b) and 4.10(c), since each uses one of the 
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split switch and split merge nodes. Those statements 
appearing in the initial clause of a while-do are assumed to 
be contained in the enclosing node and are not reduced here. 
As an example, consider the while-do found in Figure 
2.2 (reproduced in Figure 4.11(a)). The Petri nets W and P 
modeling this construct are found in Figures 4.11(b) and 
4.11(c) , respectively. The periods of the Petri nets W and 
cx in condition 
merge emerge 
CONDITION 1 / s w i t c h s w i t c h  
out 
BODY 
(a) Petri net representation of 
While-do node N 
Figure 4.10. Petri net representations of while-do node 
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merge 
switch 
BODY 
CONDITION 
merge 
CONDITION 
switch 
(c) Petri net representation 
F of final test of a while-do 
(b) Petri net representation 
W of iteration of 
while-do node 
Figure 4.10. Continued 
F are computed as T{W) = 4 and T(F) = 3, hence, Equation 
(4 .1)  becomes ti(N) = 4 (m) + 3 where the parameter m would 
be given the value 10. 
Procedure Invocations (scalar) 
Procedure calls are treated as though a copy of the 
procedure was dynamically inserted into the program graph at 
the time of the procedure call. This is depicted in Figure 
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WHILE i <= 10 
INITIAL i=l, n=0 DO 
INTEGER 
new n = 
new i = 
1 ,n; 
n + i ; 
i + 1 
END (n) 
(a) While-do N 
switch 
(b) Petri net W 
merge 
y .  <= 
switch 
(c) Petri net F 
Figure 4.11. Sample while-do 
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4.12. A program is treated as a procedure and therefore its 
nodal firing time characterizes the total execution time. 
The procedure implementation described here is one in which 
each parameter has a separate input or output port. This is 
accomplished via the special operations "send" and "receive" 
found both in the invoking construct and in the invoked 
procedure. Other implementations could be modeled 
apply 
procedure name procedure name 
receive receive 
y 
(a) Dynamic insertion of 
procedure body 
(b) Petri net after 
nodal reduction 
Figure 4.12. Procedure invocation 
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with appropriate adjustments. The reduction of a non-
recursive procedure N occurs in a straightforward fashion 
with the construction and analysis of the corresponding 
Ns-type Petri net obtained from N by the addition of 
acknowledge places initialized with one token each from all 
exit nodes to all entry nodes. 
Recursive procedures have the advantage that when used 
to implement computations that are conventionally done 
iteratively, a marked increase in parallelism may result. 
This is due to the supplying of additional copies of 
procedure code whereas a single body of an iteration is 
reused. A timing diagram appears in Figure 4.13 that 
illustrates the potential overlap of the computation that 
occurs within different invocations. Recursive procedures 
necessarily involve conditionals and with appropriate (but 
perhaps difficult) calculation of «-values and the solving 
of a recursive timing equation(s), this class of procedures 
may be analyzed by the standard methodology. 
Three examples are presented that compute the sum of 
the elements of an array. The iterative computation of 
Figure 4.14(a) is expressed recursively via an initial 
invocation of add(A,l,n) of the procedure of Figure 4.14(b). 
Should the computation involving A(i) in each iteration have 
been more complex, the real advantage of a recursive 
expression would be more noticeable due to overlap of 
computations involved in successive invocations. The 
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invocation 
grounded 
7  
time to calculate values produced by the body of 
this invocation 
time to initiate recursive call 
time of grounded invocation 
time to coalesce and return values produced by 
this invocation and a recursive call 
Figure 4.13. Timing diagram of execution of a recursive 
procedure producing single token results 
recursive procedure of Figure 4.14(b) is analyzed through 
the nodal reductions of Figures 4.15(a) through 4.15(d). 
Assuming unit time for base level operations, the computa­
tion of ti(add) is accomplished through construction of 
appropriate Ns-type Petri nets and their SMD. The resulti 
computation is 
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PROCEDURE add (INTEGER ARRAY a 
INTEGER i,n) 
WHILE i <= n 
INITIAL i = 1, 
add = 0 DO 
INTEGER i, add; 
new add = add + a(i) 
new i = i + 1 
END (add) 
s = IF i 
RETURNS (INTEGER s) 
= n 
THEN BEGIN 
INTEGER x; 
X = a(n)  
END (x) 
ELSE BEGIN 
INTEGER y; 
y = a(i) + 
(a) Iterative computation add(a,i+1,n) 
END (y) 
END 
(b) Recursive computation 
Figure 4.14. Linear accumulations of the sum of 
the elements of an array 
ti(add) = t(receive) + ti(if) + t(send) 
= 2 + ti(if) 
ti(if) = t( = ) + t(switch) +a.ti(then) + 
(1 - a)-ti(else) + t(merge) 
= 3 + a-ti(then) + (1 - a)*ti(else) 
ti(then) = t(select) = 1 
ti(else) = max [t(select) + t(+), t(send) + ti(add) + 
t(receive) + t(+), t(+) + t(send) 
+ ti(add) + t(receive) + t(+), 
t(send) + ti(add) + t(receive) + t(+)] 
= t(+) + t(send) + ti(add) + t(receive) + t(+) 
= 4 + ti (add) 
Therefore, 
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receive receive receive 
- send 
(a) Procedure 
Ô 
switch 
A 
/ 
then 
-z- else 
merge 
send usend 
i^add 
select 
send 
receive 
(c) Else 
a n 
•select 
(b) If (d) Then 
Figure 4.15. Nodal reductions of the procedure add 
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ti(add) = 2 + {3 + a[l] + (1 - a )  [4 + ti(add)]} 
= 5 + a + 4(1 - a) + (1 - a)'t2 (add) 
= 9 - 3 (a) + (1 - a)-ti(add) 
= 9/a - 3 (4.2) 
The recursive procedure of Figure 4.16 computes the sum 
in 0(log2 x) time for an array A of x elements. This 
procedure is analyzed through the nodal reductions found in 
Figure 4.17(a) through 4.17(d). The computation of t (log) 
proceeds through the following steps with the appropriate 
construction of the Ns-type Petri nets: 
ti(log) = t(receive) + ti(if) + t(send) 
= 2 + ti(if) 
PROCEDURE log (INTEGER ARRAY a, INTEGER l,h) 
RETURNS (INTEGER n) 
n = IF 1 = h 
THEN BEGIN 
INTEGER x; 
X = a(h) 
END (X) 
ELSE BEGIN 
INTEGER m,y; 
m = (1 + h)/2; 
y = log(a,1,m) + log(a,m+l,h) 
END (y) 
END 
Figure 4.16. Procedure to compute sum of the x elements 
of an array in Oflogg x) time 
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ti{if) = t(=) + t(switch) + a'tj(then) + 
(1 - a).ti(else) + t(merge) 
= 3 + a'ti(then) + (else)-(i ~ a) 
ti(then) = t(select) = 1 
The Ns-type Petri net for the else body of Figure 4.17(c) 
decomposes into six state machines. Four of these have the 
same period that is dominated by the remaining two state 
machines' periods; 
s w i t c h  
else 
merge 
receive receive receive 
send 
(a) Procedure 
Figure 4.17. Nodal reductions 
(b) If 
of the procedure log 
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receive 
receive 
1 1  
X 
' i 
select 
(c) Else (d) Then 
Figure 4.17. Continued 
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ti(else) = max [t(+) + t(/) + t(send) + ti(log) + 
t{receive) + t(+), t(+) + t(/) + 
t(+) + t(send) + ti(log) + 
t(receive) + t(+)] 
= t(+) + t(/) + t(+) + t(send) + ti(log) + 
t(receive) + t(+) 
= 6 + 11 ( log ) 
Therefore, 
ti(log) = 2 + {3 + a[l] + (1 - a) [6 +ti(log)]} 
= 5 + ct + 6(1 — a) + (1 - a)'ti(log) 
= 11 - 5(G) + (1 - a).ti(log) 
= 11/a - 5 (4.3) 
The recursive procedure of Figure 4.18 accumulates the 
sum in a different manner (though not efficiently). This 
procedure is analyzed through the nodal reductions of 
Figures 4.19(a) through 4.19(d). The computation of ti (sum) 
is accomplished through the appropriate construction of the 
Ns-type Petri nets and the following calculations; 
ti (sum) = t(receive) + ti(if) + t(send) 
= 2 + ti(if) 
ti(if) = t( = ) + t(switch) + a-ti(then) + 
(1 - a)'ti(else) + t(merge) 
= 3 + a'ti(then) + (1 - a)-ti(else) 
ti (then) = t(select) + t(+) = 2 
There are seven state machines in the decomposition of the 
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PROCEDURE sum (INTEGER ARRAY a,  INTEGER l,h,n) 
RETURNS (INTEGER s) 
s = IF 1 = h 
THEN BEGIN 
INTEGER x; 
X = a(1) + n 
END (X) 
ELSE BEGIN 
INTEGER m,p,y; 
m = ( 1 + h) /2; 
p = sum(a,l ,m,n) ; 
y = sum(a,m+l,h,p) 
END (y) 
END 
Figure 4.18. Procedure computing sum of elements of 
an array with data dependencies between multiple 
recursive invocations (initial call on sum has 
actual parameter n = 0) 
receive [receive receive receive 
switch 
else then -
send 
merge 
(a) Procedure (b) If 
Figure 4.19. Petri net representation of the 
procedure of Figure 4.18 
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h 1 
send end send send 
sum 
receive 
send i send send send 
(c) Else 
receive 
Figure 4.19. Continued 
Ns-type Petri net constructed from the else node of Figure 
4.19(c). The two major ones appear in the following 
computation : 
ti(else) = max[t(+) + t(/) + t(send) + ti(sum) + 
t(receive) + t(send) + t^ (sum) + 
t(receive), t(+) + t(/) + t(+) + 
t(send) + tj(sum) + t(receive)] 
= max [2• t (sum) + 6, t^(sum) + 5] 
= 2-tj(sum) + 6 
Therefore, 
tj(sum) = 2  +  { 3  +  a [ 2 ]  +  ( 1  -  a ) [ 2 - t;(sum) + 6 ] }  
=  5  +  2 a  +  2 ' ( 1  -  a ) - t i ( s u m )  +  ( 1  -  a ) 6  
=  [ 5  +  2 a  +  6 ( 1  -  a ) ]  /  [ 1  -  2 ( 1  -  a ) ]  
=  ( 1 1  -  4 a )  /  ( 2 a  -  1 )  ( 4 . 4 )  
The calculation of appropriate a -values is very crucial 
to this method. This may not always be easily accomplished 
since it is dependent upon the parallelism exhibited at the 
procedure level which may not be obvious. The behavior of 
the previous three examples is summarized by the diagrams of 
Figure 4.20 for an array with four elements. The blocks 
labeled "n" indicate those invocations that are non-grounded 
and those labeled "t" are the terminal or grounded 
invocations. Solid lines denote a recursive call, and in 
Figure 4.20(c), dashed lines indicate a data dependency. 
The non-grounded invocations execute the "else" body and the 
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(c) Sum 
Figure 4.20. Parallelism at the procedure level 
grounded invocations execute the "then" body in all three 
examples. The appropriate calculation of the a-values 
involves the longest path length through the procedure 
invocations and (in these examples) is dependent upon the 
number of elements, n, in the array. For the procedure 
"add", a is computed as 1/n. For the procedure "log", a is 
computed as flog n + ll . And for the procedure "sum", » 
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is computed as n/(2n-l). As a consequence, should n = 15, 
Equations (4.2) through (4.4) become; 
4.2) ti(add) = 9/a - 3 where a = 1/n = 1/15 
= 9(15) - 3 = 132 
4.3) ti(log) = 11 / a  - 5 where a  = 1/flog n + l"] =1/5 
= 11(5) - 5 = 50 
4.4) ti(sum) = (11 - 4a)/(2a - 1) 
where a  = n/(2n - 1) = 15/29 
= [11 (29) - 4 (15)] / [2 (15) - 29] 
= 259 
In the calculation of Equations (4.2) through (4.4), 
determination of the dominant term of the maximum function 
was possible. This may not always be the case as is 
illustrated in the following example found in Figure 4.21. 
The conditions have been abstracted out and the timing 
equations take the general form of: 
ti(P) = ci + (ai)[c2 + ti(Q)] + (1 - ai)[c3] 
= k1 + «i •ti(Q) 
tl(Q) = C4 + (0'2)[C5+ ti(R)] + (1 - 0t2)[C6] 
=  k z  +  "2 • ti (R) 
11 (R) = c 7 + max{ t i(Q), C 8 +  (a3)[c9+ ti(R)] + 
(1 - a 3) [ c 1 0 ] } 
= C7 + max[ti(Q), k 3 + a3'ti(R)] 
Solving for 11 (R), 
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PROCEDURE P (REAL m) RETURNS (REAL n) 
n = IF Pi THEN BEGIN 
REAL X; 
X = Q(m) 
END (X) 
ELSE BEGIN 
REAL y; 
y = m 
END (y) 
END 
PROCEDURE Q (REAL m) RETURNS (REAL n) 
REAL s; 
S = IF 32 THEN BEGIN 
REAL X; 
X = R (m) 
END (X) 
ELSE BEGIN 
REAL y; 
y = m 
END (y); 
n = P ( s - 1 ) 
END 
PROCEDURE R (REAL m) RETURNS (REAL n) 
REAL s,t; 
s = Q (m) 
t = IF $3 THEN BEGIN 
REAL X 
X = R(m/2) 
END (x) 
ELSE BEGIN 
REAL y 
y = m 
END (y); 
n = s + t 
END 
Figure 4.21. Direct and indirect recursion 
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ti(R) = cy + max[k2 + a2'ti(R), k 3 + og-tifR)] 
Since this equation is not solvable until «2 and a3 are 
known and since ti(P) and ti(Q) are dependent upon ti(R), 
the user, as the supplier of «2 and 03, must solve these 
equations. Alternatively, both equations could be generated 
with the user making the determination as to which resultant 
equation is appropriate based on whether or not 
^2 + «2 ti (R) > ks + 0!3 ti(R). 
Streamed Computations 
A streamed computation is a computation defined over a 
sequence of values [Dennis and Weng 1979, Morris and 
Treleaven 1975, Morrison 1978, Weng 1975, Weng 1979]. In 
the feedback model being described, streams are considered 
to be sequences of tokens residing on the program graph. If 
the program graph does not provide enough token space for 
the elements of the stream, buffering and unbuffering (using 
arrays) occurs. The analysis of program execution where 
streams are represented as single tokens (pointers to sets 
of stored elements) is considered in a subsequent chapter 
dealing with the stream-oriented model. A streamed 
computation is identified as a Petri net with specific 
previously reduced nodes serving as sources and sinks of 
sequences of values. A stream source produces a stream of 
values given a set of "scalar" or "single-token" values. A 
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stream sink consumes a stream of values and produces a set 
of "scalar" or sing la-to ken" values. Portions of the 
computation on one set of values may be overlapped with 
computations on other values, allowing the program graph to 
function as a pipeline. The total execution time of the 
streamed computation N is therefore expressed as 
ts(N) + m.tp(N) (4.5) 
where the stream contains m values followed by an eos token. 
The constant portion of Expression (4,5), ts(N), is similar 
to the "start-up" or "flush" time of a vector operation. 
However, ts(N) actually represents the time required to 
perform the stream computation upon the empty stream (m = 
0). "Start-up" or "flush" time does not adequately describe 
this term since a vector operation takes as input a vector 
(or stream) and produces a vector (or stream), whereas a 
streamed computation takes "scalar" values as inputs and 
produces "scalar" values as outputs, internally producing 
and consuming streams. The periodic behavior of the 
streamed computation is captured in the term tp(N). A 
simplifying assumption here, of little consequence, is that 
the delay between the last data token and the eos token, 
d-iast eos' not, substantially, different from the average 
delay between successive data tokens. 
Sample streamed computation An example of a simple 
streamed computation appears in Figure 4.22 in high level 
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STREAMED 
REAL STREAM A,B,C,D; 
REAL X; 
A = SCREATE(1, m, 1); 
STR-INPUT B FROM FILEl; 
C = (A + B) * B; 
D = A / C; 
X = SUM(D); 
END (X) 
Figure 4.22. High level streamed computation 
STR-INPUT SCREATE 
SUM 
Figure 4.23. Petri net representation of 
computation N of Figure 4.22 
streamed 
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form and in graph form in Figure 4.23. This computation 
produces a value of X = E^-i/((B^ + i) * ) where is the 
ith token of the input stream B. The high level stream 
operations SCREATE and STR-INPUT serve as sources of the 
sequences of values and the SUM operation functions as a 
stream sink. These operations are pre-analyzed and appear 
as previously reduced nodes in Figure 4.23. 
Attributes for nodes internal to streamed computations 
The calculation of thé nodal firing time of a streamed 
computation- depends upon the attributes of previously 
reduced enclosed nodes N'. The reduction of a node internal 
to a streamed computation involves the computation of 
attributes characterizing its stand-alone timing behavior 
and its potential influence upon the periodic behavior of 
the streamed computation. These attributes are ti(N')/ 
t2 (N ' ) ^ n(N'), IP (N ' ) , entry(N'), and exit(N') and are 
described in subsequent paragraphs with references to the 
above example. 
The value of tj for a node internal to a streamed 
computation represents the time required, once the node is 
initiated, to produce its first (and perhaps only) output 
set. For a stream source this value represents the time to 
produce its first stream token (of each output stream, 
should more than one be produced) given the availability of 
its scalar inputs. In the current example, assume 
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ti(SCREATE) = 5 and tj(STR-INPUT) = 3. The t^-value for a 
stream sink denotes the time required to produce its scalar 
output value(s) given the first token of its input stream 
(and all scalar inputs). For stream sinks, the expression 
of this value usually involves the period p of its input 
stream; e.g., ti(SUM) = 2 + m - max[p,3] where m is the 
length of the input stream. The constant portion of this 
expression, 2, relates the number of time steps required for 
SUM to produce its output value once it receives the eos 
token of its input stream (see Appendix A). The average 
time delay between the availability of the tokens of the 
stream input to the SUM node is captured in the p term. The 
value of 3 in ti(SUM) points out that, due to the internal 
structure of the SUM template (see Appendix A), SUM may 
accept stream tokens at a maximum period of 3 time steps. 
For nodes that comprise a phase of the streamed computation 
by taking successive input stream values and producing 
successive output stream values (hereafter referred to as 
"phase" nodes), the ti-value represents the time needed to 
produce their first output values given their first input 
values. 
From the Petri net representation of the streamed 
computation N, the Petri net Nsi is constructed in the 
normal fashion by the addition of acknowledge places 
initialized with one token from each exit transition to each 
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entry transition. The period of this SMD Petri net 
corresponds to the nodal execution time of the streamed 
computation. For the example of Figures 4.22 and 4.23, the 
Petri net Nsi and its state machine decomposition appear in 
Figures 4.24. From this decomposition is computed 
ti(n) = t(nsi) 
= max[ti(SCREATE) + t(/) + ti(SUM), 
ti(SCREATE) + t(+) + t(*) + t(/) + t%(SUM), 
ti(STR-INPUT) + t( + ) + t(*) + t(/) + ti(SUM), 
ti(STR-INPUT) + t(*) + t(/) + t^(SUM)] 
= max{5 + 1 + (2 + m • max[p,3]), 
5 + 1 + 1 + 1 + (2 + m ' max[p,3])f 
3+1+1+1+ (2 + m- max[p,3]), 
3 + 1+1+ (2 + M' max[p,3]} 
= 10 + m - max[p,3] (4.6) 
The period p of a stream input to a node within a 
streamed computation is determined in part by the internal 
behavior of nodes within the streamed computation and by a 
potentially complex interaction between these nodes. A 
reduced node N' internal to the streamed computation N may 
have a structure such that its independent period, IP(N'), 
determines the period of this stream. The computation of an 
IP-value assumes the total availability of the inputs to N' 
(including entire streams if appropriate) and the ability to 
release outputs as soon as they are produced. For source 
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SCREATE 
^R-INPUT 
(a) Petri net Ns 
STR-INPUT SCREATE 
SUM 
SUM SUM 
(b) State machine decomposition of Nsi 
Figure 4.24. Petri net Nsi and its SMD 
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SCREATE 
SUM 
STR-INPUT 
SUM 
Figure 4.24. Continued 
nodes N', IP(N') denotes the period between generation of 
successive output tokens. For stream sinks N*, IP(N') is 
the period between successive absorptions of the tokens of 
the input stream. For stream sinks, this value is 
incorporated into the value of tj (N') (IP (SUM) = 3 as 
pointed out previously). For phase nodes, IP(N') is the 
period between successive output tokens of the stream(s) 
given the availability of the input stream(s) . 
The interaction between nodes of a streamed computation 
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may be influenced by four values for each node N'. The 
first is the degree of pipelining, n(N'), possible within 
each node and is computed as the minimum number of internal 
stages that the node supplies to an enclosing stream 
computation. The second, tgfN'), represents the maximum 
time for a single set of input values (one token from each 
input stream) to pass through the stages of N' once the 
periodic behavior of N' has been established. The remaining 
two attributes, entry(N') and exit(N') , are the maximum fir­
ing times of the entry and exit transitions, respectively, 
of N'. As will be noted later, all attributes are not 
necessary for all nodes. 
The Petri net Np is constructed from N to model the 
complex interaction between the enclosed nodes of the 
streamed computation that may influence the period of the 
stream input to a given node. Np introduces acknowledge 
arcs to model the prevention of overwrite of successive 
values of the stream. This is accomplished by feedback 
signals in the underlying architecture. All "scalar" 
operations and all data arcs used for the transferral of 
scalar values in N are removed and each data arc of N' used 
for stream propagation is replaced by an acknowledge/data 
arc pair with the acknowledge place initialized with one 
token. For example, the Petri net Np of Figure 4.25 is 
constructed from the Petri net N of Figure 4.23 to compute 
the period of the stream input to the SUM node. 
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In the state machine decomposition of Np there may 
exist four types of state machines chat involve a previously 
reduced node N': 
I. state machines that have a path passing through N' 
in a "forward" direction (from an entry transition 
to an exit transition) , 
II. state machines that have a path passing through N' 
in a "backward" direction (from an exit to an 
entry transition) , 
=STR-INPUT 
SUM 
entry 
Figure 4.25. Petri net Np 
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III. state machines that involve only an entry 
transition of N', and 
IV. state machines that involve only an exit 
transition of N'. 
Figure 4.26 illustrates this for a hypothetical net Np. The 
computation of p is given as 
p = max[T(Np), IP(Ni), IP(N2), .IP(Nx)] (4.7) 
where Np contains x previously reduced nodes. T(Np) is 
computed by Equations (3.1) and (3.2) where a previously 
reduced node N' makes the following contributions (in 
Equation (3.2)) to the period of state machines of the 
following type with respect to N': 
type I: N' contributes tzfN') to the numerator 
type II: N' contributes t2(N') to the numerator and 
n(N') to the denominator 
type III; N' çontributes entry(N') to the numerator 
type IV: N' contributes exit(N') to the numerator. 
As an example, assume that the previously reduced node N' in 
Figure 4.26 has the following attributes; tg^N') = 8, 
n(N') = 2,  IP(N') = 6, entry(N') = 1, and exit(N') = 1. 
Furthermore, assume unit execution time for all base level 
operations. Np is decomposed into the state machines Nj -
Ng of Figure 4.26(b) and 
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7F=N' 
(a) Petri net Np with previously reduced node N' 
(i) type I (ii) type II 
+ 
N' ^ 
entry 
""Lit 
(iii) type III (iv) type IV (v) remaining state machines 
Figure 4.26. Petri net Np and its SMD 
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p = max[ T(Np) , IP (W ) ] 
= max [ T(Ni), T(N2), T (N3), T(NI+), T(N 5) , T(N6 ) ,  IP (N ' ) ] 
= max[11/2, 11/4, 2/1, 2/1, 2/1, 2/1, 6] = 6 
Likewise, the state machine decomposition of the Petri net 
Np of Figure 4.25 appears in Figure 4.27 and the period of 
the stream input to the SUM operation is computed as 
p = max[T(Np), IP{SCREATE), IP (STR-INPUT) ] . 
Note that IP(SUM) is not included as this value is 
incorporated into ti(SUM). Assuming IP(STR-INPUT) = 5, 
IP(SCREATE) = 4, ex it(STR-INPUT) =1, exit(SCREATE) = 1, and 
entry(SUM) = 1, the calculation proceeds as 
p = max [ T(Ni), T(N2), ..., T(NI3), 4, 5] 
= max[4/1, 4/3, 3/1, 3/2, 5/2, 5/3, 2/1, 2/1, 2/1, 
2/1, 2/1, 2/1, 2/1, 4, 5] 
= 5 
This value is used in conjunction with Equation (4.6) to 
yield 
ti(N) = 10 + m 'max[5,3] 
= 10 + 5(m) 
where N is the streamed computation of Figures 4.22 and 
4.23. 
Several points should be made about the nature of 
Np-type Petri nets: first, not all acknowledge arcs are 
necessary in Np to guarantee the safety of data tokens 
[Brock and Montz 1979]. Second, the balancing of the 
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screate^^.^ SCREATEgxit 
(i) (ii) 
,7-1^  screate^ .^^  STR-INPUT 
(iii) (iv) 
ure 4.27. State machine decomposition 
Petri net Np of Figure 4,25 
of the 
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SCREATE STR-INPUT 
exit 
SCREATE^.., 
(V) 
screate,lit 
(vi i) 
SCREATE _ (vi) 
exit 
STR-INPUT exit 
(  i x )  
(viii) 
l ' i gure  4 .27 .  Cont inued  
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program graph through the insertion of "identity" operations 
may optimize the bahavior of the program [Brock and Montz 
1979]. However, neither of these aspects affect the general 
method of the analysis of programs and will not be given 
further consideration. Additionally, it is possible to 
syntactically include in a streamed computation scalar 
computations. (This somewhat defeats the purpose of the 
declaration at the high level of the streamed computation 
N.) However, since "scalar" computations and scalar arcs 
are removed in the construction of Np, these computations 
have no bearing on the calculation of the period of the 
streams. 
STR-INPUT 4. 
( x i i i )  
SUM 
/ 
entry 
( x )  
F igure  4 .27 .  Cont inued  
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The role of the independent period IP(N') of a reduced 
node N' in an Np-type Petri net is further illustrated by 
the Petri net N of Figure 4.28(a). The Np-type Petri net 
constructed directly from N is shown in Figure 4.28(b). 
Should, however, the portion of N within the dotted line be 
recognized as a node N' and reduced as such, N appears as 
the Petri net M of Figure 4.28(c) and the corresponding 
Np-type Petri net appears as Mp of Figure 4.28(d). The 
period of Mp should be an approximation of the period of Np. 
In the state machine decomposition of Np, there potentially 
exist nine types of state machines with respect to the 
transitions of the non-reduced node N' (transitions d 
through h) : 
a) state machines passing through N' in a forward 
direction (following forward arcs from transitions d 
or e to transition h), 
b) state machines passing through N' in a backward 
direction (following backward arcs from transition h 
to transitions d or e), 
c) state machines involving only an entry transition 
(transitions d or e), 
d) state machines involving only an exit transition 
(transition h), 
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(a) Petri net N (b) Petri net Np 
Figure 4,28. Nodal reductions in Np-type Petri nets 
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(c) Petri net M (d) Petri net Mp 
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/ 
UL —  h exit 
initial representation 
of Petri net Np' 
(f) modified representation 
of Petri net Np' 
Figure  4 .28 .  Cont inued  
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(h) state machine of Np 
(g) expanded represen 
tation of Mp 
Figure 4.28. 
Continued (i) State machine 
N of Mp (i) State machine 
^ Ng of Np' 
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e) state machines entering N' through an entry 
transition and leaving N' through another entry 
transition, 
f) state machines entering N' through an exit 
transition and leaving N' through another exit 
transition, 
g) state machines containing only transitions of N', 
h) state machines not containing any transitions of N', 
and 
i) state machines involving multiple occurrences of 
types (a) through ( f) . 
As mentioned earlier there are potentially four types of 
state machines (types I through IV) that may involve the 
reduced node N' of Mp. These four types of state machines 
provide an approximation of the state machines in Np of 
types (a) through (d) respectively. State machines of type 
(h) are also found unmodified by the reduction of N' in Mp. 
Generally speaking, IP(N') incorporates the state machines 
of type (g). An initial representation of the Petri net Np' 
is found in Figure 4.28(e). This Petri net contains exactly 
those state machines also found in Np of type (g). Two 
approaches can be taken to handle state machines of types 
(e) , (f), and (i). The first is to ignore.their influence. 
Since this approach may ignore the critical cycle, a second 
approach is taken: in the construction of the Petri net Np' 
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all entry transitions are coalesced into a single transition 
with all the input and output arcs of the entry transitions. 
The same occurs for all exit transitions (this is unneces­
sary for this example). The modified Petri net Np' appears 
in Figure 4.28(f). The period of this Petri net is used in 
the calculation of a value for IP(N'). This value is used 
in conjunction with T(Mp) in the approximation of the period 
of the stream. This is equivalent to the use of the expand­
ed Petri net Mp of Figure 4.28(g) as an approximation of the 
Petri net Np. However, the work required to decompose the 
Petri nets of Figures 4.28(d) and 4.28(f) separately is no 
more (and may be substantially less) than the work required 
to decompose the Petri net of Figure 4.28(g). In general, 
nodal reductions may provide a substantial reduction in 
work, especially when there exists a high level of nesting 
of nodes. 
By coalescing entry and exit transitions in Np' there 
exist state machines to provide approximations for the state 
machines of Np of types (e) , (f), and (i). For example, 
consider the state machine of type (e) in Np found in Figure 
4.28(h). The period of this state machine is approximated 
by the period of the state machines found in Figure 4.28(i) 
and 4.28(j) of Petri nets Mp and Np', respectively. Since 
the Petri net of Figure 4.28(g) is a constrained representa­
t i o n  o f  t h e  P e t r i  n e t  o f  F i g u r e  4 . 2 8 ( b )  ( b y  C o n s t r a i n t  2 ) ,  
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it is true that its period is not less than that of Np. 
This is due to the fact that 
T(NI  ) < max[T(N2), tCNg)], because 
7/3 < max[4/2, 3/1] . 
A similar relationship holds for state machines of types (f) 
and (i) and the state machines approximating them. 
High level stream templates The attributes of the 
high level stream templates described in Chapter II appear 
in Figure 4.29. All entry and exit attributes are assumed 
to be 1 since all base level operations are assumed to 
require unit execution time. The actual templates used in 
the data flow compiler used in this study for this work 
appear in Appendix A. These nodes are assumed to be 
pre-analyzed and serve as primitive nodes. These operations 
when modeled as Petri nets are often non-SMD. However, the 
underlying semantics (denoted by "labeled" tokens in the 
templates) of the operations used in this study impose a 
totally predictable behavior allowing attributes to be 
pre-speci fied. 
The REST operation is a phase node and removes the 
first token from its input stream. For this reason, its 
tj-value is expressed in terms of the delay d^^2 between its 
first and second tokens: 
ti(REST) = 2 + max[3, d} g]" 
However, a simplifying assumption reduces this to 
ti(REST) = 2 + max[3, p] 
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where p is the period of its input stream. 
The CONS operation is used to prefix a stream with a 
scalar value of the appropriate type and is especially 
useful in conjunction with streamed recursive procedures. 
The period p of its output stream is expressed in terms of 
ti ^2 IP n 
BUF 3 + m.max(4,p) 4 -
CONS 1 1 2 0 
EMPTY 3 — 3 -
FIRST 2 — 3 — 
REPL 4 4 3 2 
REST 2 + max(3,p) 2 3 1 
SCREATE 5 4 - •  
SELECT 6 6 2 5 
STR-INPUT 3 5 - •  
STR-SWITCH 2 1 3 0 
STR-MERGE 1 1 3 0 
SUBSTM 7 + k-max(3,p)* 5 3 4 
SUM/PROD 2 + m-max(3,p) 3 - -
UN BUF 5 4 — 
* - k denotes the number of tokens removed 
from the front of the stream 
Figure 4.29. Attributes of high level stream operations 
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the period p' of its input stream and the delay d^ ^ between 
its first output token (its scalar input) and its second 
output token (its first input stream token): 
p = M A X [ ( D I ^ 2 ' +  P ')/(m + 1), IP (CONS)] (4.8) 
In most instances, the assumption that d^^2 ~ P will be made 
for simplifying purposes. However, consider the node N 
found in Figure 4.30(a) where A is the abstract operation(s) 
that computes the scalar input to the CONS operation, B is 
the abstract operation(s) associated with the input stream, 
and C is the abstract operation(s) involving the output 
stream of the CONS operation. Treating A, B, and C as 
nodes, the Petri net Nsi of Figure 4.30(b) is constructed to 
compute the value: 
ti (N) = t (NSi ) = ti (A) + ti(CONS) + ti(C) (4.9) 
Furthermore, the delay between the first and second tokens 
output from N may be computed as: 
di^2 = max{max [ T (Np'), IP (CONS), IP(C)], 
T (Ns' ) - ti (N) } (4.10) 
The first argument of the outermost maximum function states 
that the delay between the first and second tokens is 
subject to the constraining influences of the state machines 
through which both tokens must pass (see Figure 4.30(c)). 
For the computation of T(NS'), the Petri net Ns' of Figure 
4.30(d) is constructed from N in the usual fashion but 
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CONS 
A 
CONS 
(à) Node N with CONS 
operation 
(b) Petri net Nsi for ti(N) 
CONS 
(c) Petri net Np' 
CONS 
CONS 
(d) Petri net Ns* (e) Petri net Np 
Figure 4.30. Petri nets used in analysis 
of streamed node with CONS operation 
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ignores the scalar computation (A). Since the first token 
of the output stream (the scalar input to the CONS 
operation) has already passed through the CONS operation and 
the node C, these nodes have a nodal firing time of tz  (CONS) 
and T2(C) , respectively. The value for T(NS*) is therefore 
computed as 
T ( N S ' )  =  T I (B) + T 2 ( C 0 N S )  +  T 2  ( C )  (4.11) 
This value is the time required before the second output 
token would be available, assuming the first token did not 
hold it up. Any delay due to the unavailability of this 
token is captured in the term T(NS') - ti (N) in Equation 
(4.10). Noting that ti (CONS) = t2 (CONS) and combining 
Equations (4.10) and (4.11): 
D I , 2  = max[T(Np'), IP (CONS), IP(C), T ( N S ') - ti(N)]] 
= max{exit(C0NS) + entry(C), IP(CONS), IP(C), 
[ti(B) + t2 (CONS) + t2(C)] - [ti(A) + 
ti(CONS) + ti(C)]} 
= max[l +1,2, IP(C) , 
ti (B) + t2(C) - tj (A) - tj (C)] 
= max[2 , IP(C) , 
ti (B) - ti (A) + tg (C) - ti(C)] (4.12) 
The period p' of the remainder of the output stream of N is 
calculated in the usual fashion in conjunction with the 
Petri net Np of Figure 4.30(e): 
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p' = max[T(Np), IP(B), IP(CONS), IP(C)] 
= max[exit{B) + entry(CONS), exit(CONS) + entry(C), 
IP(B), 2 ,  IP(C)] 
= max[l + 1, 1 + 1, IP(B), 2 ,  IP{C)] 
= max[2, IP(B), IP(C)] (4.13) 
The period p of the output stream of N, therefore, becomes 
(using Equations (4.12) and (4.13)): 
p = (di^2 + m • p* ) / (m + 1) 
= {max [2, IP(C), t^ (B) - t^ (A) + t2 (C) - ti(C)] + 
m ' max [2, IP(B) , IP (C) ] } / (m + 1 ) (4.14) 
The equation and the construction of appropriate Petri nets 
is similar for nodes involving multiple CONS operations. 
The FIRST operation in Figure 4.29 is a stream sink 
that consumes its entire input stream. However, its result 
(a scalar value) is available two time steps after the 
arrival of the first token of its input stream, hence, 
T J ( F I R S T )  =  2 .  
If, however, the streamed computation of which this 
operation is a part is directly embedded in another 
construct that will reuse the streamed computation's token 
space (e.g., another streamed computation or an iterative 
while-do), then the re-invocation of the streamed computa­
tion requires that the previous stream be consumed before a 
re-invocation may take place (except for a negligible 
overlap). For this reason, stream sinks whose results are 
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available before the entire stream has been processed have 
alternate expressions of their tj-value. For the FIRST 
operation, this is 
tj(FIRST) = 2 + m • max[p,3] 
where p is the period of the stream input to the FIRST node. 
This alternate expression is used in those cases where the 
token space is reused which is determined at the time the 
enclosing node is reduced. 
Attributes for ^ streamed computation node In 
general, any type of node N' may appear within a streamed 
computation N. For this reason, it is necessary to ascribe 
attributes for those nodes. The scalar nodes previously 
described (blocks, conditionals, while-do, scalar proce­
dures, and streamed computations) all take as input and 
produce as output scalar values. Should these scalar values 
be individual tokens of a stream (syntactically expressed 
through the association entry), then for the majority of the 
computation only one token from the enclosing stream 
computation has been absorbed. As a consequence, n(N') =1 
provides a very tight lower bound and 
tgCN') = IP(N') = ti(N'). 
For any node, the entry attribute is recursively defined as 
entry(N') = maxj [entry(&;)] (4.15) 
where is an entry node of N' . Should E^ be a base level 
operation, entry(Ej) is its transition firing time. 
exit(N') is described in a similar fashion. Since the 
assumption that all base level operations have unit 
execution time is made, entry(N*) = exit(N') = 1 for all 
nodes N'. 
Program graphs and deadlock Since the token space 
for the elements of a stream lies partially on the program 
graph, care must be taken to prevent situations where 
deadlock might occur. For example, Figure 4.31(a) shows a 
portion of a streamed computation that is deadlocked. In 
this example the first token of the stream produced by the * 
operation has been passed to the +, REPL, and REST 
operations. The REST operation has consumed its first token 
(without producing a result) and as a result, the Petri net 
of Figure 4.31(a) is deadlocked. This situation is remedied 
by the insertion of identity operations as shown in Figure 
4.31(b). Other situations require the buffering (and 
unbuffering) of the entire stream into (from) array storage 
(see Figure 4.32). As the result of the buffering and 
unbuffering as found in Figure 4.32(b), two distinct 
streamed computations are created; the first (above the 
dotted line) provides scalar inputs to the second (below the 
dotted line). It is also possible to write at the high 
level situations where nodes are not strictly hierarchal. 
For example. Figure 4.33 shows the high level code where two 
streamed computations have been placed in a single streamed 
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REST 
iden­
tity 
identity 
FIRST 
REPL 
REST 
FIRST 
K REPL 
(a) deadlocked graph (b) deadlock-free graph 
Figure 4.31. Deadlock avoidance by "identity" insertion 
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construct. To make matters worse, portions of both are 
found within the procedure body. In this situation, it is 
necessary to split the procedure code so that the two 
distinct streamed computations may be analyzed separately. 
The detection of the need for buffering and unbuffering and 
SUM BUF 
UNBUF 
REPL 
SUM 
REPU 
(a) deadlocked Petri net (b) deadlock-free Petri net 
Figure 4.32. Deadlock avoidance by buffering 
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splitting of nodes-ig certainly not trivial. However, these 
concerns lie outside the scope of ths research. Consequent­
ly, the following assumptions are made: 
1. it is possible to detect single and separate 
streamed computations, 
2. buffering (end unbuffering) of streams into (from) 
array storage is appropriately placed in the code 
to be analyzed, and 
3. nodes, as found in the code to be analyzed, are 
strictly hierarchal. 
These restrictions are assumed to be met by the programmer, 
compiler, and/or pre-processor. 
STREAMED 
INTEGER STREAM A,B,C; 
INTEGER Y 
PROCEDURE P (INTEGER STREAM A) 
RETURNS (INTEGER STREAM B) 
INTEGER X; 
X  =  S U M ( A ) ;  
B = SCREATE(1, X, 1) 
END; 
STR-INPUT A FROM FILE; 
B  =  P ( A ) ;  
Y  =  S U M ( B )  
END (Y) 
Figure 4.33. Two streamed computations in single construct 
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Blocks (streamed) 
A streamed block N supplies a certain number of stages 
to the pipeline of the enclosing streamed computation. The 
nodal firing times are calculated in the usual fashion by 
the construction and analysis of Ns-type Petri nets: 
ti(N) = t (N S i ) and tgfN) = t (N S 2 )  
where Nsj and NS2 are obtained from N by the addition of 
acknowledge places initialized with one token each from all 
exit to all entry nodes. NSj, additionally has all source 
nodes (and nodes strictly data dependent upon source nodes) 
and all sink nodes (and nodes producing values solely for 
sinks nodes) and their connecting arcs removed. A previous­
ly reduced node N' internal to Ns^ or Ns^ is treated as a 
transition with a nodal firing t^fN') or tgfN'), respective­
ly. 
The independent period, IP(N), of the block is computed 
as 
IP(N) = max[T(Np), IP(Nj), IP(N2), ..., IP(Nx)] (4.16) 
where N contains x previously reduced nodes (compare with 
Equation (4.7)). The Petri net Np is constructed in the 
usual fashion by eliminating all scalar operations and 
associated arcs and replacing all stream arcs by acknowl­
edge/data arc pairs with the acknowledge places initialized 
with one token each. As illustrated earlier, it is 
necessary to enforce Constraint 2 by coalescing all entry 
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and all exit transitions in Np whose inputs and outputs, 
respectively, are streams. Note that this does not include 
the nodes of N that, function as stream sources (or stream 
sinks) since their inputs (or outputs, respectively) are 
scalar values. Wheh two previously reduced nodes, A and B, 
are coalesced into a node C, C has the maximum attributes of 
A or B; e.g., 
IP(C) = max[IP(A) , IP(B) ] . 
The period of the stream input to a node N' internal to 
block N may be affected by the state machines of Np and the 
independent period of any other previously reduced nodes of 
N. The value of p in the attribute(s) of N' is, therefore, 
replaced by max[p', IP(N)] where p' is the period of the 
stream input to N. 
n(N) is the number of stages that N contributes to the 
enclosing streamed computation and is computed as 
n(Np) = min^[s(path^)] (4.17) 
where pathj is a path from the exit transition to the entry 
transition of Np and 
s(path^. ) = i: jM(Pj) + j:|^n(N|^) (4.18) 
where pj is a place in path^ and N^^ is a previously reduced 
node within N along path^. This value is not relevant if N 
provides all the stream sources or all the stream sinks in 
the enclosing stream computation. 
An example of a streamed block is found in Figure 
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4.34(a). The attributes for this block are computed using 
the Petri nets NSj, NSg, and Np of Figures 4.34(b) through 
4.34(d) as 
tj (N) = max[5, 2 + t^ (source)] 
t2 (N) = 5 
IP(N) = max [ T (Np), IP(source)] = max[3, IP (source)] 
n(N) = min[4, 3, 3, 2] = 2 
V source 
c 
(a) Block N 
Figure 4.34. Example block N 
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source 
(b) Petri net Nsi 
Figure 4.34. Continued 
Conditionals (streamed) 
When streams are involved, two types of conditionals 
are possible. The first type arises when the boolean 
condition is evaluated once for every token of the input 
stream(s). This case presents the problem of determining 
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the optimal degree of balancing [Brock and Montz 1979].. An 
alternate approach is to implement this type of conditional 
with the high level stream operation SELECT described in a 
previous section. One possible template for this operation 
that is totally balanced appears in Appendix A. 
entry source 
exit 
(c) Petri net Ns2 (d) Petri net Np 
Figure  4 .34 ,  Cont inued 
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A decision is made to use the conditional for the 
second type where the condition is evaluated once and the 
SELECT for the other. Under this interpretation, the 
streams are routed entirely through the then body or the 
else body via STR-SWITCH and STR-MERGE operations. These 
appear as pre-analyzed nodes in Appendix A. Referring to 
the reduced conditional Petri net representations discussed 
in the section on scalar conditionals (see Figure 4.6), note 
that a streamed conditional is represented as found in 
^ ' ^ c o n d i t i o n  
r 
CONDITION 
STR-SWITCH 
STR-MERGE 
Figure 4.35. Petri net representation 
streamed conditional 
of 
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Figure 4.35. Scalar arcs are dotted; stream arcs are solid. 
The condition may be a complete scalar computation or it may 
"sink" an input stream to produce a scalar boolean gate 
value (e.g., by the statement: IF SUM(A) > 0). There exist 
several strategies in the calculation of attributes of the 
streamed conditional. These are presented and discussed 
separately. 
Strategy ^  Separate attributes are maintained for 
both possibilities of the conditional: if[; and iff. For 
example, the attributes of ift are computed as: 
ti(if^) = t (^N s i ) 
t2 (if^) = T (^Nsz ) 
IP(if^) = max[IP(CONDITION), T (^Np), IP(STR-SWITCH), 
IP(then), IP(STR-MERGE)] 
n(if^) = 2 + n(then) 
The ^Ns-type Petri nets appear in Figure 4.36(a) and the 
Petri net Np appears in Figure 4.36(b). The condition is 
treated as a block and a value is computed for IP(CONDITION) 
in IP(if^). Should the evaluation of the condition only 
involve scalers this term is ignored. Since the condition 
necessarily sinks any input stream, and n(STR-SWITCH) = 
n(STR-MERGE) = 0, n(if^) is computed as specified (when the 
condition provides at least two stages to the enclosing 
"pipelined computation). The attributes of if^ would be 
computed similarly. The main disadvantage with the approach 
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of strategy one is that the number of possible paths 
drastically increases with the number of conditionals in a 
streamed computation (2^ different paths for x non-nested 
conditionals). Furthermore, any node containing condition­
als will also have multiple sets of attributes, one set 
assuming the if^ portion of the node and one set assuming 
the if^ portion of the node. Since the resulting analysis 
becomes arbitrarily complex (contrary to the analysis 
CONDITION 
STR-SWITCH 
then 
STR-MERGE 
STR-SWITCH 
then 
STR-MERGE 
t t (a) Ns-type Petri nets (b) Petri net Np 
Figure 4.36. Petri nets for if^ 
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technique promoted in this thesis) this strategy will not be 
considered further, and where appropriate, one of the three 
remaining strategies where one set of attributes is 
calculated will be chosen. 
Strategy 2  Expected attributes are computed in this 
strategy: 
ti(if) = a't2(if^) + (1 - aj'tjfif^) 
t2(if) = G.tgfif^) + (1 - aj'tgfif^) 
IP(if) = a'IP(if^) + (1 - a)-IP(if^) 
n(if) = oi'n(if^) + (1 - a)'n(if^) 
= 2 + a.n(then) + (1 - a)'n(else) 
where the attributes of if^ and if^ are computed as in 
strategy 1. The main disadvantage with this approach is 
that the influence the conditional may have upon the period 
p of a stream is localized whereas it may have a more 
noticeable impact when taken in a more global context. For 
example, suppose the conditional was in a streamed computa­
tion where all the other influences other than IP(if) upon 
the period of the stream are represented as 0. Letting 
X = IP(if.) and y = IP(if ), then strategy 1 would more 
t f 
accurately yield 
p = a-max(x, 0) + (1 - a) • max(y, 0) 
where strategy 2 yields 
p = max[ 0, a x + (1- a)*y] 
Though this discrepancy may be large, in the interest of 
simplicity this approach will be used for conditionals not 
embedded within recursive streamed procedures. For 
recursive streamed procedures, a special technique will be 
introduced later. 
Strategy 3 Maximum attributes are calculated: 
ti(if) = max[tj(if^), t^(if^)] 
tgfif) = max[t2(if^), tgfiff)] 
IP(if) = max[IP(if^), IP(if^)] 
n(if) = max[n(if^), n(if^)] 
This strategy captures the "worst" influence the conditional 
could have on the enclosing streamed computation. This 
influence may be accurate in the case of the independent 
period when the condition is found within a streamed 
recursive procedure. In this situation, the stream is 
passed through many occurrences of the conditional and it is 
unlikely that it would not pass through at least one 
occurrence of the then body and at least one occurrence of 
the else body. 
Strategy £ Either the attributes of if^ or if^ are 
chosen to represent the attributes of the conditional. This 
strategy is reasonable when the condition is always true or 
always false or when the underlying semantics imply that one 
alternative occurs only when it cannot have a noticeable 
impact upon the computation (e.g., when the if^ is executed 
only in the grounded invocation of a recursive procedure). 
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This is illustrated in the next section dealing with a class 
of streamed recursive procedures. 
Other strategies are possible; e.g., using minimum 
attributes or computing different attributes with different 
strategies. The suitability of applying a given approach is 
dependent upon the context in which the conditional 
construct is found. The automated recognition of this 
context may be a very difficult task. However, for the 
purposes of this investigation, their appropriate use is 
described without reference to the detection of their 
context. Conditionals not found within recursive procedures 
will be analyzed with strategy 2 (expected attributes). 
Conditionals within recursive procedures where the condi­
tional probability, oi, is not expressed in terms of the 
length of the stream, m, will have ti , tZf and n attributes 
calculated by strategy 2 and the IP attribute computed by 
strategy 3 (since there exists a high probability of 
multiple activations of both choices). Conditionals within 
streamed recursive procedures producing output streams where 
the conditional probability is expressed in terms of the 
length of the stream (e.g., l/(m + 1)) will have their 
attributes calculated by strategy 4 (since usually one 
choice only affects the grounded invocation). Conditionals 
with streamed recursive procedures functioning as stream 
sinks where the conditional probability is expressed in 
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terms of the length of the stream will have the t^ attribute 
computed by strategy 2 and the IP attribute computed by 
strategy 4. This is further illustrated in the following 
section on procedures. 
Procedures (streamed) 
The analysis of a non-recursive streamed procedure is 
done in the same manner as described for a streamed block. 
The reader is referred to a previous section. 
Many streamed recursive procedures take the form of 
processing a few tokens of the input stream(s) and creating 
a few tokens of the output stream(s) in each invocation 
while simultaneously passing the remainder of the input 
stream to a recursive invocation to produce the remainder of 
the output stream. A high degree of parallelism may result 
as the bodies of successive invocations overlap. A sample 
program appears in Figure 4.37. In this example the 
abstract operation f is performed on each token of the input 
PROCEDURE P (REAL STREAM S) 
RETURNS (REAL STREAM T) 
T = IF EMPTY(S) THEN EOS 
ELSE BEGIN 
REAL STREAM R; 
R = CONS{f [FIRST(S) ] , P[REST(S)]} 
END (R) 
end 
Figure 4.37. Sample streamed recursive procedure 
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streams to produce the output stream T. This example is 
just one of the many possible types of streamed recursive 
procedures. These procedures may function as stream source, 
phase, or sink nodes or any possible combination of these 
types. Consider the procedure of Figure 4.38 that recur­
sively produces a stream of integers, f{i) through f(m). 
This procedure functions as a stream source (scalar inputs, 
stream output) and a timing diagram appears in Figure 4.39. 
For the purposes of discussion, denote the abstract opera­
tions involved as B, R, and C where the "node" B computes 
the output stream value produced by a given invocation, the 
"node" R constructs the arguments for, and makes the invoca­
tion of, the recursive call, and the "node" C processes and 
returns the stream values produced by recursive invocations. 
The Petri net representation of the procedure of Figure 4.38 
appears in Figure 4.40. The dynamic code unraveling that 
occurs as successive invocations of Q are made is illustra­
ted in Figure 4,41. As was mentioned in the section on 
PROCEDURE Q (INTEGER I,M) 
RETURNS (INTEGER STREAM S) 
S = IF I. > M THEN EOS 
ELSE BEGIN 
INTEGER STREAM T; 
T = CONS[f (I) , Q(I + 1, M) ] 
END (T) 
END 
Figure 4.38. Recursive stream source 
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streamed conditionals, this illustrates a case where one of 
the alternate bodies (in this case, the then body—the 
"grounding" body) has little influence on the overall 
behavior of the timing of the recursive procedure, m fact, 
the probability of choosing the then body is ® = l/(m + 1) 
invocation 
grounded 
time to compute the output stream value f(i) 
produced by this invocation ti(B) 
time to initiate recursive call ti(R) 
time to process and return stream values produced 
by recursive invocations ti(C) 
time of grounded invocation 
Figure 4.39. Timing diagram of a recursive procedure 
generating a stream 
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for an initial invocation of Q(l,m). ot approaches zero for 
large values of m. In situations such as this, the 
attributes of the conditional will be those of if^. 
As can be seen from the timing diagram (Figure 4.39), 
(Q) = tj(B). Following the normal pattern of nodal 
I M 
receive receive > 
0 
switch 
if 
(a) Procedure Q 
0 
>  f  s 
send 
STR-MERGE 
(b) IF node 
identity 
(c) THEN node 
Figure 4.40. Petri net representation 
procedure of Figure 4.38 
of 
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f T-J 
receive 
receive 
CONS 
(e) Petri net ELSEp 
ELSE 
STR-MERGE 
f. (f) Petri net IFp 
(d) ELSE node 
If 
send 
(g) Petri net Qp 
Figure  4 .40 .  Cont inued 
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receive 
switch 
send 
receive 
[receive 
switch 
CONS 
STR-
MERGE send 
receive send 
receive 
receive 
switch 
identity 
CONS 
STR-MERGE, STR-MERGE 
send 
send 
Figure 4.4l. Dynamic code unraveling of recursive 
procedure functioning as a stream source 
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reductions : 
ti(Q) = T(Qsi) = t (receive) + ti(^IP) + t(send) 
= 2 + tj (^IP) 
tj (^IF) = t (^IFSj ) = t{>) + t(switch) + ti(ELSE) + 
ti (STR-MERGE) 
= 3 + ti(ELSE) 
ti (ELSE) = T (ELSESi ) = t^ff) + t^(CONS) 
= 1 + ti (f) 
Therefore, ti(Q) = 6 + ti(f) as may also be seen in Figure 
4.41. Two factors influence the period of the stream output 
f r o m  Q -
a) the normal influences as a result of the state 
machines of Qp and internal nodes' IP, and 
b) the delay in constructing successive output tokens. 
These influences are captured by a careful computation of 
i p ( q )  :  
IP(Q) = max[ T (Qp) , IP(^IF) ] 
= max [2, IP(^IF)] 
IP(^IF) = max[T(^lFp), IP(ELSE), IP (STR-MERGE) ] 
= max [2, IP (ELSE), 3] 
The independent period of the stream output from the ELSE 
node is computed as (see Equation (4.14)): 
IP (ELSE) = (d 1,2 + m p')/(m + 1) 
= [max{IP(CONS), [t(+) + t(send) + tjlQ) + 
t( receive) ] - t i( f) } 
+ m " max[T(ELSEp), IP(Q), IP (CONS) ] ]/(m + 1) 
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Substituting in for ti(Q) and known attributes, 
IP(ELSE) = [max{2, [3 + (6 + ti(f))] - ti(f)} + 
m , max[2, IP (Q) , 2] ]/(m + 1) 
= {max(2,9) + m • max[2, IP(Q)]}/(m + 1) 
= {9 + m - max[2,IP(Q)]}/(m + 1) 
Substituting this latter result into IP(IF) which in turn is 
substituted into IP(Q), 
IP(Q) = max[3, {9 + m • max[2,IP(Q)]}/(m+ 1)] 
Two cases result; 
Case 1: IP(ELSE) <= 3 
Therefore, IP(Q) = max[IP(ELSE), 3] = 3. 
Case 2; IP(ELSE) > 3 
Therefore, IP(Q) = {9 + m . max[IP(Q), 2]}/(m + 1). 
Solving for IP (Q) and assuming large m, IP(Q) = 9. 
By taking the maximum of both cases, IP(Q) = max[3,9]. Case 
1 points out the controlling influence that the abstract 
"node" C has on the period of the output stream: any stream 
returned by the procedure passes through this portion of the 
initial invocation (the influences other invocations have in 
this manner are the same, though on a smaller segment of the 
stream). Case 2 shows the influence that the delay in 
making the recursive call and returning stream tokens has on 
the period. Abstractly this is expressed as 
[tj (R) + t;(C)]/a 
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where a is the number of tokens produced by each invocation. 
This is pictorially illustrated by a close examination of 
Figure 4.39. The key in capturing this influence arose in 
not assuming d ^  g = p in the else body. This is crucial 
since the period of this procedure is determined by the 
cumulative effect of the di^2 value of each invocation. 
Returning to the original example of Figure 4.37, the 
procedure presented there is analyzed in much the same 
manner. A timing diagram appears in Figure 4.42. The 
dynamic code unraveling that occurs as successive invoca­
tions of P are made is illustrated in Figure 4.43. Two 
important points need to be made concerning the behavior of 
this type of procedure. First and most important, the 
streams S and T in a strict sense are not part of the same 
streamed computation; i.e., there exist only scalar 
connections (dotted arcs in Figure 4.43) relating tokens of 
S to tokens of T. This is accomplished by sinking the input 
stream S (in this example, via the FIRST operation) in each 
invocation, producing a value to be used in the construction 
of a new output token of stream T. As a result, a recursive 
procedure of this type simultaneously functions as a stream 
source and a stream sink for two separate stream computa­
tions. There is a high degree of overlap between these two 
streamed computations however, so therefore, this type of 
procedure will be treated as a special type of phase node. 
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invocation 
1 
grounded 
• 
time to compute the output stream value produced 
by this invocation 
time to initiate recursive call 
time to process and return stream values produced 
by recursive invocations 
time of grounded invocation 
time to pass successive stream values to recursive 
invocations 
Figure 4.42. Timing diagram of recursive procedure 
with stream input and output parameters 
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receive 
EMPTY 
STR-SWITCH 
REST 
FIRST 
send 
receive 
EMPTY 
STR-SWITCH 
REST FIRST 
' receive 
send 
CONS receive 
STR-
MERGE EMPTY 
receive STR-
SWITCH 
send 
CONS identity 
STR-
MERGE 
STR-
MERGE 
send send 
Figure 4.43. Dynamic code unraveling of recursive procedure 
with stream input and output parameters 
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The second point deals with the hierarchal ordering of 
nodes. Since this type of procedure includes portions of 
two streamed computations, the procedure node is not 
strictly internal to either one. Consequently, this type of 
procedure will be treated as partitioning the streamed 
computation into two parts and the internal portions of the 
two streamed computations will be analyzed separately when 
appropriate. For example, consider the Petri net 
representation of the node P found in Figure 4.44. As was 
done in the previous example, the attributes of the 
conditional are computed as those of if^. Following the 
normal nodal reduction pattern (without reducing the 
internal portions of the streamed computations), the value 
for ti(P) is computed as 
ti(P) = t(Psi) = t( receive) + ti(^IF) + t(send) 
= 2 +  t i  (^ IF )  
f f 
ti( IF) = T( IFsi) = ti (EMPTY) + t I(STR-SWITCH) + 
ti (ELSE) + ti (STR-MERGE) 
= 3 + 2 + ti(ELSE) + 1 
= 6 + ti(ELSE) 
ti(ELSE) = ti(FIRST) + 11 (f) + 1 
= 3 + ti(f) 
Therefore, ti(P) = 11 + tj(f). 
Since P functions as a part of two streamed computa­
tions, two values are computed for IP(P): IP^^(P) and 
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receive 
0 
IF 
send 
(a) Procedure P 
EMPTY 
u STR-SWITCH 
Ô 
ELSE 
Ô 
STR-MERGE 
iREST FIRST 
= CONS 
send 
receive 
(b) IF node 
entry(E) 
(d) Petri net ELSEp 1 n 
(c) ELSE node 
Figure 4.44. Petri net representation of 
procedure of Figure 4.37 
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out 
receive 
CONS 
STR-SWITCH 
in ELSE 
f in 
(f) Petri net IFp 
ELSE out 
STR.MERGE 
receive 
f „ out 
(g) Petri net IFp 
out 
Petri net ELSEp 
out 
send 
(h) Petri net Pp^" (i) Petri net Pp°"^ 
Figure 4.44. Continued 
IPoyt(P)' These values express the influence P has on the 
period of the two streamed computations. As is seen in 
Figure 4.43, IP^-^(P) involves IP (EMPTY), IP (STR-SWITCH) , 
IP(FIRST), IP(REST), and the periods of the appropriate 
Np-type Petri nets. These values are computed as; 
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IP^-^(P) = max[T(PpT"), ip(iFin)] 
= max[2, Ipdp"*")] 
IP{IF^") = max[T(flFpi"), IP(EMPTY), IP (STR-SWITCH) , 
IP (ELSE^ ")] 
= max[2, 3, 3, IP(ELSE^")] 
IP (ELSE") = max[ T(ELSEp''" ) , IP (entry), IP(P^")] 
= max[2, IP (entry), IP(P"'")] 
IP(entry) = max[IP(FIRST), IP(REST)] 
= max[3,3] = 3 
IP^n (P) = max [3, IP(P^")] = 3 (4.19) 
This definition is recursive for the m levels of recursion 
that P goes through until P grounds. Since the assumption 
that the grounded invocation does not noticeably affect the 
attributes of P is made, IP^^(P) = 3. Likewise, 
IPout(P) = m a x [ T (PpOut), ip(iF°"t)] 
= max[2, IP (IP out)] 
IP(IF°"t) = max [T(  IPpOUt), ip(ELSE°"^), IP (STR-MERGE) ]  
= max[2, IP(ELSE°ut) ^ 3] 
IP (ELSEout) = (di,2 + m . p')/(m + 1) 
' = [max{IP(CONS) , [t^(REST) + t(send) + tj(P) 
+ t(receive)] - [ti(FIRST) + ti(f)]} + 
m . max[ T(ELSEp°"t) , IP(P°ut), IP(CONS)]] / 
(m + 1) 
Substituting in for tj(P) in IP(ELSE°^^) and known 
quantities 
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IPgut (P) = max{3, [max{2, [[2 + max(3,p)] + 1 + 
[11 + ti (f) ] +1] - [2 + ti (f) ] } + 
m .max [2, IP{P°"^), 2]]/(m + 1)} 
= max{3, [max{2, [13 + max(3,p)]} + 
m « max [2, IP{P°^^)]]/{m + 1)} 
= max{3, [13 + max(3,p) + 
m. max[2, IP(P°"^)]] / (m + 1) 
Again, two cases result, 
Case 1: IP(ELSE°^^) <= 3 
Therefore, IP^^^CP) =3 
Case 2: IP(ELSE°^^) > 3 
There fore, 
IPqutfP) = [13 + max(3,p) + m-IP ]/(m + 1) 
Since IP(P°"^) = IPout(P)' solving for IPQ^^^(P) 
results in 
IPout(P) = 13 + max(3,p) 
Taking the maximum of both cases results in 
IPout(P) ~ max[3, 13 + max(3,p)] 
= 13 + max(3,p) (4.20) 
Since p is the period of the stream input to the REST node, 
p is updated to raax[p', IP^-^(P)] to reflect the influence 
the portion of the streamed computation internal to P may 
have on this period, where p' is the period of the stream 
input to P. Therefore, 
IPout(P) = 13 + max(3,p') (4.21) 
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This value of reflects the dominance of the term 
[ti (R) + ti (C)]/a on the period of the output stream. 
Consider now how these two IP values influence their 
corresponding portions of the streamed computations. The 
simple streamed computation of Figure 4.45 uses P as a phase 
node. The period of the stream input to P is computed as 
i n 
Pi ^  = max [T(Np ), IP (source)] 
= max[2, IP(source)] 
where the period of the stream input to the sink node is 
computed as 
Pout = max[ T(Np°"^) , IPout(P)] 
= max [2, IPout ] 
source 
0 - p ,out 
0 
p 
source 
entry(P) entry(sink) 
sink 
r n (b) Petri net Np (c) Petri net Np°^^ 
(a) Petri net N 
Figure 4.45. Recursive streamed procedure as phase node 
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The value of IP^^(P) was used to update the value of p in 
Equation (4.20) to yield Equation (4.21) where p' = p^^. 
Assuming IP(source) = 4, then 
P i n  =  
= 13 + max(3,4) = 17, and 
^out " max(2,17) = 17. 
Consider now the procedure found in Figure 4.46. Since 
this procedure functions as a stream sink, the attributes 
tg , n, and IP^^^ are not necessary. The attribute IP^.^(R) 
is computed in the same manner as IP^.^(P). The computation 
of ti(R) proceeds in the normal manner through the nodal 
reductions found in Figure 4.47: 
tifR) = t(receive) + tj(IF) + t(send) 
= 2 + TJ (IF)  
tj(IF) = a-ti(^IF) + (1 -a)-ti(^IF) 
PROCEDURE R (REAL STREAM S) 
RETURNS (REAL X) 
X = IF EMPTY (S) THEN 0.0 
ELSE BEGIN 
REAL Y; 
Y = f[FIRST(S)] + R[REST(S)] 
END (Y) 
END 
Figure 4.46. Recursive stream sink 
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receive 
ô 
IF 
6 
i-— send 
identity 
(c) THEN node 
(a) Procedure R 
EMPTY 
11 
THE! 
STR-SWITCH 
ELSE 
merge 
FIRSTk=4 
6 
f-JL 
4 
= REST 
0 
6 
send 
i— R 
0 
receive 
P 
(b) IF node (d) ELSE node 
Figure 4.47. Petri net representation of 
procedure of Figure 4.46 
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t 
t i  (  I F )  =  t j  ( E M P T Y )  +  ( S T R - S W I T C H )  +  
ti(THEN) + t(merge) 
= 3 + 2 + ti (THEN) + 1 
= 6 + ti(THEN) 
ti(THEN) = t(identity) = 1 
ti(^IF) = ti (EMPTY) + t i(STR-SWITCH) + 
t i ( E L S E )  +  t  ( m e r g e )  
= 3 + 2 + ti(ELSE) + 1 
= 6 + ti (ELSE) 
ti(ELSE) = max[ti (FIRST) + t ^ (f) + t( + ), tj(REST) + 
t(send) + tj (R) + t(receive) + t(+)] 
= max[3 + tj(f), 5 + max(3,p) + tj(R)] 
Since the second term will always be larger than the first 
(except possibly when t^(R) represents the grounded 
invocation), 
tj^(ELSE) = 5 + max(3,p) + ti(R) 
The p term is updated by max[p', IP^^(R)] where IP^. ^ (R) = 3; 
therefore, 
ti(ELSE) = 5 + max(3,p') + ti(R). 
Substituting yields 
ti(R) = 2 + 7(a) + (1 - a).[11 + max(3,p') + t^/R)] 
= 2/a + 7 + ((1 - a)/a)-[ll + max(3,p')] 
Letting " = l/(m + 1) and assuming p' = 4 
ti(R) = (m + l)-2 + 7 + m • [11 + max(3,4)] 
= 17 (m) + 9 
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The analysis of the three previous types of procedures 
was very dependent upon the recognizability of the context 
in which the conditionals were found. Other types of 
streamed recursive procedures are handled using different 
strategies. For example, the innermost conditional of the 
procedure of Figure 4.48 has a ti attribute computed as the 
expected value of the t % attributes of the bodies and an IP 
value computed as the maximum of the IP values of the 
bodies. The reasoning for the t ^ attribute to be so com­
puted is that it is not determinate which body will produce 
the first output token. Since after many invocations it is 
unlikely that the input stream is not passing through at 
least one occurrence of the then body and at least one 
PROCEDURE X (INTEGER STREAM S) 
RETURNS (INTEGER STREAM T) 
T = IF EMPTY(S) THEN EOS 
ELSE BEGIN 
INTEGER STREAM U; 
U = IF EVEN(FIRST(S)) 
THEN BEGIN 
INTEGER STREAM V; 
V = CONS{f [FIRST (S)] , X[REST(S)]} 
END (V) 
ELSE BEGIN 
INTEGER STREAM W; 
W = CONS{g [FIRST (S) ] , X[REST(S)]} 
END (W) 
END (U) 
END 
Figure 4.48. Conditionals internal to recursive procedure 
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occurrence of the else body, the maximum IP value is 
computed. Another example appears in Figure 4.49. This 
procedure upon being invoked by Y(S,1) produces an output 
stream T such that; 
T i  =  1  
Tg = 2 
Ti = (Si_2)2for 3 <= i <= m 
The delays, d i ^ 2 and dg^s, here play a negligible role in 
the overall period but the input stream still passes through 
two invocations of the then body so the appropriate computa­
tion of an IP(Y) takes the maximum value of the IP's of both 
bodies. The appropriate assumption that dj 2 ~ ^ 2 3 = P is 
» 9  
based on a large input stream. Since these values in other 
procedures prove to be crucial (see procedures P and Q of 
Figures 4.37 and 4.38), the detection of the context in 
PROCEDURE Y (INTEGER STREAM S, INTEGER I) 
RETURNS (INTEGER STREAM T) 
T = IF I < 3 THEN BEGIN 
INTEGER STREAM U; 
U = CONS [I, Y (S, I+l) ] 
END (U) 
ELSE BEGIN 
INTEGER STREAM V; 
V = S * S 
END (V) 
END 
Figure 4.49. Procedure prefixing and processing 
input stream 
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which the conditional and CONS constructs are found is 
further underlined. 
Since in the feedback model procedures are assumed to 
have individual ports for each parameter, it is possible to 
construct examples where the assumption that all input 
(output) parameters are simultaneously available (released) 
is violated by the actual execution time behavior of the 
procedure (this may also be done in other constructs). Such 
an example appears in Figure 4.50 where the analysis assumes 
that the first token of REST(S) and X must be available be­
fore a recursive invocation of Z may be made. In actuality, 
a high degree of unraveling may occur in passing the stream 
to successive invocations. For the most part it is believed 
that these violations are relatively infrequent. 
PROCEDURE Z (REAL STREAM S, REAL W) 
RETURNS (REAL STREAM T) 
T = IF EMPTY (S) THEN EOS 
ELSE BEGIN 
REAL X,Y; 
REAL STREAM U; 
X = SUM(S); 
Y = FIRST(S)/W; 
U = CONS[Y, Z(REST(S), X)] 
END (U) 
END 
Figure 4.50. Procedure with high degree 
of undetected unraveling 
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CHAPTER V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
This chapter presents the analysis and numerical 
results of the simulated execution [Oldehoeft, et al. 1978] 
of five programs for the purpose of validating the presented 
methodology. 
Several features of this system are pertinent to 
mention here. Main procedures are presented with a START 
macro insruction. This template includes the low level 
instructions which trigger the release of relevant scalars 
that serve to enable the first executable instructions which 
require input data values. Procedures, as soon as it is 
known that they will be executed, are set up by a "call" 
macro that brings in the procedure and establishes the 
appropriate input and output ports for all parameters. This 
macro must be completed before a send instruction is 
enabled. The send instruction supports the linkage between 
actual arguments and formal parameters. This instruction 
serves to release relevant scalars which are needed in the 
execution of the procedure. 
HYSL 
This program is a "stripped-down" model of a three-
dimensional hydrodynamic program. The high level code for 
this-program appears in Figure 5.1. It consists primarily 
of a while-do whose body is a streamed computation. 
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PROCEDURE HYSL 
REAL ARRAY A,B,C; 
PILE INFILE 
INTEGER maxz, endcycle; 
INPUT maxz FROM PILEl; (* read *) 
INPUT endcycle FROM FILEl; (* read *) 
A,B,C = 
(* 
(* 
(* 
STMl 
STM2 
STM3 
*) 
*) 
WHILE TS2 < ENDCYCLE INITIAL 
AP = BUF[SCREATE(l,maxz,l)], 
ARHO = BUF[SCREATE(l,maxz,l)], 
AX =BUF[SCREATE(1,maxz+l,l)], 
TS2 = 0 DO 
INTEGER TS2; 
REAL ARRAY AP, ARHO, AX; 
REAL STREAM P, RHO, X, ALL, Q, NP, NRHO, NX; 
P = UNBUF(AP); (* Beginning of STM *) 
RHO = UNBUF(ARHO); 
X = UNBUF(AX); 
ACC = CONS[2 * FIRST(P) / FIRST(RHO), 
REPL(2,P) * P/RHO]; 
NX = X + ACC * REPL(2, ACC); 
NRHO = RHO * [SUBSTM(X, 1, MAXZ) -
SUBSTM(X, 0 ,  MAXZ)]; 
Q = RHO * REPL(0.5, RHO); 
N P  =  S E L E C T [ R E P L ( 0 . 0 ,  Q ) ,  Q ,  
ABS (Q) < REPL(0.0, Q)]; 
AP = BUF(NP); 
ARHO = BUF(NRHO); 
AX = BUF(NX); (* End of STM *) 
TS2 = TS2 + 1; 
END (AP, ARHO, AX) 
END 
Figure 5.1. Program HYSL 
Since the while-do is a scalar operation, streams input to 
and output from this construct are buffered. The pertinent 
nodal representations appear in Figure 5.2, and the 
calculation of the attribute ti(HYSL) proceeds as 
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START 
READ 
GTM2 STMl 
READ 
While-do 
(a) Procedure HYSL 
SCREATE 
(b) Streamed 
Computation STMl 
STM2, STM3 
(c) Petri net W 
Figure 5.2. Petri net nodes of HYSL 
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UNBUF 
'UNBUF 
FIRST REPL 
FIRST 
CONS 
REPL 
REPL 
SUBSTM\ SUBSTM BUF 
(d) Streamed computation node STM 
Figure 5.2. Continued 
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BUF 
REPL 
SELECT 
REPL 
(d) Continued 
Figure 5.2.  Continued 
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ti(HYSL) = ti (START) + tj (READ) + max[t;^ (STMl) , 
ti(STM2), ti(STM3), ti(READ)] + (WHILE) 
ti (STMl) = ti(STM2) = ti(SCREATE) + t ^ (BUF) 
= 5 + [3 + m » max (4 ,p) ] 
where 
p = max[ T(STMlp) , IP(SCREATE)] 
= max[2f4] = 4 
Therefore, 
ti(STMl) = ti(STM2) =8+4 maxz 
The calculation of ti(STM3) proceeds similarly where 
m = maxz + 1: 
t i ( S T M 3 )  = 8 + 4 ( m a x z  +  1 )  
The calculation of t^(while) proceeds as 
ti(while) = endcycle •t(w) + t(F) 
= endcycle • [t(merge) + t(>) + t(switch) 
+ ti(STM)] + [t(merge) + t(>) + t(switch)] 
= endcycle • [3 + ti (STM)] + 3 
The dominant state machine of STM yields 
ti(STM) = ti(UNBUF) + ti(FIRST) + t(*) + t(/) + t^(CONS) 
+  t i(REPL) + t(*) + t( + ) + ti(SUBSTM) -(• t(-) + 
t(*) + ti (REPL) + t(*) + ti (REPL) + t(<) + 
ti(SELECT) + ti(BUF) 
=  5  +  2 + 1 + 1  +  1 +  4 + 1 + 1  +  
[ 7  +  k  ' m a x ( 3 , p ) ]  + 1 + 1 + 4 + 1  +  
4+1+6 + [3 + m» max(4,p)] 
= 44 + k < max(3,p) + m » max(4,p) 
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The parameter k has a value 1 and p is computed as 
p = max[T(STMp), IP(UNBUP), IP (FIRST), IP(REPL), 
IP (CONS), IP(SUBSTM), IP (SELECT) , IP(BUF)] 
= t(STMP) 
= [exit(UNBUF) + t(/) + tgfCONS) + t^(REPL) + t(*) + 
t(+) + t (SUBSTM) + t(-) + t(*)] / 1 
=  ( 1 + 1 + 1 + 4 + 1 + 1  +  5  +  1 + 1 )  /  1  =  1 6  
This period is determined by a dominant state machine of 
STMp. This allows the following computations: 
ti(STM) = 44 + max (3,16) + maxz max(4,16) 
Figure 5.3 shows the simulation results for four runs. 
= 60 + 16 (maxz) 
ti(WHILE) = endcycle * [3 + 60 + 16(maxz)] + 3 
tj/HYSL) = 2 + 2 + ti(STM3) + t (WHILE) 
=  4  +  [ 8  +  4 ( m a x z  + 1 ) ]  +  
endcycle » [63 + 16 (maxz)] + 3 
= 19 + 4 (maxz) + endcycle [63 + 16 (maxz)] 
RUN maxz endcycle time steps 
1 
2 
3 
4 
2 
3 
3 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
106 
126 
221 
185 
Figure 5.3. Simulation runs for HYSL 
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Solving a set of simultaneous equations yields an actual run 
time of 
^smlate^jjYSL) = 19 + 4 (maxz) + endcycle [47 + 16(maxz)] 
The discrepancy is attributable to several factors influ­
encing the constant term of the streamed computation: 
1) scalar inputs to certain high level stream opera­
tions may arrive before the first stream token, 
thereby allowing reduction of firing time, 
2 )  d i ^ 2  ~  6  f o r  t h e  S U B S T M  o p e r a t i o n  a n d  n o t  t h e  v a l u e  
of p = 16, and 
^^ast,eos ^ 
NEXP 
This program computes a value for Z^(e*t + / 2  for 
an input sequence x. It consists primarily of a procedure 
invocation internal to a while body. Internal to the proce­
dure is a streamed computation with a recursive procedure 
functioning as a stream source. The high level code appears 
in Figure 5.4 with pertinent nodal representations in Figure 
5.5. The calculation of attributes follows: 
ti (NEXP) = T (NEXPSI )  
= ti(START) + ti(READ) + ti(WHILE) + ti(WRITE) 
= 2 + 2 + ti(WHILE) +1=5+ tj(WHILE) 
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PROCEDURE NEXP 
INTEGER n; 
REAL S; 
FILE INFILE, OUTFILE; 
PROCEDURE EXP (REAL X) RETURNS (REAL E) 
E = STREAMED 
INTEGER STREAM P,F; 
REAL E; 
PROCEDURE FACT (INTEGER I, PREV, N) 
RETURNS (INTEGER STREAM F) 
F = IF I <= N THEN EOS 
ELSE BEGIN 
INTEGER Y; 
INTEGER STREAM F; 
Y = PREV * I; 
F = CONS[X, FACT(X, I+l, N) ] 
END (F) 
END; 
F = FACT(1,1,3) 
P = SCREATE(1,3,1); 
E = SUM(REPL(X;P) " P / F) 
END (E) 
INPUT n FROM INFILE; 
S = WHILE I <= n INITIAL 1=1, S =0.0 DO 
INTEGER I; 
REAL S,E,X; 
INPUT X FROM INFILE; 
E = EXP(X) 
S = S + (E + l./E) / 2.; 
1 = 1 + 1 
END (S); 
OUTPUT S TO OUTFILE 
END 
Figure 5.4. Program NEXP 
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START 
\ =While-do 
WRITE 
(a) Procedure NEXP 
Ô 
6 
receive 
STM 
send 
(c) Procedure EXP 
merge 
switch 
• CALL 
receive 
Figure 5.5. Petri 
net nodes of NEXP 
(b) Petri net W 
CALL 
SCREATE send send 
REPL 
FACT 
receive 
SUM 
(d) Streamed computation node STM 
receiv receive 
send 
(e) Procedure FACT 
Figure 5,5. Continued 
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6 
> 
switch 
ELSE 
STR-MERGE 
(f) IF node 
receive 
 ^ If CONS 
(g) ELSE node 
Figure 5.5. Continued 
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ti(while) = n » T (W) + T (F)  
= n » [t(merge) + t(<=) + t(switch) + 
max[ti(CALL), ti(read)] + t(send) + ti(EXP) + 
t(receive) + t(/) + t(+) + t(/) + t(+)] + 
[t(merge) + t(<=) + t{switch)] 
= n» [1+1+1+ max(4,2) + 1 + ti(EXP) + 1 
+  1  +  1  +  1  +  1 ]  +  [ 1  +  1  +  1 ]  
=  n  , [ 1 3  +  t i ( E X P ) ]  +  3  
ti(EXP) = t(receive) + ti(STM) + t(send) 
=  1  +  t i ( S T M )  + 1  =  2  +  t i ( S T M )  
ti(STM) = ti(CALL) + t(send) + ti(FACT) + t(receive) 
+ t(/) + ti(SUM) 
=  4  +  1  +  t i ( F A C T )  + 1  +  1 +  2  +  3 .  m a x ( 3 , p )  
= 9 + ti(FACT) + 3 . max(3,p) 
ti(FACT) = t(receive) + ti(if) + t(send) 
=  1  +  t i  ( ^ I F )  + 1  =  2  +  t  J ( ^ I F )  
t (fiF) = T(flFsi) = t(>) + t(switch) + ti(ELSE) + 
ti (STR-MERGE) 
= 1 + 1 + ti(ELSE) + 1=3 + ti(ELSE) 
ti(ELSE) = t(*) + ti(CONS) =1+1=2 
Therefore, 
t i ( S T M )  = 1 6 + 3  ma x ( 3 , p )  
where p is computed as 
p = max[T(STMp), IP(FACT), IP(SCREATE), IP(REPL)] 
=  m a x [ 6 ,  I P ( F A C T ) , 4 , 3 ]  
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IP(FACT) is dominated by the delay in making a recursive 
invocation and returning successive stream values and is 
computed as 
IP(FACT) = [t(receive) + t(>) + t(switch) + 
t i(CALL) + t(send)] + 
[t(receive + ti(CONS) + t(merge) + t(send)] 
= 12 
Therefore, 
p = 12 
and 
ti(STM) =16 + 3 max(3,12) = 16 + 3(12) = 52 
ti (EXP) = 54 
ti(WHILE) = n [13 + 54] + 3 
= 67(n) + 3 
tj (NEXP) = 67 (n) + 8 
Figure 5.6 shows the simulation results for two runs. 
Solving in terms of actual run data yields: 
tf'"late(NEXP) = 66 (n) + 8 
This discrepancy is attributable to the fact that 
^last eos < P = 12 in the streamed computation. 
RUN n time steps 
11 74 
2 2 140 
Figure 5.6. Simulation runs for NEXP 
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TRIG 
This program computes a value for 
Zj{[sin(Ai) + cos(Aj)]/2i} 
for an input stream A. It consists primarily of a streamed 
computation with a recursive procedure functioning as a 
stream sink. The high level code appears in Figure 5.7 and 
pertinent nodal representations appear in Figure 5.8. 
Attribute computations follow: 
ti (TRIG) = ti (START) + ti (STM) + ti (WRITE) 
=  2  +  t i ( S T M )  + 1 = 3 +  t i ( S T M )  
tl (STM) = ti (STR-INPUT) + ti (REPL) + t(/) + t(send) + 
ti (SINK) + t(receive) 
=  3 +  4 + 1 + 1  +  t l  ( S I N K )  +  1  
= 10 + ti(SINK) 
tl (SINK) = t(receive) + ti(IF) + t(send) 
=  1  +  t i ( I F )  + 1 = 2  +  t i ( I F )  
tl (IF) = tl (EMPTY) + tl (STR-SWITCH) + 
a . ti(THEN) + (1 - a).ti(ELSE) + t(merge) 
= 3 + 2 + a.ti(THEN) + (1 - a).ti(ELSE) 
ti(THEN) = t(constant) = 1 
ti(ELSE) = max[ti(FIRST) + t(/) + t( t )  + t(+), 
ti(REST) + t(send) + ti(SINK) + 
t(receive) + t(+)] 
= [2 + max(3,p)] + 1 + ti(SINK) +1+1 
= 5 + max(3,p) + ti(SINK) 
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PROCEDURE TRIG 
FILE INFILE,OUTFILE; 
REAL Z; 
Z = STREAMED 
REAL STREAM A,B; 
REAL U; 
PROCEDURE SINK (REAL STREAM X, INTEGER I) 
RETURNS (REAL V) 
V = IF EMPTY(X) THEN 0.0 
ELSE BEGIN 
REAL W,V; 
W = [FIRST(X) /I] " 2; 
V = W + SINK[REST(X), I + 1] 
END (V) 
END 
STR-INPUT A FROM INFILE; 
B = [SIN(A) + COS(A)] / REPL(2,A) 
U = SINK(B,1) 
END (U) 
OUTPUT Z TO OUTFILE 
END 
Figure 5.7. Program TRIG 
Substituting in, then 
ti(IF) = 6 + a »(1) + (1 - a ) '[5 + max(3,p) + ti(SINK)] 
ti (SINK) = 2+ 6 + a+ (l-a)'[5+ max(3,p) + 
(1 - a)'t i(SINK) 
=  8 / a  +  1 + [(1 - a)/a] *[5 + max(3,p)] 
The value of p is computed as 
p = max[T(STMp), IP(STR-INPUT) , IP(REPL)] 
= max[2,5,3] = 5 
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START STR-INPUT 
STM REPL cos sin 
WRITE 
(a) Procedure TRIG 
CALL 
send send 
receive 
SINK 
receive 
send 
(b) Streamed computation 
node STM 
(c) Procedure SINK 
Figure 5.8. Petri net nodes of TRIG 
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rEMPTY 
= STR-SWITCH 
ELSE 
•merge 
•constant 
(e) THEN node 
(d) IF node 
FIRST 
Ï 
+1 
receive 
(f) ELSE node 
Figure 5.8. Continued 
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Since a = l/(m + 1), 
t i(SINK) = (m + 1)8 + 1 + m[5 + max(3,5)] 
= 18(m) + 9 
Therefore, 
t i(STM) = 10 + [18 (m) + 9] = 18 (m) + 19 
ti(TRIG) = 3 + [18 (m) + 19] = 18 (m) + 22 
Figure 5.9 shows the simulation results for three runs. 
time steps 
53 
69 
101 
Figure 5.9. Simulation runs for TRIG 
Solving using this data yields 
smlate 
ti (TRIG) = 16(m) + 21 
The dominant discrepancy arises out of the calculation of 
the delay between the first and second tokens input to the 
rest operation. The actual value is di,2 = 3 < p = 5. 
SSUM 
This program computes a value for J: [i * ] for 
1 = 1  j  =  l  
an input stream A. The program consists mainly of a 
streamed computation with a recursive procedure phase node. 
The high level code appears in Figure 5.10 and relevant 
representations of nodes are found in Figure 5.11. The 
RUN m 
1 
2 
3 
2 
3 
5 
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PROCEDURE SSUM 
INTEGER Z,m; 
FILE INFILE,OUTFILE; 
PROCEDURE P (INTEGER STREAM A) 
RETURNS (INTEGER STREAM S) 
B = IF EMPTY(A) THEN EOS, 
ELSE BEGIN 
INTEGER STREAM C,B; 
INTEGER S; 
C = SCREATE(1, FIRST (A), 1) ; 
S = SUM(C * C) 
B = CONS[S, P (REST (A))] 
END (B) 
END 
INPUT m FROM INFILE; 
Z = STREAMED 
INTEGER STREAM A,X,Y; 
INTEGER Z; 
STR-INPUT A FROM INFILE; 
X = SCREATE ( 1 ,,m, 1 ) ; 
Y = X * P(A); 
Z = SUM(Y) 
END(Z) 
OUTPUT Z TO OUTFILE 
END 
Figure 5.10. Program SSUM 
following attributes are computed; 
ti(SSUM) = ti(START) + t i(READ) + t i(STM) + t i(WRITE) 
= 2 + 2 + ti(STM) + 1 
= 5 + ti(STM) 
ti(STM) = ti (STR-INPUT) + t(send) + tj(P) 
+ t(receive) + t(*) + t^CSUM) 
= 3 + 1 + ti(P) + l+ l+ 2 + m max(3,p) 
= 8 + ti(P) + m max(3,p) 
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START 
STR-INPUT 
Ô 
READ 
STM 
=• WRITE 
Procedure SSUM 
receive SCREATE 
(b) Streamed computation 
node STM 
EMPTY 
receive 
IF 
send 
Procedure P 
^STR-SWITCH 
ELSE 
STR-MERGE 
Figure 5 .11.  
(d) 'if node 
Petri net nodes of SSUM 
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REST 
FIRST 
STM' 
CALL 
receive 
CONS 
(e) ELSE node 
SCREATE 
(f) Streamed computation 
node STM' 
receive SCREATE 
entry(SUM) 
(g) Petri net STMp°"^ 
Figure 5 .11.  Continued 
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ENTRY STR-INPUT 
Petri net STMp^^ (i) Petri net ELSEp 
STR-SWITCH . 
ELSE in 
receive 
in • 
Petri net IFp (k) Petri net Pp"" " 
Figure 5 .11.  Continued 
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t i(P) = t(receive) + t i(IF) + t(send) 
= 1 + ti(IF) +1 
= 2 + ti(IF) 
ti(IF) = T(^iFsi) 
= ti (EMPTY) + t i(STR-SWITCH) + ti(ELSE) + 
TI (STR-MERGE) 
= 3 + 2 + t i(ELSE) + 1 
= 6 + ti (ELSE) 
ti(ELSE) = ti(FIRST) + ti(STM') + ti(CONS) 
= 2 + ti(STM' ) + 1 
= 3 + t i(STM' ) 
ti(STM') = ti(SCREATE) + t{*) + t j (SUM) 
=5+1 +2+ m'» max(3,p') 
= 8 + m* • max(3,p') 
p' is computed as 
p' = max[ T(STM'p) , IP(SCREATE)] 
= max(2,4) =4 
Therefore, 
ti(STM') = 8 + 4(m' ) 
ti (ELSE) = 11 + 4 (m') 
ti(IF) = 17 + 4 (m' ) 
ti (P) = 19 + 4(m') 
ti (STM) = 27 + 4 (m' ) + m » max(3,p) 
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p is computed as 
p = max[T(STM#"t), IPgutCP), IP(SCREATE)] 
= max [2, IP^^^(P) ,4] 
is dominated by the delay in making a recursive 
invocation and returning successive stream values and is 
computed as 
" [t(receive) + ti(EMPTY) + t l(STR-SWITCH) + 
ti(REST) + t(send)] + [t(receive) + 
ti(CONS) + ti(STR-MERGE) + t(send)] 
= 13 + max(3,p") 
p" is updated to capture the influence of IPin(P) which is 
computed as 
IPin(P) -= max[ T(Pp ") , IP(IP^")] 
1 n 
= max[2, IP(IF )] 
IP(IF^") = max[ T(^IFp") , IP (STR-SWITCH) , IP(ELSE^")] 
= max[2, 3, IP(ELSE^")] 
IP(ELSE^") = max[ T(ELSEp") , IP (ENTRY)] 
= max[2, IP(ENTRY)] 
where ENTRY is the coalesced nodes FIRST and REST and 
IP(ENTRY) = max[IP(FIRST), IP(REST)] 
= max(3,3) =3 
Therefore, 
IPin (P) = 3 
and p" is replaced by max[p"', IPj^fP)], where p'" is the 
period of the stream input to the procedure P. 
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Substituting, 
P = = 13 + max(3,p"') 
ti(STM) = 27 + 4 (m') + m max[3, 13 + max(3,p )] 
p'" is computed as 
p'" = max[ T(STM]J") , IP(STR-INPUT) ] 
= max[2,5] = 5 
Therefore, 
ti(STM) = 27 + 4(m') + m [13 + max(3,5)] 
= 27 + 4(m') +18 (m) 
ti(SSUM) = 32 + 4(m') + 18 (m) 
where m is the length of the input stream and m' is computed 
as the expected value of a token of the input stream. 
Figure 5.12 shows the simulation results for four runs. 
RUN m m' time steps 
1 2 2 58 
2 3 2 74 
3 5 2 106 
4 2 3 62 
Figure 5.12. Simulation results for SSUM 
Note; for these runs the value for m' was fixed by 
inputting a stream where all tokens had a value of m'. 
These actual runs yield a timing equation of 
smlate 
tl (SSUM) = 18 + 4(m') + 16 (m) 
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The discrepancy in the coefficient of the m term is due to 
the assumption that di,2 = p" in the period of the stream 
input to the rest node. The scalar discrepancy is due to 
the assumption that diagt,eos both streamed computations 
is equal to their respective periods. 
MULT 
This program computes a value for a convolution and 
consists primarily of two streamed computations, the first 
producing values (buffered streams) for the second. Each 
contains a recursive streamed procedure that on each 
invocation processes the entire input streams to produce a 
single token of the output stream. The high level code 
appears in Figure 5.13. Pertinent graphical representations 
appear in Figure 5.14. Attribute values are computed as 
follows ; 
tl(MULT) = tl(START) + ti(READ) + ti(STMl) + ti(STM2) + 
tl(WRITE) 
= 2 + 2 + tl(STMl) + ti(STM2) + 1 
= 5 + tl (STMl) + tl (STM2) 
tl(STMl) = max[t i(STR-INPUT) , ti(CALL), 
ti(SCREATE) + t(identity)] 
+ t(send) + t2(P) + t(receive) + ti(BUF)] 
= max[3, 4, 5 + 1] + 1 + tj(P) + 1 + 
[3 + npl • max (4 ,p) ] 
= 11 + t l  (P)  +  npl  <• max(4,p)  
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where p is the period of the stream input to the BUF 
operation. 
ti(P) = t(receive) + ti(IF) + t(send) 
=  1  +  t i  ( I F )  + 1 = 2  +  t i ( I F )  
ti(IF) = T(^IFSi) 
= t{>) + t i(STR-SWITCH) + ti(ELSE) + t i(STR-MERGE) 
= 1 + 2 + 11 (ELSE) + 1 
= 4 + ti(ELSE) 
PROCEDURE MULT 
FILE INFILE,OUTFILE; 
REAL ARRAY AXX,AX2,AX3; 
REAL Z; 
INTEGER npl 
INPUT npl FROM INFILE; 
AXX,AX2,AX3 = STREAMED 
REAL ARRAY AXX,AX2,AX3; 
REAL STREAM XX,X2,X3; 
PROCEDURE P (INTEGER K, NPL, REAL STREAM XX, XZ) 
RETURNS (REAL STREAM X3) 
X3 = IF K > NPL THEN EOS 
ELSE BEGIN 
INTEGER M; 
REAL X; 
REAL STREAM Y; 
M = NPL - K + 1; 
X = SUM[SUBSTM(XX, 0, M) * 
SUBSTM(X2, K - 1, M)] / 2; 
Y = CONS[X, P(K +1, NPL, XX, X2)] 
END (Y) 
END 
STR-INPUT XX FROM INFILE; 
X2 = FLOAT[SCREATE(1, npl, 1)]; 
X3 = P(l,npl,XX,XZ); 
AXX = BUF(XX); 
AX2 = BUP(X2); 
AX3 = BUF(X3); 
END (AXX,AX2,AX3) 
Figure 5.13. Program MULT 
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Z = STREAMED 
REAL STREAM XX,X2,X3,R; 
INTEGER W; 
PROCEDURE Q (INTEGER K, NPL, REAL STREAM XX,X2) 
RETURNS (REAL STREAM R) 
R = IF K > NFL THEN EOS 
ELSE BEGIN 
REAL X; 
REAL STREAM Y; 
X = SUM[SUBSTM(XX, 0, K - 1) * 
SUBSTM(X2, 0, K - 1)] / 2; 
Y = CONS[X, Q(K + 1, NFL, XX, X2)] 
END (Y) 
END 
XX = UNBUF(AXX); 
X2 = UNBUF(AX2); 
X3 = UNBUF(AX3); 
R = Q(l, npl, XX, X2); 
W = SUM(X3 + R) 
END (W) 
OUTPUT Z TO OUTFILE 
END 
Figure 5.13. Continued 
ti(ELSE) = t(-) + t(+) + ti(SUBSTM2) + t(*) + t ^ (SUM) + 
+ t(/) + ti(CONS) 
=  1 + 1 +  [ 7  +  k  • m a x ( 3 , p ' ) ]  +  1  +  
[2 + m 'max(3,p')] +1 + 1 
= 14 + (k - 1) • max(3,p') + m • max(3,p') 
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OUTPUT 
Procedure MULT 
send - ^ - BUF 
STR-INPUT 
START 
INPUT 
receive 
SCREATE 
identity 
(b) streamed computation 
node STMl 
receive 
6 
STR-SWITCH 
IF ELSE 
send :STR-MERGE 
f (c) Procedure P (d) IF node 
Figure 5.14. Petri net nodes of MULT 
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CALL 
SUBSTM2 SUBSTMl =-
send send send send 
SUM 
receive 
CONS 
(e) ELSE node 
Figure 5.14, Continued 
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STR-SWITCH 
ELSE in 
ENTRY 
entry(P) 
entry(SUM) 
(f) Petri net • IFp (g) Petri net ELSEp 
SCREATE 
STR-INPUT -7-1 
send sen 
entry(P) 
identity 
BUF 
)OUt 
-receive 
\j entry(BUF) 
(h) Petri net STMlp (i) Petri net STMlp 
Figure 5 .14.  Continued 
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Since m = npl - k + 1, 
ti(ELSE) = 14 + npl max(3,p') 
where p' is the period of the stream input to the sum 
operation, p' is updated to capture the influence of 
IP^-p(P) which is computed as: 
IP.^(P) = max[T(P&"), IP(IF^")] 
= max [2, IP (IF^ " ) ] 
IP(IF^") = m a x [ T (  IFp") , IP(STR-SWITCH) , IP(ELSE^")] 
= max[2, 3, IP(ELSE^")] 
IP(ELSE^") = max[ T(ELSE]i") , IP (ENTRY)] 
= max[2, IP (ENTRY)] 
where ENTRY is the coalesced nodes of SUBSTMl, SUBSTM2, send 
(for XX), and send (for X2) , and 
IP(ENTRY) = max[IP (SUBSTMl), IP(SUBSTM2)] 
= 3 
Therefore, 
IPl„(P) = 3 
and p' is replaced by max[p", IP^^fP)], where p" is the 
period of the stream input to the procedure P. 
Substituting, 
ti(ELSE) = 14 + npl - max(3,p") 
ti(P) = 20 + npl • max(3,p") 
p" is computed as 
p" = max[T (STMlj)") , IP(STR-INPUT) , IP(BUP), IP(SCREATE)] 
= max(2,5,4,4) = 5 
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Consequently, 
ti(P) =20+5(npl) 
and 
ti (STMl) = 11 + [20 + 5 (npl)] + npl-max (4,p) 
p again is the period of the stream input to the BUF 
operation and is computed as 
p = max[T(STMlp"t), iPq^^(p)] 
= max[2, IP ou^P)] 
IPgyt (P) is dominated by the delay in making a recursive 
invocation and returning successive stream values and is 
computed as 
(P) = [t(receive) + t(>) + t^ (STR-SWITCH) + 
ti (CALL) + t(send)] + [t(receive) + 
ti (CONS) + tj (STR-MERGE) + t(send)] 
= 13 
Therefore, p = 13 and 
ti(STMl) = 31 + 18 (npl) 
ti(STM2) is computed in a similar manner as 
ti(STM2) = 29 + 18 (npl) 
and substituting these values yields 
ti(MULT) = 5 + [31 + 18(npl)] + [29 + 18(npl)] 
= 65 + 36(npl) 
Figure 5.15 shows the simulation results for four runs. 
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RUN npl time steps 
1 2  6 6  
2 3 84 
3 4 103 
4 5 121 
Figure 5.15. Simulation results for MULT 
Solving using this data yields approximately 
^smlate(„ULT) = 30 + 18(npl) 
The major reason the approximated value for tj(MULT) differs-
so much from the actual value is a result of Constraint 2 
introducing a high degree of error; i.e., there is a 
significant amount of overlap between the two streamed 
computations. In fact, to a large extent the stream R is 
readily available in the streamed computation STM2 by the 
time the buffered stream AX3 arrives due to the early 
availability of AXX and AX2. Furthermore, it is believed 
that larger values of npl (not simulated due to economic 
factors) would increase the coefficient of npl in 
tf^late (i^iuLT) possibly as high as 22. This is due to not 
saturating the pipelined computations. 
Summary 
Figure 5.16 summarizes the five simulations and their 
analysis. A percent error is calculated on dominant terms 
only. 
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The method of top down analysis for the feedback 
architecture via recursive nodal reductions appears to be a 
fairly good approach to the analysis of programs and their 
behavior with the exception of the cases where streamed 
computations are not clearly defined and do not satisfy 
Constraint 2. Large error factors appear with this type of 
streamed computation and more research is needed on streams 
for this type of architecture. 
program ^computed ^.smlate % error 
HYSL 19+4m+ 
n(63+16m) 
19+4 m+ 
n(47+16m) 
0 
NEXP 67n+8 66n+8 +1.5 
TRIG 18m+22 16m+21 +12.5 
SSUM 32+4m'+18m 18+4m'+16m +12.5 
MULT 65+36m 30+18m + 1 0 0 . 0  
Figure 5.16. Summarization of simulations 
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CHAPTER VI. OTHER ARCHITECTURES 
The basic techniques described in previous chapters are 
applicable to the analysis of other parallel architectures, 
with, of course, appropriate modifications. Generally, 
abstract operations are represented as transitions and arcs 
representing data and/or control signal dependencies connect 
these transitions. 
The recursive stream-oriented model is based on the 
architecture proposed by Dennis and Weng [Dennis and Weng 
1979]. The language for this machine is restricted to a 
degree that "feedback" signals are not necessary, thereby 
eliminating a high degree of overhead. These restrictions 
insure that no static copy of any instruction is ever 
enabled more than once. All iterative computations (e.g., 
the while-do) are prohibited and the expression of these 
computations are made recursively (for this research this is 
assumed to be done via recursive procedures. Other 
expressions could be made via specialized constructs; e.g., 
the "for-iter" construct [Ackerman and Dennis 1978]). 
Additionally, streams are built up as linearized structures 
(see Figure 6.1). The operations FIRST and REST are simply 
implemented as "select" operations on the structure. In 
order to allow concurrent operations on successive stream 
tokens, the concept of "holes" is implemented [Dennis and 
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Weng 1979]. When a CONS operation is performed (see Figure 
6.2) the "scalar" value v is appended to a structure and a 
"hole" is created for the remainder of the stream, T. The 
stream S, created by the CONS operation, is immediately 
available while operations on the "rest of S" are suspended 
until the hole has been filled by a "write-hole" operation 
(the signal is used in the management of procedure activa­
tions) . 
Non-streamed constructs in the stream-oriented model 
are analyzed using the methodology introduced for the 
feedback model (the while-do is eliminated). However, the 
general approach is simplified for the streamed computa-
S 
f i r s t  
i \ r e s t  vl 
f i r s t  
r e s t  
Figure 6.1. Stream as a linear structura 
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tions. No Np-type Petri nets need be constructed since 
feedback signals are not present. This eliminates the need 
for t2 , n, entry, and exit attributes. Since the only 
operations defined on streams (other than preanalyzed 
constructs) are either treated as scalar operations (e.g., 
FIRST and REST) or are recursive streamed procedures, only 
ti and IP attributes are required. 
Before discussing the analysis of streamed computa­
tions, consider the timing behavior of the recursive 
c r e a t e - h o l e  
V T 
CONS 
a p p e n d  —  
Q " f i r s t "  s i g n a l  
— —  a p p e n d  
w r i  t e - h o l e  
S 
(a) Abstract operation S 
(b) Implementation of CONS 
Figure 6.2. CONS operation in 
recursive stream-oriented model 
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streamed procedure of Figure 6.3 (compare with Figure 4.37), 
A timing diagram appears in Figure 6.4. As indicated in 
this diagram, the creation of holes precludes the necessity 
of transmitting every stream token through every previous 
invocation (this is perhaps the most significant aspect of 
this architecture). The period of availability of succes­
sive tokens of the output stream, IP(P), is determined by 
the abstract value ti(R) / a where R represents the 
computation required to construct arguments for, and make 
the recursive invocation of, a recursive call and a 
represents the number of tokens created by each invocation. 
The dynamic code unraveling that occurs as successive 
invocations of P are made is illustrated in Figure 6.5 (the 
CONS operations are not reduced). Using the method 
previously described for the feedback model, the calculation 
of ti(P) that involves a CONS operation proceeds in a 
PROCEDURE P (INTEGER STREAM S) 
RETURNS (INTEGER STREAM T) 
T = IF EMPTY(S) THEN EOS 
ELSE BEGIN 
INTEGER STREAM R; 
R = CONS{f [FIRST (S)] , P[REST(S)]} 
END (R) 
END 
Figure 6.3. Sample streamed recursive procedure 
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straight-forward manner as 
ti(P) = t (receive) + ti(EMPTY) + t (switch) + 
tj(FIRST) + ti(f) + tj(CONS) + t(send) 
Assuming tj(EMPTY) = 2 and the FIRST and REST operations are 
implemented as simple "select" operations, 
t i ( P )  = 1 + 2  +  1  +  1  +  t i ( f )  + 1  +  1  
= 7 + ti(f) 
invocation 
1 
2 
3 
4 
grounded 
time to compute the output stream value 
produced by this invocation 
time to initiate recursive call 
time of grounded invocation 
time to process stream returned by 
recursive invocation 
Figure 6.4. Timing diagram of streamed recursive procedure 
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r e c e l v e  
E M P T Y  
s w i t c h  
r e s t  o f  S  
R E S T *  
F I R S T  
s e n d *  
3— 
r e c e i v e *  
E M P T Y *  c r e a t e - h o l e  
r e c e i  v e  
\ p e n d  
s w i t c h *  
. - - " r e s t  o f  S  
\ V ° 
p e n d  
R E S T  
w r i t e - h o l e  F I R S T  
s e n d  m e r g e  
s e n d  r e c e i v e  
c r e a t e - h o l e  
E M P T Y  
s w i  t c h  >• 
i r e c e i  v  
i d e n -
I  t i t y  
w r i  t e - h o l e  
m e r g e  
m e r g e  
s e r i d  s e n d  
figure 6.5. Dynamic code unraveling of streamed 
recursive procedure (starred operations used in 
calculation of delay of firing REST node) 
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The determination of the value IP{P) is not accom­
plished as easily. Referring to Figure 6.5, this value is 
seen to be 
IP(P) = [t(receive) + t^ (EMPTY) + t(switch) + 
t^(REST) + t(send)] / 1 
=  1  +  2  +  1 +  ( 1  +  d )  +  1  
= 6 + d 
where t^(REST) = 1 + d and d is the delay incurred in 
waiting on the write-hole operation that produces the "rest 
of S" which is input to this invocation. This value in most 
situations is substantially less than the period p between 
successive tokens of the stream input to the procedure P. 
This is conceptually understood by noting that a certain 
amount of computation has been done between the time the 
"first" value was released and the time the REST operation 
begins waiting. For the current example, the d value for 
the REST operation of the second invocation (or any 
subsequent invocation) is computed as 
d = max{0, p - [t(select) + t(send) + 
t (receive) + ti(EMPTY) + t(switch)]} 
The value t(select) is the nodal firing time of the REST 
operation of the previous invocation once the appropriate 
hole has been filled. The filling of the hole of the input 
stream allows the firing of the starred operations in Figure 
6.5. Obviously, under certain circumstances the d.value may 
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be substantially less than p (or even 0). This points out 
one of the main advantages of this architecture in terms of 
execution time performance over the feedback model. 
Should the procedure P be found in a streamed computa­
tion as appears in Figure 6.6 where IP(source) = 1,  the 
period of the stream input to the sink node, IP(P), is 
computed as 
I P ( P )  =  6  +  d  
= 6 + max(0, p - 6) 
= 6 + max(0, 7-6) 
= 7 
The calculation of the appropriate d values is compli­
cated by the necessity to analyze portions of several nodes 
Ô 
6 
s o u r c e  
s i n k  
Figure 6.6. Streamed computation 
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as a single entity. In this example, it involves portions 
of two invocations, the else body of the conditional of the 
first invocation, and a portion of the conditional of the 
second invocation. The approximation of d = p could be 
made, but this is expected to drastically inflate the 
if V 
aproximated execution time of streamed computations. A 
sophisticated analysis that allows the appropriate calcula­
tion of IP(P) is in order and may be more easily 
accomplished by analyzing sample unraveled portions of 
recursive procedure code as appears in Figure 6.5. However, 
for the purposes of this research, the value of d will be 
left as a parameter to the analysis. 
As a final example, consider the program N found in 
m i 
Figure 6.7. This program computes Z  X  / i  for input values 
i = 1  
X and m using a streamed computation. The nodal reductions 
appear in Figure 6.8. As previously noted, "scalar" compu­
tations are analyzed through the use of Ns^ Petri nets 
resulting in 
ti(N) = t(input) + t(input) + tj(STM) + t(output) 
= 1 + 1 + ti (STM) + 1 
= 3 + ti (STM) 
Since all streamed computations are composed of recursive 
procedure nodes (and/or pre-analyzed streamed operations 
implemented recursively), the streamed computation is 
partitioned into many (three in this example) components 
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PROCEDURE P (INTEGER I,M) 
RETURNS (INTEGER STREAM S) 
S = IF I > M THEN EOS 
ELSE BEGIN 
INTEGER STREAM V 
V = CONS[I, P(I+1, M)] 
END(V) 
END 
PROCEDURE Q (INTEGER STREAM S, REAL X) 
RETURNS (REAL STREAM T) 
T = IF EMPTY(S) THEN EOS 
ELSE BEGIN 
REAL STREAM U 
INTEGER I 
I = FIRST(S) 
U = CONS{X T I / I, Q[REST(S), 
END (U) 
END 
PROCEDURE R (REAL STREAM T) 
RETURNS (REAL Y) 
Y = IF EMPTY(T) THEN 0.0 
ELSE BEGIN 
REAL Z 
Z = FIRST (T) + R[REST(T)] 
END(Z) 
END 
INTEGER M 
REAL X,Y 
INPUT X,M FROM INFILE 
Y = STREAMED 
INTEGER STREAM S 
REAL STREAM T 
REAL Z 
S = P(l, M) 
T = 0(S, X) 
Z = R(T) 
END(Z) 
OUTPUT Y TO OUTFILE 
END 
Figure 6,7. Sample program N 
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with loose interconnections thereby eliminating the need for 
Np-type Petri nets. The period p of the stream input to Q 
is computed as IP(P) and the period p' of the stream input 
to R is computed as IP(Q). All three procedure nodes are 
recursive procedures where the then bodies of the enclosed 
conditionals are encountered only on the grounded invoca­
tions. The unraveling of P is shown in Figure 6.8(c) and 
attributes are computed as 
ti(P) = t(receive) + t(>) + t(switch) + 
t(create-hole) + t(append) + t(append) + 
t(merge) + t(send) 
input 
INFILE 
input X  
STM 
output 
(a) Program node N 
Figure 6.8. Nodal reductions 
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send send 
receive 
send send 
receive 
send 
receive 
(b) Streamed computation STM 
Figure 6.8. Continued 
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receive 
(c) Unraveling of P 
switch 
create-hole send 
eceive 
receive append 
wnte-hole append 
switch merge 
Figure Continued send 
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receive 
EMPTY 
(d) Unraveling of Q 
switch 
FIRST 
REST create-hole 
X+ 
receive 
append send / 
receive append 
write-hole 
EMPTY merge 
switch send 
REST 
send 
Figure 6.8. Continued send 
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EMPTY 
receive 
1 
-—J— IF THEN 
_ send 
ELSE 
i— merge 
(e) Procedure R 
FIRST REST 
send 
receive 
(f) IF node 
i denti ty 
(h) THEN node 
(g) ELSE node 
Figure 6.8. Continued 
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receive 
EMPTY 
switch 
REST 
send 
receive 
(i) Unraveling of R 
EMPTY 
swi tch 
REST 
send F i g u r e  6 . 8 .  C o n t i n u e d  
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(assuming unit execution time for all base level 
operations). 
IP(P) = t(receive) + t(>) + t(switch) + t(+) + t(send) 
= 5 
which is the time to make a recursive invocation. 
Q is unraveled in Figure 6.8(d) and attributes are 
computed as 
ti(Q) = t(receive) + t^fEMPTY) + t(switch) + ti(FIRST) 
+ t(f) + t(/) + t(append) + t(merge) + t(send) 
= 10 
assuming tj(EMPTY) = 2. 
IP(Q) = t(receive) + t^(EMPTY) + t(switch) + 
t^(REST) + t(send) 
=  1  +  2  +  1 +  ( l  +  d ) + l  
• = 6 + d 
where d = max(0,p - 6) and p = IP(P) =5. As a result, 
d = 0 and 
IP(Q) = 6. 
The portion of the streamed computation internal to R 
is reduced to allow the reduction of R and nodes internal to 
R as 
tj (R) = t (receive) + tj(IF) + t(send) 
= 1 + t^(IF) + 1 
= 2 + t^(IF) 
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ti(IF) = ti(EMPTY) + t(switch) + 
a.ti(THEN) + (1 - a)'ti(ELSE) + t(merge) 
= 2 + 1 + a'ti(THEN) + (1 - a).ti(ELSE) + 1 
= 4 + a-tjOTHEN) + (1 - a)-ti(ELSE) 
t j(THEN) = t( identity) = 1 
tj(ELSE) = max[ti (FIRST) + t( + ), ti(REST) + t(send) + 
t^(R) + t(receive) + t(+)] 
= max[l +1, (1 + d) + 1 + ti(R) +1 + 1] 
= max [2, 4 + d + t^fR)] 
= 4 + d + tj(R) 
d is computed from the unraveling of R (Figure 6.8(i)) as 
d = max(0, p - 6) 
where p = IP(Q) = 6. Therefore d = 0 and 
tj(ELSE) = 4 + 0 + tj(R) 
= 4 + tj(R) 
t^(IF) = 4 + a(l) + (1 - a) [4 + tj{R)] 
= 8 - 3a + (1 - a)-tj(R) 
t^(R) = 2 + [8 - 3a + (1 - a)'t^(R)] 
= 10 - 3a + (1 - a)'t^(R) 
= 10/a - 3 
Letting a - l/(m + 1), 
t^(R) = 10(m + 1) - 3 
= 10(m) + 7 
This allows the reduction of STM as 
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ti(STM) = t(send) + t^fP) + t (receive) + 
t(send) + t^(Q) + t(receive) + 
t(send) + tj(R) + t(receive) 
= 1 + 8 + 1 + 1 + 1 0 + 1 +  
1  +  [ 1 0  ( m )  + 7 ]  + 1  
= 10 (m) + 31 
Therefore, 
t\(N) = 3 + [8(m) + 24] 
= 8(m) + 27 
where m is an externally supplied parameter to the analysis. 
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CHAPTER VII. CONCLUSION 
This research presents a top-down recursive method for 
analyzing SMD Petri net representations of data flow pro­
grams. The state machine decomposition of SMD Petri nets is 
similar to finding all the elementary circuits of a directed 
graph which is known to be an 0[(n + e) (c + 1)] problem 
[Johnson 1975] when the graph contains n nodes (transi­
tions) , e edges (arcs), and c circuits (state machines). 
The approach described in this presentation is significant 
in that 
1) it does allow an approximation to be made for 
the execution time of data flow programs under 
the assumptions of infinite resources, thereby 
providing an approximate lower bound on 
execution time, and furthermore 
2) this approach significantly reduces the time 
for analysis due to the nodal reductions to a 
problem of 
0[(ni + ei)'(ci + 1) + (n2 + e2)'{c2 + 1) + 
... + (n^ + e^)-( + 11 
where x nodal reductions are made. For large 
programs, this may be a significant savings 
s i n c e  Z ^ n ^  =  n ,  Z ^ e ^  =  e ,  a n d  Z ^ C j  < <  c .  
This approach yields an approximation of the lower 
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bound on the computation time of a program. Any 
inaccuracies are due primarily to three factors: 
1) the assumption that all inputs must be 
available before the node may execute and all 
outputs are released simultaneously (Constraint 
2 from Chapter IV), 
2) the delay between any two stream values is 
constant, in particular di,2 = ^last.eos ~ P' 
and 
3) reduced nodes carry only "worst" case 
attributes that when used to characterize the 
influence on enclosing nodes may yield 
unobtainable results; e.g., a maximum value for 
t2 used with a minimum value for n for a node 
internal to a streamed computation. 
One of the original goals of this research was to 
derive a methodology that could be totally automated; i.e., 
given a program, an automated analysis would produce timing 
equations. Clearly this would be of great value in the 
analysis of program bottlenecks in highly concurrent system 
and can be done in many cases. More research is needed to 
determine whether this is feasible in some situations; e.g. 
the recognition of streamed recursive procedures where only 
"scalar" connections relate input streams to output streams 
or the recognition of the proper context in which streamed 
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conditions are found. In such situations a compromise 
between total automation and hand-analysis may be necessary. 
This dissertation has provided, however, important initial 
steps in applying Petri net analysis of the execution of 
programs on several types of data flow machines with due 
concern given to reducing the time required for such an 
analysis. This concern is apparent in the methodology of 
recursive nodal reductions. 
Since a node, corresponding to a high level construct, 
needs to be analyzed only once, this method is expected to 
provide a cost-effective technique for studying parallelism 
while relating the structure of a program to the degree of 
exhibited parallelism. An appropriate representation of the 
timing equations would also yield information useful in the 
determination of the relevancy of optimization efforts. 
Other potential applications concern comparisons between 
analogous programs written for different data flow 
architectures. 
Suggestions for further research fall into three 
categories: 
Category I; Improvements on methodology 
1) develop methods for automatic recognition of 
the context of various constructs; e.g., 
conditionals, recursive streamed procedures. 
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2) determine when nodal reductions might not be 
appropriate thereby allowing more accurate 
resultant timing equations (at, perhaps, the 
expense of a more complicated analysis), 
3) develop methods for detection of secondary, 
tertiary, etc., influences upon the periodic 
behavior of streamed computations thereby 
allowing more accurate approximations of the 
delay between any two successive tokens when 
desirable, 
4) extend the methodology to other high level 
constructs; e.g., the FORALL construct, and 
5) develop representation techniques for 
presenting the timing equations which 
facilitate the detection of the secondary, 
etc., program bottlenecks for the determination 
of the relevancy of optimization efforts. 
Category II; Applications of methodology 
1) develop approaches that facilitate the 
evaluation of different representations of an 
algorithm for a specific architecture, 
2) develop approaches that allow optimization of 
programs, and 
3) apply the methodology (with appropriate 
modifications) to other architectures. 
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Category III; Language development 
The language used in this dissertation for describing 
computation on highly parallel architectures is not 
intended to be actually used by programmers. The 
current area of work in functionally applicative 
languages [Ackerman 1979, Allan and Oldehoeft 1980, 
Arvind, et al. 1978, Backus 1978, Chamberlin 1971, 
Dennis 1974, Friedman and Wise 1978, Sharp 1980, Tesler 
and Enea 1968, Turner 1979, Treleaven 1979, Weng 1979] 
holds high promise of producing acceptable languages 
which more naturally expose parallelism. The 
methodology suggested in this dissertation should 
equally apply for programs written in these languages. 
Other related areas for research include: 
1) applying the results of this research as it 
relates to program performance to the design of 
future high level languages that allow the 
natural expression of parallelism, and 
2) applying a similar approach to the analysis of 
the level of demand for general-purpose and/or 
specialized processors as the program moves 
through various phases thereby yielding 
pertinent information as to the utilization of 
resources. 
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APPENDIX A. HIGH LEVEL TEMPLATES 
This appendix presents the templates for the pre-
analyzed high level operations. The majority of these 
operations are stream operations. These templates are those 
found in the ISU data flow compiler. Switch operations in 
this system are implemented using "true" and "false" gating 
operations. A "true" operation takes a data value and a 
gate value as input operands. Should the gate value be true 
then the data value is simply passed on. A false value 
destroys the data value. The "false" operation functions 
similarly. The switch operation may therefore be modeled 
as : 
data gate 
true * 
data gate 
^— false 
with the understanding that under certain conditions the 
operation may not produce an output token. It is possible 
in the ISU data flow system to embed some of the gating in 
other instructions. Where this occurs, it will be noted. 
As mentioned earlier, the underlying semantics provide a 
deterministic firing sequence that allows for the speci­
fication of attributes. 
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BUF 
merge^ 
Identity 
eos-test 
/merge merge 
fal se 
append 
ti = 3 
IP = 4 
* - with true gating 
189 
call 
ti = 4 
trigger 
— constant 
• Ô 
—append 
6 
append 
Ô 
apply 
trigger 
cons 
scalar stream 
merge 
eos-
test 
o u t  
ti = t2 = 1 
IP = 2 
190 
EMPTY 
ti = 3 
ip = 3 
identity 
eos-
GOS-* 
identity 
first 
ti = 2 
ip = 3 
eos-test 
ï-r- identity 
* _ 
+ -
with true gating 
used to convert boolean value to gate value 
191 
INPUT (scalar) 
read 
select 
(value) 
select 
(file) 
out out 
ti = 2 
REST 
dentity 
false 
out 
ti = 2 + max(p,3) 
192 
repl 
trigger (stream) 
— identity 
value 
identity eos-
test 
merge 
fal se 
eos 
merge 
lerge 
out 
ti = 
ip = 
tg = 4 
3 
193 
SCREATE 
final initial 
constant identity 
step f 
onstiant 
merge 
•merge merge 
merge 
"mergi true 
true 
true 
eos 
out 
t i  =  5  
I P  =  4 *  
*  "  ^ l a s t , e o s  °  ^  
194 
SELECT 
Stream 
identity 
boolean 
stream stream 
eos-
test identity 
false false false identity 
false true identity 
merget identity merge 
merge merge 
out 
ti = t2 = 6 
ip = 2 
195 
START 
t i  =  2  
constant 
trigger 
identity 
constant 
out 
STR-MERGE 
t = 1 
t = 1 
IP = 3 
merge. merge 
eos-test 
boolean 
merge merge 
* - with false gating 
+ - since this template is used only to terminate a 
condition, the boolean arrives sooner and hence this 
value results. 
196 
STR-INPUT 
cosntant 
read 
-select 
(value) 
out 
select— 
( f i l e )  
eos-
test 
false 
11 = 3 
ip = 5 
197 
STR-SWITCH 
stream stream 
eos-test eos-test 
boolean bool ean 
stream 
merge 
false true 
out out 
ti = 2 
t2 = 1 
ip = 3 
* -  with false gating 
198 
SUBSTM 
Stream 
identity 
eos-
test 
k i l l  
identity constant 
merge 
false 
( c o n t i  n u e d )  
ti = 7 + k max[3fp] 
t2 = 5 
IP = 3 
* - with false gating 
+ - should the scalars arrive sooner, this value may be 
reduced by two time steps. 
199 
SUBSTM (continued) 
identity 
identity 
true 
false 
eos-test 
identity 
JI eos -merge 
merge 
SUM (PROD) 
200 
Stream 
constant 
identity 
merge 
eos-
test 
true 
out 
t i  =  2  +  m  m a x ( 3 , p )  
* -  with false gating 
201 
UNBUF 
merge 
merge 
array 
identity 
merge 
merge 
select exists 
merge 
merge 
eos 
out 
tj = 5 
IP = 4 
* -  with true gating 
202 
APPENDIX B. TEST PROGRAMS 
This appendix contains the ISU data flow versions of 
the programs analyzed in Chapter V: HYSL, NEXP, TRIG, SSUM, 
and MULT. For each program (in the specified order) is 
found 
1) the high level language version, 
2) the assembled code, and 
3) the JCL and input records to compile, assemble, and 
simulate the program. 
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PROCEDURE HVSL BEGIN 
REAL ARRAY AP(i:ill* ARHO(i:il)« AX(1:12); 
INTEGER TS2, ENOCYCLE, MAXZ. I: 
REAL STREAM P. RHO, X, ACC. 0: 
FILE INFILEÎ 
INPUT MAXZ* ENOCYCLE FILE=INFILE F0RMAT=(I(2),I(2)); 
TS2 := o;  
BUF SCREATEC INC 1 * MAXZ* in • APÏ 
BUF SCREATECIN(1«MAXZ.1)1• ARHO: 
BUF SCREATECINCO,MAXZ,:)). AX: 
WHILE TS2 < ENOCYCLE 00 
P := UNBUFCIN(AP)): 
X := UNBUFCINC AX)) : 
RHO := UNBUFCINCARHO)): 
ACC := CONSCINC2»FIRSTCINCP))/FIRSTCINCRHO))• 
REPLCINC2,P))*P/RHO)li 
X := X + ACC » REPLCINC2.ACC)); 
RHO := RHO * CSUBSTMCINCX«1.MAXZ))-
SUBSTMCINCX.O.MAXZ))): 
Q := RHO * REPLCINCO.S.RHO)); 
P := SELECTCINCREPLCINCO.O.Q)), 0, 
ABSCINCQ))<REPLCIN(O.O.Q))))t 
BUF P, AP; 
BUF X, Ax; 
BUF RHO* ARHO; 
TS2 := TS2 f 1 
END 
END 
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74 MERGE {T=S)CT=S){G=F,8=69)(T=S.0=80«1.232.I) 
75 MERGE (T=I)(T=I)(G=F.»=69HT=I,0=8I.1Î 
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76 10 {T=I,C=T)(T=I,0=112.1.229.1.185.1.178.1,170.1,149.1.130.1 
1 2 2 . 1 )  
77 ID (T=I,C=T)(T=I,0=71.1) 
78 ID (T=S,C=T)<T=S,0=82.1) 
79 ID ÎT=S.C=T)(T=S.O=89.l) 
80 10 €T=S.C=T)(T=S,0=96.l) 
81 ID (T=Ï.C=T)(T=I,0=75.1.148.1,129.I) 
82 ID fT--S)(T=S.O=83.2) 
83 MERGE <T=S,C=T)(T=S)(G=F,3=86)(T=S.0=83.1,86.1,87.1) 
84 MERGE fT=I,C=T)(T=I,C=C,R=1)CG=F,3=86)(T=I,0=85.1.86.2.87.2) 
85 • (T=I)(T=I,C=C.R=1)CT=I.0=84.1) 
86 EXISTS (T=S)CT=I)CC=2)CT=G,0=83.0•83.1,84.0,84.1,87.1,87.2, 
88*0)  
87 SELECT (T=S,C=T)(T=I,C=T)(T=R,0=88.1) 
88 MERGE (T=R)(T=R.C=C.R=524288)()(T=R.0=103.1.117.2.111.1) 
89 ID (T=S)CT=S.0=90.2) 
90 MERGE CT=S,C=sTI(T=S)(G=F,a=93)(T=S,0=90.1,93.1.94.1) 
91 MERGE (T=I,C=T)(T=I,C=C,R=1)(G=F,3=93)(T=I.0=92.1.93.2,94.2) 
92 + (T=I)CT=I.C=C.R=1)(T=I.0=91.1) 
93 EXISTS (T=SI<T=I)(C=2)(T=G.0=90.0,90.1,91.0,91.1.94.1.94.2. 
95.0) 
94 SELECT CT=S,C=T)fT=I»C=T)(T=R.0=95.1) 
95 MERGE (T=R){T=R,C=C.R=524288)()«T=R,0=128.1) 
96 ID (T=S)fT=S.0=97.2) 
97 MERGE (T=S.C=T)(T=SI(G=F.3=100)CT=S.0=97.I,100.i,101.1) 
98 MERGE (T=I,C=T)(T=I.C=C.R=1)(G=F,3=100)CT=I.0=99.l.100.2.101 
99 • (T=I)(T=I.C=C,R=l)(T=I.O=98.1) 
100 EXISTS (T=S)(T=I)(C=2)(T=G.D=97.0,97.1,98.0,98.1.101.1.101.2 
102.0) 
101 SELECT (T=S.C=T)(T=I.C=TI(T=R,0=102.1) 
102 MERGE {T=R)(T=R,C=C,R=524288IC)«T=R,0=107.1.163.1.118.2) 
103 ID (T=R){T=R.O=i04.1,105.1) 
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178 CONS (T=I)(T=R,C=C,R=0.0)(T=R,0=180.1) 
179 EOS (T=R)(C=1)(T=G,0=180.0,181.1,182.0) 
180 MERGE (T=R)(T=R)(G=T,»=179)(T=R.D=18l.l) 
181 ID (T=R,C=F)(T=R.D=180.2,182.2) 
182 MERGE «T=R»C=C.R=524288)(T=RÏ{)(T=R»0=183.2) 
183 < (T=R)(T=R)(T=B.O=198.1) 
184 ID fT=R)(T=R,D=186.1) 
185 CONS (T=I)(T=R»C=C«R=0.0HT=R.0=187.1) 
186 EOS (T=R)(C=l)(T=G,D=187eO,188.1,189.0) 
187 MERGE (T=R)(T=R)(G=T,a=186)(T=R,0=188.1) 
188 ID (T=R,C=F)(T=R,D=1G7.2«189.2) 
189 MERGE (T=R,C=C,R=524288)GT=R)()(T=R,0=190.1) 
190 ID (T=R)(T=ft,0=191.1,192*1) 
191 EOS (T=R)(T=G,0=193.1,196.1,199.1,200.1.0) 
192 ID CT=R)(T=R,0=193.1) 
193 ID (T=R,C=F)(T=R.0=19».l) 
194 ID tT=R.C=T)(T=R,0=203.1) 
195 ID (T=R)(T=R,0=196.1! 
196 ID (T=R,C=F)(T=R,D=197.1) g 
197 ID (T=R,C=F) (T=R,0=203.2) vo 
198 10 (T=B)(T=B,0=199.1) 
199 ID CT=B,C=F)(T=G,0=194.1,197.1,203.0) 
200 ID (T=G}(T=G,0=201.1.D) 
201 10 (T=G)(T=G.0=202.1.0) 
202 ID (T=G)(T=G,0=204.0) 
203 MERGE (T=R)(T=R)C)(T=R,0=204.2) 
204 MERGE (T=R,C=C,R=524288)(T=R)()(T=R,0=205.1) 
205 ID (T=R)(T=R,0=206.1,211.3) 
206 EOS (T=R)(C=2)(T=G,0=207.0,208.1,210.0,211.1,211.3,212.1) 
207 MERGE (T=I,C=C,R=l)(T=I)(G=T.a=206)(T=I,0=208.1) 
208 ID (T=I,C=F)(T=I#D=209.1,211.2) 
209 + (T=I)(T=I.C=C,R=1)CT=I,D=207.2) 
210 MERGE (T=S,C=C,R=*NIL')(T=S)(G=T,a=206)(T=S,0=211.1,212.1) 
211 APPEND (T=S«C=F)(T=I)(T=R,C=F)(T=S,0=210.2) 
212 ID (T=S,C=T)(T=S.0=72.1) 
213 ID (T=R){T=R,0=214.1,219.3) 
210 
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//E327HVSL JOB 14987.CPLTJCL$MSGLEVEL=(1,1) 
//OFC EXEC PGM=OFC,REGION»35*K,TIME=(,10),PARM=('ISA(-1*K)/', 
// •CODE*) 
//STEPLIB 00 DSN=A.14987.OFC.NEWC0M2,0ISP=SHR 
//SYSPRINT DO SYSQUT=A 
//CODEFIL 00 DSN=J.14987.OFC.COOE1.UNIT=OISK, 
// DISP=(NEW.CATLG.OELETE)• 
// DCB=(LRECL=80.BLKSIZE=800.RECFM=F8.BUFN0=11# 
// SPACE=(TRK,(10,1}.RLSE) 
//LASTFIL 00 OSN=J.14987.CODE.HYSL,UNIT=DISK, 
// OCa=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=800$RECFM=FB.BUFNO=l)• 
// DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),SPACE=(TRK,(10,2).RLSE.CONTIG) 
//SYSTEST Ob SYSOUT=A 
//SYSOUMP DO SYSOUT=A 
//PLIOUMP 00 SYSOUT=A,OCB=BLKSIZE=133 
//SYS IN 00 * 
PROCEDURE HYSL BEGIN 
REAL ARRAY APC1 :11)• ARHO(l:ll), AX(:::2): 
INTEGER TS2. ENDCYCLE, MAXZ* IÎ 
REAL STREAM P, RHO, X, ACC, 0: 
FILE I WILE; 
INPUT MAXZ. ENDCYCLE FILE=INF¥LE FORMATAI I(2)•I<2)); 
TS2 := 0Î 
BUF SCR£ATE( IN( l.MAXZ.D) , AP; 
BUF SCREATE(IN(I,MAXZ,1))• ARHOS 
BUF SCREATE(IN(O.MAXZ,1))• AX: 
WHILE TS2 < ENDCYCLE DO 
P := UNBUFCIN(AP)); 
X := UNBUFCIN(AX)); 
RHO ;= UNBUFCINCARHO)); 
ACC := CONSCINC2*FIRSTCIN(P))/FIRSTCINCRHO)), 
REPLCIN«2,P))*P/RH0))Î 
X := X + ACC * REPLCINC2,ACC)); 
RHO := RHO * (SUBSTM(INCX,1,MAXZ))-
SUBSTMCINCX,O.MAXZ))): 
Q := RHO * REPLfINC0.5,RH0)); 
P := SELECTCINCREPLC1N(0.0,0))• Q* 
ABSCINCQlXREPLdNCO.O.Q)))): 
BUF P, APÎ 
BUF X, AX; 
BUF RHO, ARHO; 
TS2 := TS2 + 1 
END 
END 
//STEP2 EXEC PGM=IEBPTPCH,CONO=CO,EQ,OFC) 
//SYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=A 
//SYSUTl 00 OSN=J.14987.DFC.COOE1,DISP=COLO.DELETE) 
//SYSUT2 00 SYSOUT=A 
//SYSIN DO » 
PRINT MAXFLOS=l 
TITLE ITEM=(«HYSL») 
RECORD FTELD=(aO) 
/ *  
//DEL OD DSN=J.14987.CODE.HYSL,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
//XSl EXEC PGM=IEFBR14,C0ND=(0,NE,0FC) 
//DDI DO OSN=J.14987.DFC.CODEl,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
//ASM EXEC PGM=GO»REGION=100K.TIME=(.10).COND=(O.NE.OFCÏ 
//• OD STATEMENTS FOR ASSEMBLER STEP 
//STEPLIB OD 0SN=P.I4119.ASMLOAD.OISP=SHR 
//SYSIN DO OSN=J.14987.CODE.HYSL,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
//SYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=A 
//PLIOUMP DO SYSOUT=A«OCB=BLKSI2E=133 
//SYSUOUMP DO SYSOUT=A 
//MARC DD OSN=J.14987.ASM.HYSL.UNIT=DISK,OISP=fNE*I.CATLG«OELETE). 
// SPACE=(TRK.(10,1).RLSE), 
// DCB=(DSORG=DA,LRECL=252,BLKSIZE=252.RECFM=F) 
//SI EXEC PGM=GO.REGION=450K.COND=(O.NE.DFC),PARM='NOSTAE,NOSPIE' 
//• 00 STATEMENTS FOR THE SIMULATOR STEP 
//STEPLIB 00 OSN^P.14987.OFS.NE*SIM.DISP=SHR 
//SYSPRINT 
//ETC DO 
//PINFO 00 
//PFRNG OD 
//PINST 00 
//PLIOUMP 
//SNAPOUMP 
//SYSUDUMP 
//SYSIN 00 
00 SYSOUT=A 
SYS0UT=A,DC3=(RECFM=FB.LRECL=132,BLKSIZE=132) 
DUMMY.OCB={RECFM=F,LRECL=132.BLKSIZE=132) 
DUMMY,DCB=(RECFM=F.LRECL=132» BLKSIZE=132) 
DUMMY•OCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=132,BLKSIZE=132) 
DO SYSOUT=A 
OD SYSOUT=A 
DO SYSOUT=A 
* 
TRACE='0'B, FINAL='0'B; 
13,500,1,0,100,1 
20000,30000,13000,8000,16000 
3,3,1,2,15 
6,1,5,5,1 
1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1  
8,8,10,8,5 
9.3.3.3.3 
3,9,3,3,9 
3.1.1.4.4 
4,11,1,4,15 
20,5,5,5,5 
5,5 
, 1 , 1  
, 1 , 1  
, 1 , 1  
, 1 , 1  
, 1 , 1  
, 1 , 1  
, 1 , 1  
, 1 , 1  
, 1 , 1  
N) 
I-' 
W 
1 , 1 , 1  
1 , 1 , 1  
1 , 1 , 1  
1 , 1 , 1  
1 , 1 , 1  
1 , 1 , 1  
1 , 1 , 1  
1 , 1 , 1  
1 , 1 , 1  
1 , 1  
0201 
//MARC OD DSN=J.I4987«ASM.HYSL,0ISP=(OLD,KEEP) 
214 
PROCEDURE NEXP BEGIN 
INTEGER N. I: 
REAL S, Et X; 
FILE INFILE, OUTFILEÎ 
PROCEDURE EXP (IN(X)F OUTCE)) BEGIN 
REAL X, E; 
REAL STREAM R: 
INTEGER STREAM P, F; 
PROCEDURE FACT (IN(I, PREV. N)» OUT<F)J BEGIN 
INTEGER I. PREV. N. Y; 
INTEGER STREAM F, T; 
IF I > N 
THEN F := 524288 
ELSE BEGIN 
Y := PREV • I ; 
FACT(IN(Y. 1+1» N). OUT<T)); 
F := CONSDNC Y«T} ) 
END 
END; 
FACT*IN(1.1,3), OUTCF)); 
P := SCREATE(IN(1*3,1)); 
R := REPLCIN(X,P)) •• P / FÎ 
E := SUM(IN(R)) 
END; 
INPUT N FILE=INFILE F0RMAT=H2I; 
s := 0.0: 
I := I; 
WHILE I<=N DO 
INPUT X FILE=INFILE F0RMAT = (SKIPC1).F(5,31 » ; 
EXP(IN(X), OUT(E)); 
s := s + (E + i./E) / 2.; 
I := I + 1 
END; 
OUTPUT s FELE=OUTFILE FORMAT=F<10,5) 
END 
PROC NEXP 
0 Itt (T=S,R=*NIL')(T=S,0=1.1,33.1,6.1,5.1) 
1 CONS (T=S)(T=F.R='INFILE',C=C) (T=F,0=2.11 
2 READ (T=F)(R=*I(2)',T=C,C=C)(T=S,0=3.1.4.1) 
3 SELECT {T=SMR=1.T=I»C=C)(T=F,0=10.2) 
4 SELECT (T=S)(R=2»T=I,C=Cl(T=I•0=9.2) 
5 CONS CT=SI(T=R,R=0.0,C=C)(T=R,0=11.2) 
6 CONS CT=S)<T=I.R=1,C=CÎ(T=1.D=8.2) 
8 MERGE (T=I)(T=I)(G=F.@=7)(T=I,D=7.1,12.1) 
9 MERGE (T=I)(T=I)(G=F.@=7)(T=I.0=7.2,13.1) 
10 MERGE (T=F)(T=F)(G=F.0=7)(T=F.0=14.1) 
11 MERGE (T=R)(T=R)(G=F,0=7)(T=R.0=15.1,32.1) 
7 <= (T=I)(T=I>(C=4)(T=G,0=8.0*32.i,15.i,14.1,13.1,12.1,11.0, 
10.0,9.0) 
12 ID (T=I,C=T)CT=I,0=20.1,31.1) 
13 ID (T=I,C=T)(T=I,0=9.1) 
14 ID CT=F,C=T)(T=F.D=16.1) 
15 10 (T=R,C=T)CT=R,0=30.1) ^ 
16 READEDIT (T=F){R=«SKIP( 1 ) • ,C=C,T=C) (T=F,D=17.1) h-
17 READ (T=F)(R="F(S,3)*,T=C.C=C)(T=S,0=18.1,19.1) ^ 
18 SELECT (T=S)(R=1,T=I,C=C)(T=F.0=10.1) 
19 SELECT (T=S)(R=2,T=I,C=C)(T=R,D=24.I) 
20 CONS (T=I)(T=I,C=C,R=1)<T=I,D=21.3) 
21 APPEND {T=S.C=C,R=*N1L«)CT=I,R=1,C=C)(T=I)«T=S,0=22.1) 
22 APPEND {T=S)(T=I,R=2,C=C)(T=I,C=C,R=l)fT=S,0=23.2) 
23 APPLY* (R=«EXP«,T=P,C=C)(T=S)(T=I•C=C.R=2)<T=S,0=) 
24 SEND CT=R)(T=R,0=) 
25 REC (T=R)(T=R,0=26.1.28.1,27.2) 
26 ACK (T=R)(T=I)CT=IHT=I.O=) 
27 / fT=R,R=1.,C=C)(T=R)(T=R,0=28.2) 
28 + (T=R)(T=R)(T=R,D=29.1) 
29 / (T=R)(T=R,R=2.,C=C)(T=R,D=30.2) 
30 + (T=R)CT=R)(T=R,D=ll.l) 
31 + (T=I)(T=I,R=1,C=C)(T=1,0=8.1) 
32 10 (T=R,C=F)CT=R,0=34.3) 
33 CONS eT=S)fT=F,R=*0UTFIL6*,C«C) (T=F,0=34.1) 
34 WRITE fT=F)(R=*F(10,5)*,T=C,C«C)fT=R)(T=F,D=) 
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35 CONS (T=R;(T=R,C=C,R=0)(T=R,D=36.1* 
36 MERGE {T=RJ{T=RI(G=T,»=34)(T=R.0=37«2,38•1) 
37 • (T=R.C=F)(T=R.C=F)(T=R,D=36.2) 
38 10 (T=R,C=T)(T=R.D=0.1) 
PROC FACT 
0 SEND (T=I)(T=I.O=) 
1 REC (T=I)(T=I,0=4.1,12.1,7.2) 
2 REC (T=I)(T=I.0=5.1,10.1) 
3 REC (T=I)(T=I.0=6.1,11.1,8.1,7.1) 
4 ACK (T=I)(T=I)(T=I)(T=I,D=) 
5 ACK (T=I)(T=I)(T=I)<T=1,0=) 
6 ACK (T=I»(T=I)(T=I)CT=1,0=) 
7 > (T=I)(T=I)(C=0)(T=G.D=8.1,29.1.0,12.1,11.1,10.1) 
8 10 (T=I,C=T)(T=I,D=9.1) 
9 CONS (T=I)(T=I,R=524288,C=C)(T=I,0=27.1) 
10 lO (C=F,T=I»fT=Î.O=13.1) 
11 ID (C=F,T=I)(T=I,0=13.2,14.1) 
12 ID (C=F,T=I)(T=I,0=15.1,19.1) ^ 
13 * <T=I)«T=I)«T=I,0=21.1,25.1) o 
14 • (T=I)(T=I,R=1,C=C)(T=I,0=20.1) 
15 CONS (T=I)(T=I,C=C,R=3)(T=I,D=16.3) 
16 APPEND (T=S.C=C,R='NIL*)(T=I,R=1,C=C)(T=I)(T=S,0=17.1) 
17 APPEND (T=S)(T=I,R=2,C=C)(T=I,C=C,R=1)(T=S,0=18.2) 
18 APPLY* (R='FACT*.T=P,C=C)(T=S)(T=I.C=C,R=4)(T=S,D=) 
19 SEND (T=I)(T=I,0=) 
20 SEND (T=I)(T=I,D=) 
21 SEND CT=I)fT=I,D=) 
22 REC (T=I)(T=I.0=23.1,25.2,24.1) 
23 SACKl (T=I){T=I)(T=I)(T=I«0=) 
24 SACK2 (T=I)(T=I)(T=I)(T=I,0=) 
25 MERGE <T=I)fT=I)(G=T,®=26)<T=I,0=26.1,27.2) 
26 EOS (T=I)CC=l)fT=G,0=25.0) 
27 MERGE (T=I)(T=I)()(T=I,0=28.1,0.1) 
28 EOS <T=I)fC=l)€T=G,0=29.0,29.2) 
29 MERGE (T=G)(C=F,T=G)(G=T,8=28)(T=G,0=27.0,29.2.0) 
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//E327NEXP JOB 14987,CPLTJCL,MSGLEVEL=(L.L) 
//OFC EXEC PGM=0FC.REGI0N=356K.T:ME=(,10),PARM=(':SA(-14K)/', 
// •CODE*) 
//STEPLIB 00 DSN=A.:4987.0FC.NEWC0M2,0ISP=SHR 
//SVSPRINT DO SYSOUT=A 
//CODEFIL DO DSN=J.I4987.0FC»C0DEL.UNIT=DISK, 
// DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE), 
// OCB=<LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=800,RECFM=FB,BUFN0=L), 
// SPACE=<TRK,(10,1),RLSE) 
//LASTFIL OD DSN=J•14987.CODE«NEXP,UNIT=DISK, 
// DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=800,RECFM=FB,BOFNO=I)• 
// OISP=(NEW.CATLG,OELETE).SPACE=(TRK.(10,2),RLSE,CONTIG) 
//SYSTEST DO SYSOUT=A 
//SYSDUMP DD SYSOUT=A 
//PLIOUMP DD SYSOUT=A,OCB=8LKSIZE=133 
//SYSIN DD * 
PROCEDURE NEXP BEGIN 
INTEGER N, I : 
REAL S, E, X; 
FILE INFILE, OUTFILE: 
PROCEDURE EXP (IN(X). OUT(EÎ) BEGIN 
REAL X, E; 
REAL STREAM R; 
INTEGER STREAM P, F: 
PROCEDURE FACT (INÎI, PREV, N), OUT(F)) BEGIN 
INTEGER PREV, N, Y: 
INTEGER STREAM F, T: 
IF I > N 
THEN F := 524288 
ELSE BEGIN 
Y := PREV » I ; 
FACT(IN(Y, I+L, N), OUT(T)); 
F := CONS(INCY.T)) 
END 
END; 
FACT(IN(1,1,3), OUT(F)); 
P := SCREATE(IN(1,3,1)); 
R := REPL(IN(X.P)) ** p y F; 
E SUMCINCR)) 
END; 
INPUT N FILE=INFILE FORMAT=I(2); 
s := o.o; 
I := 1Î 
WHILE I<=N 00 
INPUT X FILE=INFILE FORMAT=(SKIP(1).FI 5,3) ); 
EXP(IN(X), OUTCE)); 
S := S + (E + L./E) / 2.; 
I := I + 1 
END; 
OUTPUT S FILE=OUTFILE FORMAT=F(I0,5) 
END 
//STEP2 EXEC PGM=ÎEBPTPCH,CONO=(O.EQ.DFC) 
//sysprint do sysout=a 
//SYSUTl DD DSN=J,14987.DFC.CODE1,DISP=COLD.DELETE) 
//SYSUT2 DO SYSOUT=A 
//SYSIN DD • 
PRINT MAXFL0S=1 
TITLE ITEM=('NEXP*) 
RECORD FIELD=(80) 
/* 
//DEL DO DSN=J.14987.CODE.NEXP,DISP=(OLD.DELETE) 
//XSl EXEC PGM=IEFBR14.CDND=IO.NE.DFC) 
//DDI DD DSN=J.14987.DFC.CODEl.DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
//ASM EXEC PGM=GO.REGION=100K,TIME=(.10).CONO=<O.NE.DFC) 
//* DO STATEMENTS FOR ASSEMBLER STEP 
//STEPLIB DD OSN=P.14ll9.ASMLOAO«DISP=SHR 
//SYSIN DO OSN=J.I4987.CODE.NEXP.OISP=COLD.OELETE) 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A M 
//PLIDUMP DD SYS0UT=A»DCB=BLKSIZE=133 
//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=A 
//MARC dd OSN=J•14987.ASM.NEXP.unit=dISK.diSP=(NEW»CATLG•DELETE)• 
// SPACE=(TRK,(10,1)$RLSE), 
// DC8=(DS0RG=DA,LRECL=252,8LKSIZE=252,RECFM=F) 
//SI EXEC PGM=GO»REGION=450K.CONO=(0«NE,OFC).PARM=«NOSTAE»NÛSPIE« 
//* DO STATEMENTS FOR THE SIMULATOR STEP 
//STEPLIB 00 DSN=P.I4987.DFS.NEWSIM.OISP=SHR 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOOT=A 
/ / e t c  d d  
//PINFO DO 
/ / p f r n g  d d  
/ / p i n s t  d d  
/ / p l i d u m p  
/ / s n a p d u m p  
/ / s y s u d u m p  
/ / s y s i n  d d  
s y s o u t = a • d c b = ( r e c f m = f b , l r e c l = 1 3 2  «  b l k s i z e = 1 3 2 )  
d u m m y , d c b = ( r e c f m = f , l r e c l = 1 3 2 . b l k s i z e = 1 3 2 )  
d u m m y • d c b = ( r e c f m = f  «  l r e c l = l 3 2  «  b l k s i z e = 1 3 2 )  
d u m m y . d c b = ( r e c f m = f , l r e c l = 1 3 2 , b l k s i z e = 1 3 2 )  
d d  s y s o u t = a  
d d  s y s o u t = a  
d d  s y s o u t = a  
*  
t r a c e = * 1 ' b ,  f i n a l = * 0 » b ;  
1 3 . 5 0 0 . 1 . 0 , 1 0 0 , 1  
2 0 0 0 0 . 3 0 0  0 0 , 1 3 0 0 0 . 8 0 0  0 , 1 6 0 0 0  
3 . 3 . 1 , 2 . 1 5  
6 . 1 , 5 , 5 , 1  
1*1.1*1.1 
8 . 8 , 1 0 . 0 , 5  
3 * 3 * 3 * 3 . 3  
3 . 1 . 3 . 3 . 9  
3 , 1 . 1 , 4 . 4  
4 . 1 1 . 1 . 4  
2 0 . 5 . 5 . 5  
5 . 5  
1 . 1 . 1 , 1  
1 . 1 .  1 * 1  
1 . 1 . 1 . 1  
1 * 1 . 1 . 1  
1 . 1 . 1 * 1  
1 * 1 * 1 * 1  
1.1*1*1 
1 * 1 * 1 * 1  
1 * 1 * 1 * 1  
1 * 1  
01 
0 1 2 5 0  
1 5  
5  
N3 
M Q 
/ / m a r c  d d  d s n = j . 1 4 9 8 7 . a s m . n e x p * d i s p = ( o l d * k e e p )  
2 2 1  
PROCEDURE TRIG BEGIN 
REAL STREAM A« 8: 
r e a l  z ;  
FILE INFILE, OUTFILE: 
PROCEDURE SINK(IN(X«I)• OUTCV)) BEGIN 
INTEGER i; 
REAL STREAM X: 
REAL v« w. y; 
IF EMPTY(IN(X)) 
THEN V := 0.0 
ELSE BEGIN 
M := fFIRSTCINfX)) / I) •• 2; 
SINK(IN(REST(IN(X))• I+l), OUT(Y)); 
V := * + Y 
END 
END: 
STREAM INPUT A FILE=INFILE FORMAT=F(7.I): 
B := (SIN(IN(A)) + COSdNCA))) / REPLCINC2. A) ) : 
SINK(IN(B.I)* QUT(Z)): 
OUTPUT Z FILE=OUTFILE FORMAT=F(10,S) 
END 
PRoc TRIG 
0 10 (T=S.R='NIL')(T=S,0=1.I,26.1*18.1,12.1) 
1 CONS (T=S;(T=F,R='INFILE*.C=C) (T=F,D=2.1) 
2 CONS (T=F)(T=F,C=C,R=*INFILE')(T=F.0=3.1) 
3 REAO (T=F)(R='F(7,1)'.T=C,C=C)(T=S.0=4.1,5.1) 
4 SELECT (T=S)fR=1,T=I,C=C)(T=F.O=6.l) 
5 SELECT (T=S)(R=2,T=IoC=C)(T=R.0=7.1,11.1,9.1,8.1) 
6 ID <T=F.C=F)CT=F,0=2.1) 
7 EOS (T=R)(T=G,0=6.1) 
8 SIN CT=R)(T=R,D=10.1) 
9 COS (T=R)(T=R,0=10.2) 
10 + (T=R||T=RI(T=R.D=17.1) 
11 lO (T=R)(T=R,0=13.1) 
12 CONS {T=S)<T=I,C=C.R=2)(T=I,0=14.1) 
13 EOS (T=R)(C=lî(T=G,0=14.0,15.1,16.0) 
14 MERGE (T=I)(T = I)(G=T.@=13)(T=I.0=15.1) to 
15 ID (T=I,C=F)(T=I,0=:4.2,16.2) 
16 MERGE (T=I,C=C,R=524288)(T=I)()(T=I,D=17.2) 
17 / (T=R)(T=I)(T=R.0=23.1) 
18 CONS (T=S)(T=I,C=C.R=2)(T=I.O=19.3) 
19 APPEND (T=S.C=C,R='NIL*)(T=I,R=1.C=C)(T=I)(T=S.0=20.1) 
20 APPEND (T=S)(T=I,R=2,C=C)(T=I.C=C,R=1)(T=S,0=21.2) 
21 APPLY* (R='SINK',T=P,C=C)(T=S)(T=I,C=C,R=3)(T=S,D=) 
22 SEND (T=I,C=C.R=1)(T=I,D=) 
23 SEND (T=R)(T=R,0=) 
24 REC (T=R)CT=R,0=25.1,27.3) 
25 ACK (T=R){T=I){T=I)fT=I,D=) 
26 CONS (T=S)(T=F,R='OUTFILE*.C=C) (T=F.D=27.1) 
27 WRITE (T=F)(R=*F(10,5)',T=C,C=C)(T=R)(T=F.D=) 
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2 2 4  
//E327TRIG JOB 14987.CPLTJCL.MSGLEVEL=(1,1) 
//OFC EXEC PGM=DFC,REGION=356K,TIME=(.10).PARM=('ISA(-14K)/', 
// "CODE") 
//STEPLIB OD DSN=A.14987.DFC.NEWC0M2,DISP=SHR 
//SYSPRINT OD SYSOUT=A 
//CODEFIL 00 OSN=J.14987.OFC.CODE!,UNIT=DISK, 
// OISP=(NEW.CATLG.DELETE». 
// DC8=(LRECL=80,8LKSIZE=800.RECFM=FB.BUFNO=1), 
// SPACE=(TRK,(10.1 J,RLSE) 
//LASTFIL 00 OSN=J.14987.COOE.TRIG,UNIT=DISK, 
// 0CB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=800,RECFM=FB.BUFNO=l)« 
// OISP=(NEW»CATLG,DELETE).SPACE=(TRK,(10,2)*RLSE•CONTIG) 
//SYSTEST 00 SYSOUT=A 
//SYSDUMP 00 SYSOUT=A 
//PLIOUMP DO SYSOUT=A,OCB=8LKSI2E=133 
//SYSIN 00 * 
PROCEDURE TRIG BEGIN 
REAL STREAM A. 8: 
REAL Z; 
FILE INFILE. OUTFILE: 
PROCEDURE SINKdNCX.I). OUT(V)) BEGIN 
INTEGER I ; 
REAL STREAM X: 
REAL V, W, Y; 
IF EMPTY(IN< X)) 
THEN V := 0.0 
ELSE BEGIN 
M := <FIRST(IN(X)) / I) •• 2; 
SINK(IN<REST(IN(X)). I+l). OUT(Y)); 
V := w + Y 
END 
e n d ;  
STREAM INPUT A FILE=INFILE F0RMAT=F(7.1); 
B := (SIN(IN(A)) + COS(IN(A))) / REPLCIN(2.A)); 
SINK(IN(B,1). OUT(Z)); 
OUTPUT Z FILE=OUTFILE FORMAT=F(10,S) 
END 
//STEP2 EXEC PGM=IEBPTPCH,COND=(O.EQ.DFC> 
//SYSPRINT OD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSUTi OD OSN=J.14987.DFC.COOEl,OISP=(OLD,DELETE! 
//SYSUT2 00 SYSOUT=A 
//SYSIN DO * 
PRINT MAXFLDS=1 
TITLE ITEM=(«TRIG*) 
RECORD FIELD=(80) 
/* 
//DEL DO 0SN=J.I4987.C0DE.TRIG,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
//XSl EXEC PGM=IEFBR14,C0ND=C0,NE,0FC) 
//DDI 00 OSN=J.14987.DFC.C00E1.0ISP=(0LD,DELETE) 
/ / a s m  e x e c  p g m = g o . r e g i o n = 1 0 0 k , t i m e = ( , 1 0 ) , c o n d = ( o . n e , d f c )  
/ / *  d o  s t a t e m e n t s  f o r  a s s e m b l e r  s t e p  
/ / s t e p l i b  d d  d s n = p . 1 4 1 1 9 . a s m l o a d , d i s p = s h r  
/ / s y s i n  d d  d s n = j . 1 4 9 8 7 . c o d e . t r i g , d i s p = { o l d , d e l e t e )  
/ / s y s p r i n t  d o  s y s o u t = a  
/ / p l i d u m p  d o  s y s 0 u t = a , 0 c b = b l k s i z e = 1 3 3  
/ / s y s u d u m p  d d  s y s o u t ^ a  
/ / m a r c  d o  d s n = j . 1 4 9 8 7 . a s m . t r i g , u n i t = d i s k , d i s p = ( n e * . c a t l g , d e l e t e ) .  
/ /  s p a c e = ( t r k , { 1 0 , 1 ) . r l s e ) ,  
/ /  d c b = { 0 s 0 r g = d a , l r e c s _ = 2 5 2 » b l k s i z e = 2 5 2 , r e c f m = f )  
/ / s i  e  x e c  p g m = g o . r e g i o n = 4 5 0 k , c o n o = ( 0 , n e • d f c ) , p a r m = • n o s t a e , n o s p i e  «  
/ / »  d d  s t a t e m e n t s  f o r  t h e  s i m u l a t o r  s t e p  
/ / s t e p l i b  d d  d s n = p . 1 4 9 8 7 . d f s . n e * s i m , d i s p = s h r  
/ / s y s p r i n t  d d  s y s o u t = a  
/ / e t c  d d  s y s 0 u t = a , d c b = ( r e c f m = f b , l r e c l = 1 3 2 . b l k s i z e = 1 3 2 )  
/ / p i n f o  d d  d u m m y , d c b = ( r e c f m = f , l r e c l = 1 3 2 , 8 l k s i z e = 1 3 2 )  
/ / p f r n g  d d  d u m m y , d c b = { r e c f m = f , l r e c l = 1 3 2 , b l k s i z e = 1 3 2 )  
/ / p i n s t  d d  d u m m y , d c b = ( r e c f m = f , l r e c l = 1 3 2 , b l k s i z e = 1 3 2 )  
/ / p l i d u m p  d d  s y s o u t = a  
/ / s n a p o u m p  d d  s y s o u t = a  
/ / s y s u d u m p  d o  s y s o u t = a  
2 2 6  
/ / s y s i n  d o  •  
t r a c e = ' 1 ' 8 ,  f i n a l = ' 0 * b ;  
1 3 . 5 0 0 , 1 . o . & o o , i  
2 0 0 0 0 * 3 0 0 0 0 , 1 3 0 0 0 , 8 0 0  0 , 1 6 0 0 0  
3 , 3 , 1 , 2 , 1 5  
6 , 1 , 5 , 5 , 1  
1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1  
8 , 8 , 1 0 , 8 , 5  
9 . 3 . 3 . 3 . 3  
3 , 9 , 3 , 3 , 9  
3 . 1 . 1 . 4 . 4  
4 , 1 1 , 1 , 4 , 1 5  
2 0 , 5 , 5 , 5 , 5  
5 , 5  
1 , 1 , 1 , 1 * 1  
1,1,1,1,1 
1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1  
1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1  
1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1  
1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1  
1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1  
1,1,1,1,1 
1 , 1 , 1 , 1 * 1  
1  , 1  
0  0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 5 2 4 2 8 8 0  
/ / m a r c  0 0  o s n = j , 1 4 9 8 7 . a s m . t r i g , d i s p = ( ô l d,KEeP> 
2 2 7  
p r o c e d u r e  s s u m  b e g i n  
i n t e g e r  s t r e a m  a ,  8 ,  x ,  y :  
i n t e g e r  n .  z l  
f i l e  i n f i l e »  o u t f i l e :  
p r o c e d u r e  p ( i n ( a ) .  o u t ( b ) )  b e g i n  
i n t e g e r  s ;  
i n t e g e r  s t r e a m  a ,  b #  c ,  o ;  
i f  e m p t y ( i n ( a ) )  
t h e n  b  : =  5 2 * 2 8 8  
e l s e  b e g i n  
c  : =  s c r e a t e ( x n ( ! •  f i r s t ( c n ( a  i ) •  i } ) ;  
s  ; =  s u m c i n ( c  •  c i  ) î  
p (  i n ( r e s t ( i n <  a )  >  }  t  o u t c d m ;  
b  : =  coNS( : n(s, o )  ) 
e n d  
e n d ;  
i n p u t  n  f i l e = i n f i l e  f o r m a t a i < 2 ) ;  
s t r e a m  i n p u t  a  f i l e = i n f i l e  f 0 r m a t = i < 6 ) ;  
x  : =  s c r e a t e f 1 n < 1 •  n *  1 ) ) :  
p ( i n ( a ) ,  o u t c b l ) ;  
y  : =  x  »  b ;  
z : =  s u m c i n ( y ) ) ;  
o u t p u t  z  f i l e = 0 u t f 1 l e  f o r m a t = i c l o )  
e n d  
PROC SSUM 
0 ID (T=S,R=*NIL*)(T=S,D=1.1,38.1,34.1,23.1,13.1.11.1) 
1 CONS (T=S)(T=F.R='INFILE',C=C) {T=F,0=2.1) 
2 READ (T=F)(R=*I(2)*.T=C,C=C)(T=S.D=3.1,4.1) 
3 SELECT CT=S)(R=1.T=I,C=C)fT=F.0=5.1) 
4 SELECT {T=S)(R=2,T=I.C=C)(T=I.0=12.1) 
5 CONS (T=F)(T=F,C=C,R='INFILE')(T=F,D=6.1) 
6 READ (T=F)(R=*I(6)*,T=C,C=C)(T=S,0=7.1,8.1) 
7 SELECT (T=S)<R=1.T=I,C=C)(T=F,0=9.1) 
8 SELECT (T=S){R=2,T=I,C=C)(T=I,0=10.1,27.1) 
9 ID fT=F,C=F)(T=F,0=5.1) 
10 EOS (T=I)(T=G,D=9.S) 
11 CONS (T=S)(T=I,C=C.R=1)(T=I,D=14.2) 
12 ID (T=I)CT=I,D=20.2) 
13 CONS (T=S)(T=I,C=C,R=1)(T=I,0=16.2) 
14 MERGE (T=I)(T=I)(G=F,®=19)(T=I,0=15.1) 
15 ID (T=I,C=T)(T=I,D=14.1,18.1) 
16 MERGE CT=I )CT=I) (G=F,a=19l(T=I,0=17.1 ,19.1) 
17 10 (T=I,C=T)(T=I,0=18.2,21.1) 
18 • (T=I)(T=I)<T=Ie0=16.l) 
19 <= (T=I)(T=I)CC=3)CT=G,0=14.0,15.1,16.0,17.I,20.0,22.1,21.0) 
20 MERGE CT=I)(T=I)«G=F,a=I9)(T=I,0=19.2,22.1) 
21 MERGE (T=I)(T=I*C=C,R=524288)()(T=I.0=31.1) 
22 ID fT=I,C=T)(T=I,0=20.1) 
23 CONS (T=S)(T=I,C=C,R=1)CT=I,D=24.3) 
24 APPEND (T=S,C=C.R=*NIL')(T=I,R=1,C=C)(T=I)(T=S,0=25.1) 
25 APPEND (T=S)(T=I,R=2sC=C)(T=I,C=C,R=l)(T=S,D=26.2) 
26 APPLY* CR=*P*,T=P,C=C)(T=S)(T=I,C=C,R=2)(T=S,D=) 
27 SEND CT=I)(T=I,0=) 
28 REC (T=I)(T=I,0=29.1,31.2,30.1) 
29 SACKl (T=I)CT=I)(T=I)(T=1,D=) 
30 SACK2 (T=I)(T=I)(T=I)(T=I,D=) 
31 » CT=I)(T=I)CT=I,D=32.1,33.1) 
32 ID (T=I>(T=I.0=36.l) 
33 EOS (T=I*(C=1)(T=G.0=35.0.36.1.36.2,37.1) 
34 CONS (T=S)(T=I•C=C.R=0)(T=I,D=35.l) 
35 MERGE CT=I)IT=I)(G=T,8= 3 3)(T=I,0=36.2.37.1) 
36 + (T=I,C=F)(T=I,C=F)(T=I.D=35.2) 
37 ID (T=I,C=T)fT=l,0=39.3) 
38 CONS (T=S)(T=F.R=*OUTFILE*,C=C) (T=F,D=39.l) 
39 WRITE (T=F)(R='I(10)',T=C.C=C)(T=I)(T=F,D=) 
PROC P 
0 SEND CT=IHT=I.O=) 
1 REC (T=I)(T=I,0=2.1.12.1,11.1,5.1,3.1) 
2 SACKl (T=I){T=I)(T=I)(T=I,D=) 
3 SACK2 <T=l)(T=I)(T=I)(T=I.D=) 
4 ID (T=S,R='NIL')(T=S,0=9.1,14.1) 
5 ID (T=I)(T=I,0=6.1,7.1) 
6 EOS (T=I){C=l)(T=G.O=7.l) 
7 EOS (T=I,C=T,G=T,a=6)(T=B,0=8.1) ^ 
8 ID (T=B)(C=0) (T=G*0=9.1,52.1.0,14.1 ,13.1.0) to 
9 ID CT=SvC=T)CT=S.O=10.l) ^ 
10 CONS (T=S)(T=I,R=524288.C=C)(T=I,0=50.1) 
11 ID (C=F,T=I)(T=I,0=16.1,37.1) 
12 EOS (T=I)(C=1)(T=G,D=13.0,13.2) 
13 MERGE (T=G)CT=G,C=F)CG=T,a=12)(T=G,0=11.1,13.2.D) 
14 ID (T=S,C=F)(T=S«D=15.1.40.1,33.1,20.1) 
15 CONS (T=S)CT=I,C=C,R=l)(T=I.D=21.2) 
16 ID CT=I)(T=I,0=17.1,18.1) 
17 EOS {T=I)(C=1)(T=G,D=18.1I 
18 ID (T=I,C=T,G=T,a=l7)(T=l,0=19.1) 
19 ID (T=I)(T=I,0=27.2) 
20 CONS (T=S)(T=I.C=C,R=1)(T=I,D=23.2) 
21 MERGE (T=I)(T=I)(G=F.a=26)(T=I.0=22.1) 
22 ID (T=I , C=T)(T=I,D=21.1«25»1) 
23 MERGE C T=I ) { T=I ) ( G=F .3=26 ) C T= I ,0=24 .1 ,26*. I ) 
24 ID (T=I,C=T)(T=I,0=25.2,28.1) 
25 + <T=I)(T=I)(T=I.D=23.1) 
26 <= (T=I)(T=I)(C=3)(T=G,D=2l.0,22.1,23.0,24.1,27.0,29.1,28.0Î 
27 MERGE (T=I)(T=I)(G=F,3=26)(T=I,D=26.2,29•1) 
28 MERGE (T=I)(T=I,C=C,R=524288)()<T=I,D=30.1,30.2) 
29 ID (T=I,C=T)(T=I,D=27.1) 
30 • (T=I){T=I)(T=r,D=3l.l,32. 1 )  
31 ID CT=1)(T=I.0=35.1) 
32 EOS (T=I){C=1){T=G,0=34.0,35.1,35.2,36.1) 
33 CONS CT=S){T=I,C=C,R=0)(T=I,D=34.1) 
34 MERGE (T=I){T=I)(G=T,3=32)(T=1,0=35.2,36« 1) 
35 • (T=I,C=F)(T=I,C=FMT=I,D=34.2) 
36 ID CT=I,C=T)CT=I,0=48.1) 
37 ID <T=I)(T=I.0=38.1,39.1) 
38 EOS (T=I)(C=1)(T=G,D=39.1) ^ 
39 ID €T=I,C=F,G=T,a=38)fT=I,D=44.l) S 
40 CONS (T=S)(T=I,C=C,R=1)(T=1,D=41.3) 
41 APPEND (T=S,C=C,R=*NIL*)<T=I,R=1,C=C)(T=I){T=S,D=42.1) 
42 APPEND CT=S)(T=I,R=2,C=C)(T=I,C=C,R=l)(T=S,D=43.2) 
43 APPLY* (R='P',T=P,C=C)(T=S)(T=I,C=C.R=2)(T=S.D=) 
44 SEND (T=I)(T=I.D=) 
45 REC (T=I)(T=I,0=46.1,48.2,47.1) 
46 SACKl (T=I)(T=I)CT=I){T=I,D=) 
47 SACK2 CT=I)(T=I)(T=I)(T=I,D=) 
48 MERGE CT=I){T=I)(G=T,3=49î(T=I,0=49.1,50.2) 
49 EOS (T=I)(C=l)(T=G,0=48.0) 
50 MERGE CT=I)(T=I)f)(T=I,D=S1.1.0.1) 
51 EOS (T=I)(C=1)CT=G,0=52.0«52.2) 
52 MERGE <T=G)(C=F,T=G){G=T,3=51>CT=G,D=50.O,52.2.0) 
2 3 1  
//E327SSUM JOB I 4987,CPLTJCL»MSGLEVEL=(I•I) 
/•JOBPARM LINES=10 
//OFC EXEC PGM=0FC»REGI0N=356K,TIME=(.10).PARM=I•ISA(-l4K)/8. 
// 'CODE*) 
//STEPLIB DO DSN=A.14987.DFC.NEWC0M2,DISP=SHR 
//SYSPRINT DO SYSaUT=A 
//CODEFIL 00 DSN=J.14987.OFC.CODEl,UNlT=OISK. 
// OISP=(NEW»CATLG.DELETE). 
// DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=800.RECFM=FB.8UFNa=l)« 
// SPACE=(TRK.(10»1)tRLSE) 
//LASTFIL DO DSN=J.I4987.CODE.SSUM«UNIT=DISK. 
// DCB=(LRECL=80«BLKSIZE=800.RECFM=F8.BUFN0=1), 
// OISP={NEW.CATLG.DELETE),SPACE=<TRK,(10•2).RLSE«CONTIGl 
//SYSTEST DO SYSOUT=A 
//SYSDUMP DO SYSOUT=A 
//PLI DUMP DO SYSOUT=A.OCB=BLKSIZE=133 
//SYSIN DO * 
PROCEDURE SSUM BEGIN 
INTEGER STREAM A, 8. X, Y; 
INTEGER N. Z: 
FILE INFILE. OUTFILE: 
PROCEDURE P(IN(A). OUT(B)) BEGIN 
INTEGER S; 
INTEGER STREAM A, B, C. DÎ 
IF EMPTY(IN(A)) 
THEN B := 524288 
ELSE BEGIN 
C := SCREATECIN(1, FIRSTfINCA))• 1)): 
S := suMCiNCC • C)» ; 
PCINCRESTfIN(A))), OUTCD)); 
B := CONSCINCS, O)) 
END 
END; 
INPUT N FILE=INFILE F0RMAT=I<2)Î 
STREAM INPUT A FILE=INFILE FORMATAIC6); 
X := SCREATEC INC 1 • N, D): 
PCINCA), OUTCB)l; 
Y := X • B; 
z := SUMCINCY)): 
OUTPUT Z FILE=OUTFILE FORMAT=IC10) 
END 
//STEP2 EXEC PGM=IE8PTPCH,COND=CO,EQ,DFC) 
//SYSPRINT DO SYS6UT=A 
//SYSUTl DO DSN=J.I4987.0FC.C00E1.0ISP=<OLD,DELETE) 
//SYSUT2 DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSIN DO » 
PRINT MAXFLOS=l 
TITLE ITEM=C'SSUM*) 
RECORD FIELD=C80) 
/ »  
//DEL DD DSN=J.14987.CODE.SSUM,DISP=(OLO,DELETE) 
//XSl EXEC PGM=IEF8R14,C0ND=(O.NE.DFC) 
//DDI DD DSN=J.14987.OFC.CODEl$DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
//ASM EXEC PGM=GO.REGION=IOOK,TIME=(.10),COND=(O.NE.DFC) 
//* DO STATEMENTS FOR ASSEMBLER STEP 
//STEPLIB DD DSN=P.14119.ASMLOAD.DISP=SHR 
//SYSIN DD DSN=J.14987.CODE«SSUM,DISP=(OLD.DELETE) 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//PLIDUMP DO SYS0UT=A.DCB=BLKSIZE=133 
//SYSUDUMP DO SYSOUT=A 
//MARC DD OSN=J.14987.ASM•SSUM,UNIT=DISK.01SP=(NEW « CATLG•DELETE), 
// SPACE=(TRK,(10,1),RLSE), 
// DCB=(DSORG=DA.LRECL=252.BLKSIZE=252,RECFM=F) 
//SI EXEC PGM=GO.REGION=450K,COND=f O.NE,DFC),PARM=•NOSTAE•NOSPIE» 
//* DO STATEMENTS FOR THE SIMULATOR STEP 
//STEPLIB DD DSN=P.14987.OFS.NEWSIM,DISP=SHR 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//ETC DD SYSOUT=A,DC8=(RECFM=FB.LRECL=132,BLKSIZE=132) 
//PINFO DO DUMMY,DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=132,BLKSIZE=132) 
//PFRNG 00 DUMMY,0CB={RECFM=F,LRECL=132,BLKSIZE=132) 
//PINST DO DUMMY,DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=132,BLKSIZE=132) 
//PLIDUMP DD SYSOUT=A 
//SNAPOUMP DO SYSOUT=A 
//SYSUDUMP 00 SYSOUT=A 
2 3 3  
//SYSÏN DO * 
TRACE=»l*B« FINAL='0'B; 
13,500,1,0,100,1 
20000,30000,13000,800 0,16000 
3,3,1.2,15 
6,1,5,5,1 
1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1  
8,8,10,8,5 
9,3,3,3,3 
3,9,3,3,9 
3,1,1 .4,4 
4,11,1,4,15 
20,5,5,5,5 
5,5 
1 , 1 , 1 . 1 , 1  
1,1,1,1,1 
1,1,1,1,1 
1 , 1 , 1 . 1 , 1  
1 , 1 . 1 , 1 , 1  
1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1  
1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1  
1 , 1 * 1 , 1 , 1  
1 . 1 . 1 , 1 , 1  
1 , 1  
02000002000002524288 
//MARC OD DSN=J.14987.ASM.SSUM.DISP=(OLD.KEEP) 
2 3 4  
PROCEDURE MULT BEGIN 
REAL ARRAY AXXft:tO)« AX2(1:10). AX3(1:10); 
REAL Z; 
INTEGER NPL; 
INTEGER STREAM S; 
REAL STREAM XX. X2« X3* R: 
FILE INFILE, OUTFILE: 
PROCEDURE P(IN(K. NPL. XX, X2). 0UT(X3)) BEG 
INTEGER K« NPL. M: 
REAL X; 
REAL STREAM XX, X2, X3, Y: 
IF K > NPL 
THEN X3 := 524288. 
ELSE BEGIN 
M := NPL - K + 
X := s u m ( i n ( s u b s t m ( x n (XX.o . m ) )  *  
SUBSTMIIN(X2,K-1.M))}) / 2 
P(IN(K+1. NPL, xx. X2). OOT(Y)); 
X3 := CONS(INfX. Y)) 
END 
e n d ;  
PROCEDURE Q(IN(K, NPL, XX, X2), OUTCR)) BEG: 
INTEGER K, NPL; 
REAL STREAM XX, X2, R, Y: 
REAL X; 
IF K > NPL 
THEN R := 524288. 
ELSE BEGIN 
X SUM(IN(SUBSTM<IN(XX,0,K-1)) $ 
SUBSTM(IN(X2,0*K-1)))) / 2 
Q<IN(K+1. NPL, XX, X2), OUT(Y}); 
R := CONS(IN(X, V)) 
e n d  
END; 
INPUT NPL FILE=INFILE FORMAT=I<2); 
STREAM INPUT XX FILE=INFILE F0RMAT=F(7,1); 
S := SCREATE(IN(1,NPL,1)); 
X2 := s; 
P(IN<1, NPL, XX, X2I, 0UT(X3)); 
BUF XX, AXX; 
BUF X2, AX2; 
BUF X3, AX3; 
XX := UNBUFdNf AXX>) : 
X2 := UNBUFf INf AX2n ; 
X3 := UNBUFfINfAX3)) : 
OfINf1, NPL, XX, X2), OUTfR)); 
Z := SUMfINfX3 + R)); 
OUTPUT Z FILE=OUTFILE FORMAT=FflO,5> 
END 
PROC MULT 
0 ID (T=S,R=*NIL*)(T=S,0=1.1,98.1,94.1,80.1,24.1.13.1,11.1) 
1 CONS (T=S)(T=F,R='INFILE'.C=C) (T=F,0=2.1) 
2 READ (T=F)(R='I(2)*,T=C,C=C)(T=S,D=3.1,4.l) 
3 SELECT <T=S)CR=1,T=I,C=C)<T=F,0=5.1) 
4 SELECT {T=S)fR=2,T=I,C=C)CT=I,0=12.1,86.1,30.1) 
5 CONS (T=F)(T=F,C=C,R='INFILE')(T=F,0=6.1) 
6 READ (T=F)(R='F(7,1)*,T=C,C=C)(T=S.0=7.1,8.1) 
7 SELECT (T=S)CR=l,T=I,C=C)(T=F,0=9.1) 
8 SELECT (T=S)(R=2,T=I,C=C)(T=R,D=10.1,35.1,29.1) 
9 ID (T=F,C=F)<T=F,0=5.1) 
10 EOS (T=R)(T=G,0=9.1) 
11 CONS (T=S){T=I.C=C,R=1)(T=I,0=14.2) 
12 ID (T=I)(T=I,0=20.2) 
13 CONS (T=S)CT=1,C=C,R=I){T=I,0=16.2) 
14 MERGE (T=I)(T=I)(G=F,a=19)(T=I.O=15.1) 
15 ID (T=I,C=T)(T=I.O=14.1,18.1) 
16 MERGE CT=I)ÎT=I)«6=F,»=19)(T=I,0=17.1,19.1) ^ 
17 ID (T=I,C=T)(T=I,0=18.2,21.1) w 
18 • CT=I)(T=I)(T-I,0=16.1) ^ 
19 <= (T=I)(T=I)(C=3)(T=G,D=14.0,15.1,16.0,17ol,20.0,22.1,21.0) 
20 MERGE CT=I)(T=I)IG=F,a=19){T=I,0=19.2,22.1) 
21 MERGE CT=I)(T=I,C=C,R=524288)(){T=I,0=23.1) 
22 ID (T=I,C=T)(T=I.0=20.1) 
23 ID (T=I)(T=R,0=28.1,43.1) 
24 CONS (T=S)(T=I,C=C,R=4)(T=I,D=25.3) 
25 APPEND (T=S,C=C,R=*NIL*)(T=I,R=1*C=C)(T=I)(T=S,0=26.1) 
26 APPEND CT=S)(T=I.R=2,C=C)CT=l•C=C,R=1)(T=S,0=27.2) 
27 APPLY* <R=»P*,T=P«C=C)(T=S)(T=I,C=C»R=5)CT=S,0=) 
28 SEND CT=R)(T=R,0=) 
29 SEND (T=R)(T=R,D=) 
30 SEND (T=I)(T=I.D=) 
31 SEND (T=I,C=C,R=1)(T=I,D=) 
32 REC (T=R»(T=R,D=33.1,51.1,34.1) 
33 SACKl <T=R)CT=I)(T=I)(T=I,0=) 
34 SACK2 (T=R)(T=I)(T=I)IT=I,D=) 
35 lO (T=R){T=R,0=36.1,41.3) 
36 EOS (T=R)(C=2)(T=G,D=37.0,36.1,40.0,41.1.41.3,42.l) 
37 MERGE (T=I,C=C,R=l)(T=I)(G=T.a=36)(T=I.D=38.1) 
38 ID (T=I«C=F)(T=I.0=39.1.41.2) 
39 4- (T=I)(T=I,C=C,R=1)(T=I.D=37.2) 
40 MERGE (T=S,C=C,R='NIL')(T=S)(G=T,a=36)(T=S.0=41.1,42.1) 
41 APPEND (T=S,C=F)(T=I)(T=R,C=F)(T=S.O=40«2) 
42 ID (T=S.C=T){T=S,0=59.1) 
43 ID (T=R)(T=R,0=44.1,49.3) 
44 EOS (T=R)(C=2)(T=G,D=45.0,46.1,48.0,49.1•49.3,50.1) 
45 MERGE ( T=I 9C=C,R= 1 ) CT=I ) ( G=:T , 3=44 ) ( T=I » 0=46. I ) 
46 ID (T=I.C=F)(T=%,0=47.1,49.2) 
47 4- (T=I)(T=I,C=C,R=1)(T=I.D=45.2) 
48 MERGE (T=S,C=C,R=*NIL*)(T=S)(G=T,@=44)(T=S,0=49.1,50.1) 
49 APPEND (T=S,C=F)<T=I)CT=R,C=F)(T=S,D=48.2) 
50 ID fT=S,C=T)(T=S,0=66.1) 
51 ID (T=R)(T=R.D=52.1,S7.3) 
52 EOS (T=R)CC=2)(T=G,0=53.0»S4.1,56.0,57.1,57.3,58.1) 
53 MERGE (T=I,C=C,R=1)(T=I)(G=T,@=S2)(T=I,0=54.1) 
54 ID (T=I,C=F)(T=I,D=55.1,57.2) 
55 + (T=I)CT=I,C=C,R=l)tT=I,0«53.2> 
56 MERGE (T=S,C=C,R=«NIL•)IT=S)C6=T,8=52)(T=S,0=57.1,58.1) 
57 APPEND (T=S,C=F)(T=I)fT=R,C=F)(T=S,D=56.2) 
58 ID CT=S,C=T)(T=S»0=73.1) 
59 ID (T=S)(T=S,0=60.2) 
60 MERGE fT=S,C=T){T=S)IG=F,»=63){T=S,0=60.1,63.1,64.1) 
61 MERGE JT=I,C=T)(T=I,C=C,R=1)CG=F,8=63)(T=I,0=62.1,63.2,64.2) 
62 + CT=I)(T=I,C=C,R=1)(T=I,0=61.1) 
63 EXISTS fT=S)(T=I)fC=2)(T=G,0=60.0,60.1,61.0,61.1,64.1,64.2, 
65.0) 
64 SELECT (T=S,C=T)(T=I,C=T)(T=R.0=65.1) 
65 MERGE (T=R)CT=R,C=C»R=524288)C)(T=R,0=85.1) 
66 ID (T=S)(T=S,0=67.2) 
67 MERGE (T=S,C=T)(T=S)(G=F,3=70)(T=S,0=67.1,70.1,71.1) 
68 MERGE (T=I,C=T){T=I•C=C,R=1)(G=F,8=70)CT=I,0=69.I.70.2,71.2) 
69 + (T=I)(T=I,C=C,R=1)(T=I,D=68.1) 
70 EXISTS (T=S)CT=*)CC«2)CT=G,0»67.0,67.1,68.0,68.1,71.1,71.2, 
72.0) 
71 SELECT (T=S.C=T)(T=I.C=T)(T=R.0=72.1) 
72 MERGE (T=R)CT=R.C=C.R=52*288)()CT=R,0=84.1) 
73 10 (T=S)ÎT=S,0=74.2) 
74 MERGE (T=S.C=T)(T=S)(G=F,@=77)(T=S,0=74.1,77.1,78.1) 
75 MERGE (T=I,C=T)(T=I,C=C,R=1)(G=F,a=77)(T=I•0=76.1,77.2,78.2) 
76 + (T=I)«T=I,C=C,Rt=1)CT=1,0=75.1) 
77 EXISTS (T=S){T=I)<C=2)CT=G,0=74.0,74.1,75.0,75.1,78.1,78.2, 
79.0) 
78 SELECT {T=S,C=T)(T=I,C=T)(T=R,0=79.l) 
79 MERGE (T=R)(T=R,C=C,R=524288)()(T=R,0=91.1) 
80 CONS CT=S)CT=I,C=C,R=4)(T=I,0=81.3) 
81 APPEND «T=S,C=C,R=*NIL*)(T=I,R=1.C=C)(T=I){T=S,0=82.1) 
82 APPEND {T=S)(T=I,R=2,C=C)fT=I,C=C,R=l){T=S,D=83.2) 
83 APPLY* JR=*Q«,T=P,C=C)CT=S)(T=I,C=C,R=5Î(T=S,0=) 
84 SEND CT=R)(T=R,0=) 
85 SEND (T=R)«T=R,0=) 
86 SEND (T=I)(T=I,0=) 
87 SEND (T=I.C=C.R=1)(T=I,D=) ^ 
88 REC (T=R)(T=R,0=89.1,91.2,90.1) -u 
89 SACKl CT=R)CT=I)CT=I)CT=I,0=) 
90 SACK2 (T=R)«T=I)CT=I)(T=I,D=) 
91 * {T=RHT=R)<T=R,0=92.1,93.1) 
92 ID (T=R)(T=R.0=96.1) 
93 EOS (T=R)(C=l)(T=G,0=95.0,96.1,96.2,97.1) 
94 CONS CT=S)CT=R,C=C,R=0)(T=R,0=95.1) 
95 MERGE (T=R)(T=R)(G=T,3=93){T=R,0=96.2,97.1) 
96 + (T=R.C=F)(T=R,C=F)(T=R,0=95.2) 
97 10 (T=R,C=T)(T=R.D=99.3) 
98 CONS CT=S)CT=F,R=»OUTFILE*•C=C) CT=F,0=99.1) 
99 WRITE (T=F)«R=*FC10,5)*»T=C,C=C)(T=R)CT=F,0=) 
PROC Q 
0 SEND (T=R)(T=R,0=) 
1 REC (T=R9{T=R,0=5*1,19.1,18.1,6.1) 
2 REC (T=R)(T=R.0=7.1,15.1,14.1,8.1) 
3 REC (T=I)(T=I.D=9.1,21.1,11.2) 
4 REC (T=I)(T=I.0=10.1,17.1,12.1,11.1) 
s SACKl (T=R)(T=I)(T=I){T=I.0=) 
6 SACK2 ( T=R)IT=I)(T=I>CT=ITD=l 
7 SACKl (T=R)(T=I)(T=I)(T=I,D=) 
8 SACK2 {T=R)IT=I)(T=I)(T=I,0=) 
9 ACK (T=I)(T=I)(T=I)(T=I,D=) 
ÎO ACK (T=IHT=I)(T=IHT=I.O=) 
11 > {T=I)(T=I)(C=0)(T=G*D=12.1,86*1.0,21.1.20.1.0,17.1,16.1.0) 
12 10 (T=I,C=T)(T=Î,0=13.1) 
13 CONS (T=I)(T=R,R=524288.,C=C)(T=R,D=84.1) 
14 10 (C=F,T=R)fT=R,0=25.1,76-l> 
15 EOS (T=R)(C=1)(T=G.D=16.0,16.2) 
16 MERGE (T=G)(T=G,C=F)(G=T,a=l5)(T=G,0=14.1,16.2.0) 
17 10 (C=F,T=I)(T=I,0=22.1,70.1,42.1) 
18 ÎO (C=F,T=R)(T=R,0=45.1,75.1) 
19 EOS {T=RJ(C=1)(T=G,0=20.0,20.2) 
20 MERGE (T=G)(T=G,C=F)(G=T,a=19)(T=G,0=18.1,20.2.0) 
21 10 (C=F,T=I){T=I,0=24.1,77.1,71.1,65.1,44.1) 
22 - (T=I)(T=I,R=1.C=C)(T=I,D=23.1) 
23 10 (T=I)(T=I,0=37.1) 
24 CONS (T=I)fT=I.C=C,R=0)fT=î,0=35.1) 
25 IO fT=R)(T=R,0=29.1,30.1) 
26 - (T=I,C=F)IT=I,C=C,R=1)(T=I,D=35.2) 
27 > (T=I){T=I,C=C,R=0)CT=G,0=30.1) 
28 IO CT=G)(C=1)CT=G,0=35.0) 
29 EOS CT=R)(T=G,0=26.1,28.1.0) 
30 10 (T=R,C=F)(T=R,0=31.1,32.1,40.1) 
31 EOS fT=R)CT=G,0=36.1.0,37.2) 
32 IO CT=R){T=R,0=33.1) 
33 10 (T=R)(T=R.0=34.1) 
34 10 (T=R,C=T)(T=R,0=62.1) 
35 MERGE (T=I){T=l){G=T•3=28)(T=I,0=26.1,27.1) 
36 IO (T=G)CC=1)(T=G,D=37.0) 
37 MERGE (T=I)(T=I,C=F)(G=T,3=36)(T=I,0=38.1,39.1î 
38 - (T=I)(T=I,C=C,R=1)(T=I.D=37.2) 
39 > (T=I)(T=I,C=C,R=0)(T=B,0=41.1) 
40 EOS (T=R)(T=B,0=41.2) 
41 1 (T=B){T=B)(T=G,0=34.1) 
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79 REC (T=R)(T=R,D=80.1,82.2,81al) 
80 SACKl (T=R)(T=I)(T=I)(T=I,D=) 
81 SACK2 (T=R)(T=I)(T=I)(T=I,D=) 
82 MERGE (T=R)(T=R)(G=T,@=83)(T=R,D=83.1,84.2) 
83 EOS (T=R)(C=l)(T=G.D=82.0) 
84 MERGE (T=R)(T=R)()(T=R,0=85.1,0.1) 
85 EOS (T=R)(C=1)(T=G,0=86.0586.2) 
86 MERGE (T=GJ<C=F.T=G)CG=T,»=851fT=G»D=84.O.86.2.O) 
PROC P 
0 SEND (T=R)(T=R,D-) 
1 REC (T=R)(T=R.D=5.l,20.1.19.1,6.1) 
2 REC (T=R)(T=R,0=7.1.17.1.16.1,8.1) 
3 REC (T=I)(T=Î,0=9.1,14.1,11.2) 
4 REC (T=I)(T=I.0=10.1,15.1,12.1,11.1) 
5 SACKl (T=R)(T=I)(T=I)(T=I.D=) 
6 SACK2 (T=R)CT=I)(T=I)(T=I.0=) 
7 SACKl (T=R)(T=I)(T=I)(T=I«D=) 
8 SACK2 (T=R)(T=I)(T=I)(T=I,D=) to 
9 ACK (T=I){T=I)(T=I)(T=I,0=) s 
10 ACK fT=l)CT=I)(T=I)(T=I.O=) 
11 > { T=î) ( T = I)(C=0) ( T=G.0=12.1,87.1. 0 ,21.1. 0 ,18.1. 0 ,15.1,14.1) 
12 ID (T=I,C=T)(T=I,D=13.l) 
13 CONS (T=I)(T=R.R=524288.,C=C)(T=R,D=8S.l) 
14 ID (C=F,T=I)(T=I.O=22.1,78.'i) 
15 10 (C=F,T=I)(T=I.0=22.2,72.%,71.1.66.1,44.1,25.1) 
16 ID (C=F,T=R)(T=R,0=26.1,77.1) 
17 EOS (T=R)(C=1)(T=G,D=18.0,18.2) 
18 MERGE (T=G)fT=G,C=F)(G=T,a=17)(T=G,D=16.1,18.2.0) 
19 ID (C=F.T=R)(T=R,0=46.1,76.1) 
20 EOS (T=R)(C=l)(T=G.D=2l.0,2l.2) 
21 MERGE (T=G)(T=G,C=F)(G=T,a=20)(T=G,0=19.1,21.2.0) 
22 - (T=I)(T=IB{T=I,0=23.1) 
23 + (T=I)CT=I,R=1,C=C)CT=I,0=24.1,43.1) 
24 ID fT=I) ( T = I .0=38.1) 
25 CONS <T=I)(T=I,C=C,R=0)fT=I,0=36.1) 
26 ID (T=R)(T=R,0=30.1,31.1) 
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//E327MULT JOB I498T,CPLTJCL*MSGLEVEL=(1.1) 
/•JOBPARH LINES=15 
//OFC EXEC PGM=DFC.REGION=356K,TIME=(.lO),PARM=('ISA(-14K)/' 
// 'CODE') 
//STEPLIB DD DSN=A.I4987«DFC.NEWC0M2,DISP=SHR 
/•SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//CODEFIL 00 DSN=J.14987.OFC.C0DE1,UNIT=DISK, 
// DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE), 
// DCB={LRECL=aO»8LKSIZE=800.RECFM=FB,BUFNO=lJ. 
// SPACE=<TRK,(lO,l).RLSE) 
//LASTFIL DD DSN=J.14987.CODE.MULT,UNIT=DISK, 
// DCB=«LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=8OO,RECFM=FB.BUFNO=l1, 
// 01SP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),SPACE=(TRK,(10,2).RLSE.CONTIG) 
//SYSTEST DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSDliMP DD SYSOUT=A 
//PLIDUMP DO SYS0UT=A,0CB=BLKSIZE=133 
//SYSIN DD » 
PROCEDURE MULT BEGIN 
REAL ARRAY AXXdtlO). AX2(i:iO), AX3(i:iO); 
REAL Z; 
INTEGER NPLÎ 
INTEGER STREAM S: 
REAL STREAM XX, X2, X3, R: 
FILE INFILE, OUTFILE: 
PROCEDURE P(IN(K, NPL, XX, X2), 0UT(X3)) BEGIN 
INTEGER K, NPL. M; 
REAL X; 
REAL STREAM XX, X2, X3, Y; 
IF K > NPL 
THEN X3 := 524288. 
ELSE BEGIN 
M := NPL - K + I ; 
X := SUM{INCSUBSTM(IN{XX.O.M)) * 
SUBSTM(IN(X2.K-1.M)))) / 2: 
P(IN(K+I. NPL, XX, X2), OUT(Y)); 
X3 := CONSdNCX, Y) ) 
END 
END; 
PROCEDURE Q(IN(K, NPL, XX, X2), OUT(RJ) BEGIN 
INTEGER K, NPL; 
REAL STREAM XX. X2. R. Y; 
REAL X; 
IF K > NPL 
THEN R := 524288. 
ELSE BEGIN 
X ;= SUM(IN(SUBSTM<IN(XX,0,K-1)Î » 
SUBSTM(INCX2«0,K-1)))) / 2; 
Q(IN(K+1, NPL, XX. X2), OUTIY)); 
R := CONSdNfX, YD 
END 
END; 
INPUT NPL FILE=INFILE FORMAT=I(2); 
STREAM INPUT XX FILE=INFILE FORMAT=F(7,1); 
S := SCREATEtIN(l.NPL,1)1 ; 
X2 := s; 
P(IN(1, NPL, XX, X2), 0UT(X3)); 
BUF XX, AXX; 
BUF X2, AX2; 
BUF X3, AX3; 
XX := UNBUF(IN(AXX)); 
X2 := UNBUF{IN(AX2)); 
X3 := UNBUF(IN(AX3)); 
Q(IN(1, NPL, XX, X2>, OUT(RÎ); 
Z := SUM(IN(X3 + R)); 
OUTPUT Z FILE=OUTFILE FORMAT=F(I0,5) 
END 
/•STEP2 EXEC PGM=IEBPTPCH«CGNO=(O.EQIOFC) 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSUTl DO OSN=J.14987.DFC.CODEl.DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
//SYSUT2 DD SYS_JT=A 
//SYSIN DD * 
PRINT MAXFLDS=1 
TITLE ITEM=('MULT=) 
RECORD FIELO=(80) 
/» 
//DEL DD DSN=J.14987.CODE.MULT.DISP=(OLD$DELETE) 
//XSl EXEC PGM=IEFBR14.COND=(O.NE.DFC) 
//DDI DO DSN=J.14987.DFC.C0DE1,DISP=I0LD.DELETE) 
//ASM EXEC PGM=GO.REGION=100K,TIME=(,10).CONO=<O.NE.DFC) 
//* DD STATEMENTS FOR ASSEMBLER STEP 
//STEPLIB DO DSN=P.14119.ASMLOAD,DISP=SHR 
//SYSIN DO DSN=J.I4987.COOE.MULT.DISP=fOLD.DELETE) 
//SYSPRINT 00 SYSOUT=A 
//PLIOUMP DD SYSOUT=A.DCB=BLKSIZE=133 
//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=A 
//MARC DD OSN=J.14987.ASM.MULT,UNIT=OISK,DISP=(NEW,CATLG.DELETE). 
// SPACE=(TRK.(10.1).RLSE). 
// DCB=(DSORG=DA.LRECL=252.BLKSIZE= 252,RECFM =F) 
//SI EXEC PGM=G0.REGION=550K.COND=(O.NE.DFC).PARM=« NOSTAE.NOSPIE* 
//* DO STATEMENTS FOR THE SIMULATOR STEP 
//STEPLIB DD 0SN=P.I4987.0FS.NEWSIM.DISP=SHR 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//ETC DD SYS0UT=A.DCB=CRECFM=FB.LRECL=132.BLKSIZE=132) 
//PINFO DD DUMMY.DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=132.BLKSIZE=132) 
//PFRNG DD DUMMY.DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=132.BLKSIZE=132) 
//PINST DO DUMMY.OC8=(RECFM=F.LRECL=132,BLKSIZE=132) 
//PLIOUMP DO SYSOUT=A 
//SNAPDUMP DO SYSOUT=A 
//SYSUDUMP 00 SYSOUT=A 
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//SYS IN OD * 
TRACE='1'B, FINAL='0'B; 
13,1500,1,0,100,1 
4000 0,600 00,13000,8000,16000 
3,3,1,2,40 
6,1,5,S,1 
1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1  
8,8,10,8,5 
9.3.3.3.3 
3,9,9,3,9 
3.1.1.4.4 
4,11,1,4,15 
20,5,15,15,5 
5,5 
1 # 1 • I • 1 # 
1 # 1 9 1 « 1 # 
1 * 1 # 1 • 1 9 
t 9 1 * 1 $ 1 # 
1 # 1 9 1 # 1 # 
1 $ 1 • 1 • 1 9 
1 # I # 1 . 1 f 
1 9 I $ 1 # t 9 
1 * 1 • 1 # 1 f 
1  , 1  
020000010 0000 0205242880 
//MARC OD DSN=J«I4987.ASM.MULT,DISP=(OLO,KEEP) 
« 
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APPENDIX C. NOTATION 
The notation used in this dissertation is described in 
this appendix for a hypothetical node N. 
Three main aspects of a node N might need to be 
denoted ; 
1) the type of SMD Petri net constructed from N used to 
compute an attribute of N: Ns or Np type Petri nets, 
2) for a conditional node N, the choice of using only 
the true alternative (^N) or the false alternative 
(^M) , and/or 
3) for a node N containing portions of two streamed 
computations, the isolation of the streamed computa­
tion providing input values (N^^) or computing 
, ,out. 
output values (N ) . 
For the first aspect, Ns-type Petri nets have an 
additional designation as to whether a previously reduced 
node N' internal to N is to have a nodal firing time of 
ti(N') (denoted as NSi) or t^CN') (denoted as NSg). 
Furthermore, these designations may be combined to 
properly specify the type of node being analyzed; e.g., 
^Np^^ specifies that an Np-type Petri net was constructed 
from the streamed conditional node N using the false 
alternative only and only the portion involved with the 
construction of the output values. 
